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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

To the Members of the General Assembly,
Columbia, South Carolina
Gentlemen:
The Trustees of The Clemson Agricultural and Mechanical
College are pleased to transmit, herewith, for your thoughtful
consideration, the report of President E. W. Sikes, concerning
the affairs of the College, for the fiscal year, July 1, 1936 to
June 30, 1937.
The report reviews, in detail, all college activities and
gives a fair conception of the broad and useful scope of work
in which the institution is engaged.

There is also reflected

the very efficient service of the teaching staff and general
employees.
Respectfully submitted,
W . W . BRADLEY,

President, Board of Trustees
J uly 1, 193 7.

WNERE THE CLEMSON
STUDENTS COME FROM
EN~OLLMENT

193 7-1938
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Report of the President of the College

Clemson, South Carolina
December 1, 1937
From E. W. Sikes
President, The Clemson Agricultural College
To The Honorable W. W. Bradley
President, The Board of Trustees
Dear Sir:
I have the honor to present to you the forty-eighth report
of the President of Clemson College, this report covering the
forty-fourth session of the institution.
The year 1937 marks the seventy-fifth anniversary of the
signing of the bill which made possible the founding of Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges in all of the states. It is
the forty-fourth anniversary of the opening of The Clemson
Agricultural College.
As Superintendent of Agricultural
Affairs for the United States Government, Mr. Thomas G.
Clemson advocated this type of institution and in his official
report of 1860 declared or prophesied that "the establishment
of such institutions would form an epoch in the history of the
world scarcely less significant than the Declaration of Independence". Clemson, the agricultural scientist, charted the
course of these institutions declaring that they must become
the nurseries of science and technology.
Mr. Clemson's vision was not shared by the dominant
type of education. Many believed that the farmer and th~
mechanic had no need of education and felt that education
consisted of classical culture only. There was in the beginning
no science embracing these subjects. There was no curriculum
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for such institutions and there were no men especially trained
in these fields. It was a new craft launched upon the educational sea, but in the course of the years it has proven seaworthy. Apprenticeship has had to give way before "book
farming" and scientific research in the fields and laboratories.
Seventy-five years ago the United States Department of Agriculture consisted of a superintendent, four clerks, and a gardener with his helpers but today it is the largest department in
the United States government and is the greatest fact finding
agency on earth.
Gentlemen of the Board, it behooves you to take cognizance of the fact that industrial, commercial, financial, and
political leaders recognize that abiding prosperity and a
wholesome culture depend on the reproducible natural resources of the earth and that their decline means the waste of
social and human resources.
Are too many seeking higher education? There may be
too many in the so called ''learned" professions. There may
be a limit to the number of lawyers, physicians, teachers, and
preachers that society, as at present organized, is able to
absorb and maintain, but the occupations that create wealth
know no limit in absorption. There are six and a hn.lf million
farms in the United States, thirty-two million farm people, or
fifty-five million if unincorporated villages are included. The
nation would be better off if all of these farm people had the
full quantity and quality of agricultural information. They
could grow larger crops at less cost. There are not too many
well-equipped, intelligent farmers. The old system of agriculture has broken down and a renaissance is coming in agriculture. New facts have been discovered, new methods devised, and new ideas disseminated. A wholesome civilization
will depend on their popularization. The enrollment of Four-H
Club boys and girls in South Carolina has reached nearly
thirty thousand. If they are qualified and ambitious for further training, wherein could the state or society suffer?

The textile empire is located in this section with approximately ninety thousand employees in South Carolina. Here
we find a great human resource that needs to bec,o me more
than just "hands". Some enterprises are called "sick indus-
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tries". Mere "hands" make such industries sick. Intelligence
would develop appreciation of the far reaching problems
which involve employer, employee, and society. Again, there
can be no saturation of well trained intelligent men in textiles.
Engineering is broadening its field every year. All industries are being mechanized. Electrification is on its way
to the country people. Roads and more roads are being built.
Chemical engineering is planning for new foods and the utilization of waste products. More and more the engineer wilJ
be called upon to solve not only our mechanical problems but
our social problems. Can a machine age have too many who
know machinery? Again, there is no saturation so long as it
is a part of every man's daily life.

There are approximately four thousand boys who graduate yearly from the high schools of South Carolina. Approximately one half of these boys enter college, and one fourth
remain four years. One half have the opportunity to go.
What is the policy of the state toward higher education? It
is that every qualified young man should have the opportunity
of a college education. A democratic state could have no
other policy. Monarchies, aristocracies, and some individuals
may think otherwise but democracies think in terms of equality of opportunity for all.
Furthermore, I wish the Board to take cognizance of the
following matters:
(1) Salaries. Salaries at Clemson have not been restored to the previous level. Here they are lower than the
salaries in similar institutions in the South. Some departments have been given two years in which to meet the situation. To secure teachers in agriculture, engineering, and textiles we are limited to similar schools or must take them from
industry where they are better paid. We are continually losing members of our staff to better paying institutions or to
business. We are forced to meet this competition or lose our
best young men. To meet the crisis due to large enrollments
the last two years we have had to employ a number of young
instructors at $1200.00 with the promise that they may resign
when they get a better proposition and that we will help them
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to secure such positions. Present conditions do not warrant
asking for a return to the 1929-1930 salary scale, but there is
a very pressing need for $23,000.00 to make Clemson's salary
scale comparable with Southern Agricultural and Mechanical
Colleges.
(2) Equipment and Supplies. Scientific and technical
education necessitates equipment, the renewal of equipment, and the annual replenishment of supplies. Livestock,
electrical apparatus, machines, microscopes, desks, and chemicals cost. Antiquated machines must be replaced with modern
ones. It has been estimated that these items increase the cost
of such instruction by thirty three and one third per cent. To
provide educational equipment for the present student body
there should be at least $12,000.00 made available.
(3) New Teachers. The growth of the student body
demands more teachers. Next year it will be worse than for
the last two years. The sophomore and junior classes will be
swollen by promotions. They will need new teachers with
more training and experience. Out of tuition we were able
to secure the temporary instructors for the freshmen, but this
plan will not work in the field of specialization. Eight additional teachers in textiles, engineering, chemical engineering,
agriculture, and vocational education will be needed to care
for additional classes in technical subjects. This will require
the sum of $20,300.00.
The Legislature is being asked to provide approximately
$100.00 per student or $183,963.00 toward the cost of operating the college during 1938-1939. This sum includes the
funds necessary to provide needed equipment, supplies, teachers, and to place salaries on a footing with neighboring Land
Grant Colleges.
( 4) Living Quarters. The new barracks have been occupied and now accommodate four hundred and twenty cadets.
Crowded conditions, however, still exist. There are two hundred
cadets still four in a room and one thousand living three in a
room. Technical subjects require table space for drawing, designing and illustrating. More than two in a room hampers

New Barracks--P. W. A. Project
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efficient preparation. The new barracks gave only temporary
relief. These buildings were erected through the aid of the
Public Works Administration. The bonds issued by the college are being paid out of room rent fees, and not out of the
appropriation. Students are given permission to secure rooms
outside of barracks, but few desire to do so, and also rooms
are not available. Every room in the temporary wooden barracks is occupied. To relieve this congestion rooms for four
hundred cadets are now needed. In our 1938-39. budget request I asked for the sum of $125,000.00 for the construction
of new dormitory rooms.
The hospital, laundry, kitchen, mess hall, barracks, and
Y. M. C. A. are all self-sustaining.
( 5) Public Service. I want to call your attention to the
reports from the various public service departments of agricultural extension, agricultural research, crop pest commission, livestock sanitary work, fertilizer inspection and analysis, and the toxicological analysis. The new agricultural
building has improved every phase of education, extension,
and research. The bonds issued for this building are being
paid from the sale of tags for the inspection and analysis of
fertilizers.
In addition to the public service activities which have
submitted formal reports I wish to call your attention to
another type of service that Clemson College is rendering.
During the last two weeks in May the Fourth Corps Area with
headquarters in Atlanta sent fifty CCC Educational Advisers
here to be trained. Major J. R. Cooper told General Mosely,
the Commanding Officer, that he felt that this was the place
for the meeting since Clemson had always shown such a keen
appreciation of the young men in these camps. These Educational Advisers were all college trained men and we have
never had a more appreciative group.

It is customary to think of a college as closing after commencement and all activities virtually ceasing until the beginning of the regular session in September. This is not the case
with Clemson. On commencement day our regular students

Long Agricultural Hall-P. W. A. Project
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moved out of the barracks soon after the exercises, and late
that same afternoon between four and five hundred young
school boys representing the Future Farmers of America moved
in for a four-day conference. On the following l\ionday morning the summer school opened and there was some sort of
activity here practically the entire summer. For your information I am giving you a list of the summer activities at Clemson.
June 1, 2, 3, 4 ________ Conference for Agricultural Teachers,
Students, etc.
June 7-July 17 --------------------------- Summer School
July 16, 17 ____________ South Carolina Society of Engineers
July 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24- _________ Groups of Farm Women,
Extension Service
July 24-August 2L ___________________ Opportunity School
July 26, 27, 28 ____ Group of Farm Women, Extension Service
July 29, 30, 31 ___________________ Four-H Boys and Girls
August 2, 3, 4 ____________________ Four-H Boys and Girls
August 23-27 __________________ Extension Service School
August 31-September 3 ______________ Poultry Short Course
The college renders public service just so far as its budgetary allowance will permit. From its inception the purpose
of the college has been to render service. Funds that might
legitimately have been used to erect buildings or to secure
equipment were used to initiate and foster the discovery of
new knowledge and its dissemination among the people.
"Render service where most needed" has been the fundamental
idea of the college. The public at large has not been unappreciative of this service and the General Assembly has responded generously.
Respectfully submitted,
E. W. SIKES, President
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REPORT OF TREASURER
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, South Cai:olina
Dear Sir:
I have the honor of transmitting herewith my annual report of the
financial affairs of the Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina for
the fiscal year July 1, 1936 to June 30, 1937 in accordance with an act of
the General Assembly.
Respectfully submitted,
S. W. EV ANS, Secretary-Treasurer.

THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Collegiate Activities
FISCAL YEAR
JULY 1, 1936 to JUNE 30, 1937
INCOME

1-State Appropriation _________
2-Privilege Fertilizer Tax ----- $194,000.00
Less Cost Insp. and Analysis __ 22,836.23

$ 94,500.00
171,163.77

$265,663.77

3-Federal Funds :
Morrill-Nelson and Bankhead-Jones Funds __ $ 38,543.97
Landscrip ----------------------------5,754.00

44,297.97

4-Tuition and Fees ______________________ _
5-Int. Clemson Bequest & Anderson Fellowship
6-Miscellaneous Funds:
Rents College Residences, Sales Electric
Lights and Water ____________ _____ __ _

141,283.10
4,269.04

Total Income Collegiate Activities ___ _

$486,003.80

30,489.92

CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
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Collegiate Activities
EXPENDITURES JULY I, 1936-JUNE 30, 1937
Exhibit A
A-Personal Service:

1.

Salaries:
Morrill-Nelson and
Bankhead-Jones Fund -- $ 38,543.97
Lanscrip
____________
5,754.00

$ 44,297 .9 7

Other Funds ______________________ 228,401.84

2.
3.

$272,699 .81
41,310.46
20.00

$314,030.27

Freight, Express & Deliveries _________ $
145.89
2,815 .93
Travel ---------------- -------------Telegraph & Telephone ___________ __ _
2,211.28
Repairs ----------------------------- 27,205.68
Printing Catalogs, Bulletins, Etc. _______ _
2,876.98

35,255.76

Wages ----------------------------Special Payments --------------------

B-Contractual Service :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C-Supplies:

2.
3.
4.
7.
8.
9.
11.

Fuel & Electric Current -------------- $ 22,332.61
Feed & Veterinary Supplies _____ _
2,600.71
Office Supplies _____________________ _
7,615.23
Educational Supplies ________________ _
9,492.34
Motor Vehicle Supplies ______________ _
2,291.12
Agricultural Supplies _____________ _
687.04
Other Supplies ____________________ _
3,945.29

48,964.34

D-Fixed Charges & Contributions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Rent ------------------------------- $
Insurance ------------------------Contributions --------------- - - ------Other Fixed Charges ________ ________ _

23.50
8,981.30
5.00
2,111.46

11,121.26

1,140.49
26.90
1,465.00
4,444.87
1,501.14

8,578.40

5,000.00
4,620.78

9,620.78.

G-Equipment:

1.
3.
4.
7.
8.

Office Equipment --------------------$
Household Equipment ___________ ____ _
Motor Vehicle Equipment ____ ________ _
Educational Equipment ______ ____ ____ _
Other Equipment ________ _____ ____ __ _

H-Lands & Structures:

2.
3.

Buildings- (Building Sinking Fund) __ __ $
Non-Structural Improvements ____ __ ___ _
Total Collegiate Activities

$427,57 0.81
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Fertiliz er Insp ection and Analysis, Poison Analyses,
Anal yses of Water, Soils, Ma nures, Etc.
A -1
A-2
A-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
C-4
C-11
D-1
D-2
D-4
G-8

Salaries
--------- - -- - - $ 10,051.98
Wages
3,712.16
-- - --Legal Services
900.00
Freight & E xpress
123.02
Travel
2,523.92
Telegraph & Telephone
121.54
Repairs
291.25
Fertilizer Bulletins
300.00
Office Supplies
650.12
Other Supplies (tags, etc.)
4,079.03
Post Office Box Rent
6.00
Insurance
50.00
Other Fixerl Cha1ges
8.00
Other Equipment
19.21

$ 22,836.23

Smith-Lever Agricultural Extension Work
Exhibit B
R eceipts:
Appropria lions:

Credit Balance Brought Fwd. July 1, 1936 $ 2,142.62
Federal
_ _ ___ _
446,030.48
State
146,838.85

$595,011.95

Expendi lur e s:

A-1
A -2
"B-1
B -2
B-3
B-5

Sa laries _______________________ - $463,451.53
Wages _
_ __________________
1,071.71
Freight & E xpress __________________
683. 55
Tr avel _ ____ _____________________ 95,16 4. 87
Communication Service _____________
6,94 9. 52
Publications _______________________
5,463.77

B-6
C-11
D-1
•G-1

H eat, Light & Water ------------ ---Supplies & Materials ________________
Office Rent for Agents ____ __________
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment _____
Unexpended Balance

391. 33
10,29 8.06
3,743.68
6,243.23

$593,461.25
$593,461.25
1,550.70
$595,011 .95

CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
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South Carolina Experiment Station Federal Funds
Exhibit C
Receipts:

Receipts from Treasurer of the United States:
Hatch Fund ------------------------- - $
Adams Fund __________________ ______ _
Purnell Fund ________________________ _
Bankhead-Jones Fund ________________ _

15,000.00
15,000.00
60,000.00
29,732.48

$119,732.48

Expenditures:

A-1
A-2
A-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-11
D-1

G-1
G-7
G-8
H-2
H-3

Salaries _____________ ____ ---------$ 71,877.37
Wages ---------------------------- 19,765.94
Special Payments _________________ _
15.25
Freight & Express _________________ _
947.98
1,567.64
Travel __ --------------------- ---Telegraph & Telephone ____________ _
630.93
Repairs ____ ____ ___ _ ________ _
594.73
1,871.17
Publications __ -------------------Heat, Light, & Water ______________ _
130.57
Fuel Supplies
_ ___ _ ____________ _
343.18
Feed & Veterina1-y Supplies ________ _
2,537.1$5
Office Supplies _ _ _ _____________ _
1,124.29
Educational Supplies _______________ _
620.61
Motor Vehicle Supplies ____________ _
1,362.59
Fertilizer ________________________ _
1,087.57
Other Supplies ____________________ _
3,106.46
530.83
Rents - ------------------- - - - -----Office Equipment __________________ _
1,720.59
Educational Equipment_ _____________ _
588.19
Other Equipment ____________ ______ _
3,755.24
3,572.27
Buildings ____ __ ----- --------------Non-Structural Improvements _______ _
1,981.73 $119,732.48

Agricultural Research
Paid by Warrants on ComptroIIer General of South Carolina
Exhibit D
Expenditures:

A-1
A-2
A-3
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6

Salaries --------------------------- $ 22,665.00
4,607.24
Wages - ---------------------- ----13.40
Special Services ---- - - ----- --- - ----1,574.49
Travel - -- - --------- --------- - ----Telegraph & Telephone ______ ____ _ __ _
110.32
292.52
Repairs -------- ------------------271.19
Printing -------------------------Water, Heat, Light, & Power __ _____ _ _
240.80
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C-3
C-4
C-8
C-9
C-11
D-1
D-2
G-1
G-4
G-5
G-8
H-2

F eed & Vetel'inal'y Supplies _________ _
Office Supplies ____________________ _
Motor Vehicle Suppli es _____________ _
Agricultur al Supplies _______________ _
Other Supplies ____________________ _
Rents ----------------------------Insurance ------------------------Office Equipment __________________ _
Motor Vehicle Equipment _____ ______ _
Agricultural Equipment ____________ _
Other Equipment __________________ _
Buildings ________________________ _

777.00
349.36
1,062.36
3,033.82
137.36
539.67
617.19
351.80
200.00
2,485.79
73 .19
597.50

$ 40,000.00

Crop Pests and Diseases
Paid by Warrants on Comptroller General of South Carolina
Exhibit E
Expenditures:

Salaries ----------------- ----------$
Travel ------------- --------- -----Repairs ------------- ------- ----- -Office Supplies ____________________ _
Gasoline & Oil ______ ____ __________ _
Other Fixed Charges _______________ _
Office Equipment _____ __ ___________ _

A-1
B-2
B-4
C-4
C-8
D-4
G-4

6,708.00
321.55
19.60
42.27
390.73
7.90
9.95

$

7,500.00,

Livestock Sanitary Work
Paid by Warrants on Comptroller General of South Carolina
Exhibit F
Expenditures:

A-1
A-3
B-2
B-3
C-4
C-11
D-2
D-3
G-1
G-8

Salaries --------------------------- $ 24,138.73
3,342.50
Special Payments --- - ---- ---------Travel ---------------------- ------ 11,278.55
Telegraph & Telephone ___ __________ _
368.03
332.73
Office Supplies ------- ------------- Other Supplies ____________________ _
110.03
30. 68
Insurance ---------- - -------------64.06
Contributions ---------------------Office Equipment ________ __ _____ ___ _
90.18
191.49
Other Equipment --------- --~------Unexpended Balance ------------ ---

$ 39,946.98

53.02

$ 40,000.00
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Truck Experiment Station
Paid by Warrants on Comptroller General of South Carolina
Exhibit G
Expendi lures:

A-1
A-2
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-6
C-4
C-8
C-9
C-11
G-8
H-3

Salaries ---------------------------$
Wages ---------------------------Travel ---------------------------Telegraph & Telephone _____________ _
Repairs --------------------------Light, Water, & Power _____________ _
Office Supplies ____________________ _
Motor Vehicle Supplies _____________ _
Agricultural Supplies _______________ _
Other Supplies --------------------Other Equipment __________________ _
Non-Structural Improvements _______ _

3,320.00
2,284.66
50.00
134.92
198.64
267.03
59.05
300.50
1,156.13
100.09
91.54
37.44

$

8,000.00

Savannah Valley Experiment Station
(Edisto Station)

Paid by Warrants on Comptroller General of South Carolina
Exhibit H
Expenditures:

A-1
A-2
B-1
B-2
B-4
C-3
C-4
C-8
C-9
C-11
G-1
G-4
G-5
G-6
G-8
H-1
H-2

Salaries ---------------------------$
Wages ---------------------------Freight, Express and Deliveries ______ _
Travel ---------------------------Repairs --------------------------Feed and Veterinary Supplies _______ _
Office Supplies ______________ ___ ___ _
Motor Vehicle Supplies _____________ _
Agricultural Supplies ___________ ____ _
Other Supplies ------- - -------- ----Office Equipment ____________ ______ _
Motor Vehicle Equipment ___________ _
Agricultural Equipment ____________ _
Livestock ----------------- ---- ---~Other Equipment ______ _____ _______ _
Purchase of Lands - ----------- - ----Buidlings ------------------ - -------

2,616.00
1,973.97
2.16
414.87
226.53
292.87
18.50
358.25
1,404.59
489.89
364.17
527.00
1,147.73
1,600.00
105.06
9,551.25
3,907.16

$ 25,000.00
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Cadet Fund
('l'hese funds, paid by the students for their living and other expenses, are
kept entirely separate. None of this money is used to pay the cost of
teaching.)
Exhibit I
Expenditures for Board, L au ndry, Room, Uniforms, H o spital, Student Activities, and Incidentals:

A-1
A-2
A-3
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
C-1
C-2
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-10
C-11
D-2
D-4
D-4
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-7
G-8
H-2

Salaries --------------------------- $ 31,895.48
Wages _______________ _
54,898.97
Special Payments __________________ _
87.20
Freight, Express and Deliveries __ __ _
16.55
Travel
___________________ _
1,070.14
Telegraph & Telephone ____________ _
579.02
Repairs __
___ _ ___ _ ___ _
20,503.59
Printing & Advertising ____ _____ _ __ 11,733.48
Food Supplies ___________________ _ 136,940.36
Fuel Supplies __
_ __________ _
19,382.02
Office Supplies _
_ ______ _
141.23
Laundry Supplies
4,199.10
Medical Supplies ______ . __________ _
2,565.79
Educational Supplies ______________ _
744.86
Motor Vehicle Supplies ____ _ _______ _
869.49
Uniforms
___________ _
49,566.03
Other Supplies _
_ _____ _
12,646.20
Insurance --------------·
___ _ __ _
1,461.34
Payment-Dormitory Building Fund __ _ 17,955.00
Other Fixed Charges _____ ____ _ __ _
449.10
Office Equipment ________________ _
381.79
Medical Equipment ___
_ ____ _ _
233.55
Household Equipment ______________ _
'?37.29
Motor Vehicle Equipment ___________ _
470.00
Educational Equipment _____________ _
199.01
Other Equipment __________________ _
7,223.60
210.00 $377,160 .19
Buildings ------------------------Total Expenditures ___ ____________ _
Refunds to Students-D-4 _________ _

Total -----------------------Balan ce on Hand July 1, 1936 ------------$ 23,405.02
Balance on Hand June 30, 1937 __________ __ 36,498.64

377,160.19
8.124.73
$385,284.92

Student Banking Account
Exhibit J

Balance on Hand J uly 1, 1936 ------------- $ 4,836.06
Deposits Cu rren t Year ___________________ 132,232.12

$13 7,06 8. 18

Checks-P aid Current Year ---------------$13 0,050 .91
Bala nce June 30, 1 93 7 ___________________
7,017.27

$1 37,068.18
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REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF EXTENSION SERVICE
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, South Carolina
Dear Sir:
The following report of the Extension Service for the past year is
submitted in conformance with the law, and the regulations of the Board
of Trustees. Most of the results given in this report are on the basis of
the 1936 calendar or crop year, with such references as are possible to
work done through June, 1937.
Respectfully submitted,
D. W. WATKINS, Director

EXTENSION WORK IN SOUTH CAROLINA, 1936
Introduction

The Extension Service has had one of the most fruitful years of its
history. The Clemson Agricultural College and the United States Department of Agriculture, which, under the state and federal laws, cooperate in maintaining this service are regarded more and more by farm
people as the agencies through which they are able to express themselves,
their needs and desires, and through which they participate in the unfolding of our national destiny.
One branch of the Extension Service, the Home Demonstration
Work, is administered through Winthrop College, which institution is
thus made an integral part of the service. The work with Negro farmers
is handled through the State Negro College at Orangeburg, and this
institution also participates in all phases of extension work with Negro
farm people.
In 1936 the crisis of the depression emergency had passed, and the
farmers of the state, who, from the largest landowner to the smallest
sharecropper, had learned during the trying years of the depression that
the Extension Service offered safe and sound leadership, turned to the
county agents and specialists in greater numbers than ever before for
guidance and help in improving the production, quality, and marketing of
their products, the efficiency of operation of their farms, and the living
conditions in thefr homes.
For extension workers, who for the preceding three years have been
forced to devote a large percentage of their time and efforts to the
emergency programs of agricultural adjustment necessary to tide the
farmers over the depression, this meant a definite return to the basic
program of demonstration work, upon which the Extension Service was
founded and developed.
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Fortunately, during the three preceding years of emergency programs, a strong organization of farmer leadership and clerical assistance
had been built up by the Extension Service in each county of the state,
which made it possible for the county agents to place in the hands of
this leadership much of the responsibility for the routine details of the
adjustment programs, and to carry on again the fundamental demonstration work needed and desired by the farmers.
Additional federal funds for extension work made it possible to fill
several vacancies in the organization, and thus enabled the Extension
Service to present a somewhat more well-rounded program of educational
demonstration work to the farm people of the state.
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EXTENSION SERVICE

The director of the Extension Service at Clemson has charge of all
extension work in the state. He is assisted in the administration of the
extension program by two assistants, three district agents, and a chief
clerk and accountant. Twenty-seven subject matter specialists are employed, representing all lines of agriculture in the state. County workers
include 46 county agents, one in each county, 15 assistant county agents,
and three assistant county agents in soil conservation.
The home demonstration work is supervised by the state home demonstration agent, an assistant state agent, and three district agents. Seven
home demonstration specialists are employed. County workers include
46 home demonstration agents, one in each county, and three assistant
home demonstration agents.
The Negro extension work is supervised by a Negro district agent
and a Negro supervising agent for home demonstration work. There are
employed 16 Negro county agricultural agents, and 13 Negro home demonstration agents.
THE 1936 PROGRAM OF EXTENSION WORK

In view of the unprecedented interest of the farm people of the
state in the extension program, and the fact that the agricultural situation presented various and extraordinary new problems and avenues of
approach, the Extension Service called upon the agricultural leadership
of the counties to share the responsibility of formulating the 1936 program of agricultural extension work. This plan met an earnest response
from leading farmers and farm women throughout the state, and in each
county the council thus formed gave much time and effort to build an
extension program to fit the needs of that county. Specialists' programs
of work were correlated with the county programs to give technical
assistance and leadership where it was most needed. The whole extension program for the state was designed to teach as efficiently as possible
through practical demonstrations a balanced, profitable system of crop
and livestock production; the standardization and orderly marketing of
farm products; the conservation and improvement of natural resources;
the proper feeding, clothing, and housing of the farm family; the value
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of organization and cooperation; and the broadening of cultural and
recreational facilities for farm people; all to the end that permanence,
security, and happiness might be established for farm people upon which
they may build a safe, sound, and progressive agriculture for the state.
RESULTS FROM THE 1936 PROGRAM
Field Activities

During 1936 county and home demonstration agents, in cooperation with 4,156 voluntary county and community !C'aders, f!arried out the
extension program in 1,768 communities of the state. These agents made
a total of 67,042 farm and home visits, reaching 43,805 different farms
and homes to assist with agricultural and home-m:i.king problems.
Farmers and farm women made 741,463 office and telephone calls
on these agents at their headquarters for information and assistance.
County and home demonstration agents held 29,979 farm and home
meetings, with an attendance of 720,992 farm people, ~nd conducted
16,413 result demonstrations in agricultm·al and home-making methods.
Extension specialists in carrying out their phases of the extension
program, made 2,805 visits to county and home demonstration agents,
visited 5,780 farms and homes, wrote 24,701 letters to agents and farm
people, prepared 93 bulletins on agricultural and home-making subject
matter, made 95 radio talks, and attended 2,650 meetings.
The Agricultural Adjustment Program

For the fourth consecutive year the South Carolina Extension Service has administered the programs of agricultural adjustmPnt enacted by
the federal government and administered to the state by the United
States Department of Agriculture.
Farm Leadership to the Front

The full cooperation of leading farmers making up the state committee, county committees, community committeer. and otrers in an advisory capacity, has made possible the effective and efficient administration of the Agricultural Conservation Program in 1936. These men have
given freely of their time and energy, and have furnished invaluable
guidance in the conduct of the program in the state.
Fits Well into Extension Program

During these four years the federal programs of agricultural adjustment and agricultural conservation have developed into an integral part
of the extension program in South Carolina. Benefit payments for certain improved farm practices have made it possible for thousands of
farmers to put these practices into effect, whereas, heretofore, on account
of the below-parity position of farm income, they had been unable to do
so. The acreage of food and feed crops for home consumption has been
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increased on lands diverted from cotton and tobacco, and with this extra
feed farmers have been able to grow more hogs and poultry and produce
more milk and butter for home consumption, all resulting i!I an improved
standard of living for the farm people of the state The acreage of soil
building crops has been materially increased, and terracing and other soil
conservation practices have been greatly advanced.
Participation by Farmers

A total of 112,997 farmers, including landowners and tenants, participated in the 1936 Agricultural Conservation Program, receiving for
performance the sum of $7,307,000. In addition $3,000,000 was paid to
94,000 farmers in completing the 1935 Cotton Price Adjustment Program.
Agricultural Economics and Farm Management
More Planning, Less Guessing

The changes in the agricultural situation have placed a new emphasis on the economic planning of farming operations, and the Extension
Service, through the Division of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, qas worked through the county agents and specialists to aid
the farmers of the state to meet the changed situation with definite plans
based upon the economic situation and outlook. In ·chis work 206 farm
planning meetings were held and 209 1·esult demonstrations were conducted on individual farm planning.
Outlook Guides Production

The demand on the part of the farmers of the state for up-to-date
outlook information continues to grow, and during 1936, 565 county and
community outlook meetings were held, covering practically all lines of
farming in the state. With the use of the outlook information obtained
the fa1·mers of the state are better able to adjust their production to market needs and demands.
Preparation and Analysis of Farm Records

If farm demonstrations of recommended practices are to be of greatest value as a source of information fo1· other farmers, the record forms
must be carefully prepared and the records accurately kept and analyzed.
During 1936, this division assisted in assembling, analyzing, and interpreting demonstration results on cotton, tobacco, Irish potatoes, sweet
potatoes, cucumbers, poultry, and dairy herd demonstrations.
These
records were obtained on a district or statewide basis, and constitute a
valuable source of agricultural information.
During the year record forms for Irish potatoes, cucumbers, tobacco,
livestock demonstrations, and complete farm accounts were prepared or
revised.
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Farm Financing and Planned Operation

During 1936 farmers to the number of 8,199 were assisted in obtaining credit, 436 farmers were aided in making farm debt adjustment,
3,604 farmers were advised as to leases and rental agreements, and 5,184
farmers adopted complete farming systems according to recommendations.
Agricultural Engineering Work
Farmers Again Building and Repairing

With the improvement in agricultural income came the interest of
farmers in erecting and repairing farm buildings and structures. From
building plans furnished through extension workers, farmers in 1936 constructed 1,660 farm buildings, and repaired and remodelec! 1,624 others
to fit the needs of their farms.
In cooperation with subject matter specialists and other extension
workers, the Division of Agricultural Engineering developed plans for a
peach packing shed, a milk house, and a general farm barn, all of which
are being widely distributed among the farmers of the state.
Farmers Get Electricity

Farmers have become conscious of the benefits of electricity on the
farm and in the farm home, and interest in rural electrification is rapidly
growing in the state. During 1936, the Extension Service cooperated
with other agencies in organizing groups of farm people for the establishment of 2000 miles of rural lines, putting electricity ,into 2,373 farm
homes.
Farmers Use More Machinery

During the year, 120 farmers were advised as to the purchase of improved farm machinery, 446 farmers were assisted in the maintenance and
repair of machinery, and 2,681 farm women were given help in the purchase, maintenance, and operation of home equipment.
Conserving Our Heritage, the Soil

Through 19 county soil conservation associations with a membership
of 2,346 farmers, the number of power ten·acing outfits in the state was
increased to 42 in 1936. These outfits, operated under the supervision
of the Extension Service and with the cooperation of the Soil Conservation Service, were used to terrace 38,730 acres of land on 1,045 farms,
at an average cost of $1.91 per acre. In addition, 182 farmers were
aided in building approved-type terraces on 5,187 acres of land.
Terracing Supplemented with Land Use Program

A complete land-use program planned to conserve and build up the
soil has been put into effect on each of these farms on which terracing
was done, the total acreage of which is 510,817. In this program the
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clean cultivated acreage has been reduced 21 per cent, the acreage of
erosion resisting crops has been increased 31 per cent, 12,781 acres have
been retired from cultivation, 8,695 acres set to trees, and 1.843 acres put
into permanent pasture. The record shows that 6,053,709 trees were
set on lands too steep or too badly eroded for profitable crop production.

Extension Work With Field Crops

Farmers Improve Cotton Yields and Staple

In 1936, for the eleventh consecutive year, one of the major objectives of the Extension Service was to improve the quality and yield per
acre of lint cotton on the farms of the state. A total of 654 farmers
completed demonstrations in the South Carolina five-acre cotton improvement contest in 1936, producing an average yi eld of 615 pounds of lint
cotton per acre on their five-acre fields.
From these demonstrations during this eleven-year period, methods
and practices have developed which have revolutionized cotton production
methods in South Carolina and placed the state in the lead among the
southeastern states, with a production of 94 per cent of the cotton crop
of 15 / 16 inch staple or longer, and 71 per cent of the cotton crop of one
inch staple or longer. In 1926, the year this demonstration was started,
it was estimated that less than 20 per cent of South Carolina's cotton
crop was of 15 / 16 inch staple or longer. During the eleven-year period,
1926-1936, in which the cotton improvement contest has been conducted,
the average yield of lint cotton for the state has gradually increased from
215 pounds per acre in 1926 to 279 pounds per acre in 1936.
The improved practices taught by these five-acre demonstrations
which included all phases of cotton production, and the increased staple
length of the crop which resulted mainly from the spread through these
demonstrations of purebred seed from South Carolina breeders, have added millions of dollars during these years to the value of the cotton crop
of the state.

Valuable Lessons From Tobacco Records

Tobacco growers in the Pee Dee section of the state cooperated
with the Extension Service in conducting 93 complete demonsb:ations in
tobacco production in 1936. The records of these demonstrations when
asse mbled and analyzed showed many very definite results from foliowing
recommended methods of tobacco production, such as time of planting
seed beds, soils, fertilizers, use of manure, crop rotations, plants per acre,
curing, and labor distribution. The results of these demonstrations are
being presented to tobacco growers throughout the area for their information and guidance.
As a result of three years of tobacco demonstration work, the
quality of South Carolina tobacco has been materially improved.
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Pasture Demonstrations Started

Pasture demonstrations totaling 219 were started in 1936 by the
Extension Service in cooperation with the Tennessee Valley Authority
and the Soil Conservation Service. The demonstrations include terracing,
fertilizing, and seeding pasture lands.
Other Demonstrations With Field Crops

Other field crop demonstrations conducted by farmers cooperating
with the Extension Service include 285 in corn production, 360 in the
production of small grains, and 473 with soil improvement crops.

Extension Work With Livestock

Interest in livestock production continues to grow among the farmers of the state, who find that hog;,, beef cattle, and in some cases, sheep,
help them to balance their farming systems and increase their farm
income. Farmers have been noticeably interested in improving the quality
of their breeding stock and their feeding methods in order that they
might be able to produce a sufficient meat supply for home use and,
where practicable, a surplus for the marJ,-et.
Improved Beef Cattle Breeding Stock Placed

During 1936, the Extension Service assisted farmers in selecting and
purchasing 99 purebred Hereford and Angus bulls, mainly for breeding
on native grade cows to improve their stock. In addition, 98 purebred
beef cows were placed with farmers to be used as foundation stock for
future purebred herds.
Purebred Hogs Increase Profits

Extension workers assisted farmers in selecting and purchasing 155
purebl'ed boars and 252 purebred sows and gilts in 1936.
Hog Feeding Demonstrations Show Profit

Hog feeding demonstrations have contributed much toward putting
hog production on a sound basis in South Carolina. Year after year, these
demonstrations, where properly conducted, have shown that hogs offer the
best market for surplus corn and other feeds.
Thirty-eight hog feeding demonstrations were conducted in 1936,
including 793 hogs, or an average of 21 per herd. The record shows
that these hogs gained an average of 1.68 pounds per day and gave a net
return of $1.50 per bushel for all corn fed. At the time these demonstrations were conducted corn was selling for 50 to 60 cents per bushel.
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Four-H Cluh Boys Grow Calves and Pigs

Well bred beef calves and pigs of good type, fed and shown by 4-H
club boys, have created more interest in good livestock than any other
feature of livestock extension work. Four-H club members fed out and
showed a total of 64 beef calves at the Savannah Livestock Show and the
State Fair, all of which were sold at auction, in practically all cast's at a
reasonable profit to the club members. Four-H club members showed 384
purebred pigs and 44 fat barrows at the South Carolina State Fair and
at county and community fairs in 1936.
Hogs Sold Cooperatively

With the low prices of feed and the comparatively high prices of
hogs, considerable interest was shown by farmers in feeding out hogs for
market. On account cf the lack of large ma!'kets in the state, the fat
hogs were assembled in carlots and sold cooperatively through the county
agents. Hogs were marked for identification of the owner when marketed, and each grower received payment for his own hogs. This system has
proved very satisfactory, and the demonstration fed bogs from South
Carolina have won a reputation for quality and hardness on the large
eastern markets. Cooperative sales by the Extension Service in 1936
amounted to $628,902, which was paid to 2,690 farmers for 36,904 hogs.
Dairy Extension Work
South Carolina Dairy Cattle Rank High

For many years the Extension Service has worked with farmers to
improve the dairy cattle of the state. The problem has been approached
mainly through the use of selected purebred bulls, which, during these
years, have become more or less generally used, even by farmers owning
only one family cow. As a result of this work, South Carolina has since
1919 risen among 13 Southern states from sixth place with an average
annual production of 2,347 pounds of milk per cow, to second place,
with an average annual production of 3,250 pounds of milk per cow, or
an increase of 38 per cent in production per cow during this period.
With the exception of one state, South Carolina has had a greater
inc1·ease in production per cow than any other Southern state.
In addition, as a direct result of this widespread use of purebred
bulls, South Carolina, an obscure state as far as the dairy industry is
concerned, now ranks among the top three states in the United States in
the number of advanced registry class leaders with annual production
records of 600 pounds of butterfat or more per year.
Farmers Buy Better Bulls

The campaign for better dairy sires continues, and during 1936
farmers were assisted in selecting and purchasing 78 purebred bulls for
breeding purposes.
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Records Kept on the Bulls

Records help to show the value of a purebred bull to a community.
In Newberry county farmers kept records on the upkeep and services of
13 purebred dairy bulls. These records showed that 85 other farmers
bred a total of 314 cows to these 13 bulls during a twelve-month period,
and that these cows dropped 102 heifers and 78 bull calves. Thfo is but
an example of the slow but sure spread of improved dairy stock that is
taking place throughout the state.
Four-H Dairy Calf Club Work

Organized 4-H dairy calf club work was conducted in 24 counties
of the state in 1936, with 130 4-H club boys and girls growing out 169
animals to the value of $22,337.67 and at a profit of $6,903.72. Seventytwo of these calves were shown at county fairs and the State Fair, where
they competed in the 4-H club classes and with distinction in the open
classes.
Dairy Herd

Improvement Associations

Two new dairy herd improvement associations were organized during
the year, and the one old association was strengthened by the addition of
new members. This work offers the most accurate source of dairy information and is now on a basis to conform with the standards of the
Bureau of Dairy Industry of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Farmers Learn at Feeding Schools

The Dairy Division of the Extension Service, in cooperation with
the Dairy Department of the South Carolina Experiment Station, held
10 feeding schools with county agents and dairymen of the state. These
schools were attended by 614 dairy farmers who were vitally interested
in the facts presented.
Marketing Dairy Cattle and Dairy Products

The Extension Service assisted farmers in 1936 in selecting and
purchasing 217 dairy cows and in marketing dairy cattle and dairy products to the value of $122,805.12. Whole milk and cream sales through
creameries and other channels organized in the past by the Extension Service amounted to $309,445.95, bringing the total returns from sales made
possible by the work of the Extension Service to $432,251.57.
Trench Silos Cheap But Effective

The trench silo is proving a boon to dairymen in the state by making possible winter succulent feed on hundreds of farms at very low
cost. Assistance was given to 22 farmers in building trench silos with a
total capacity of 1,264 tons in 1936. These are in addition to several
hundred already in use in the state.
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Work with Insects and Plant Diseases

The work of the Extension Service in the fight against insects and
plant diseases consists of two types: ( 1) Emergency assistance to farmers
in controlling outbreaks of insects and crop diseases, and (2) definite instructions and demonstrations showing methods of prevention and control
of insects and crop diseases where such occur with sufficient seasonal
regularity that their advent can be forecast.

It is conservatively estimated that insects and plant diseases cost the
farmers of the state around $35,000,000 each year through damage to
crops and livestock.
Cotton Seed Treatment Improves Stand and Yield

The treatment of cotton planting seed with Ceresan was the main
crop disease project conducted by the Extension Service in 1936. For
years one of the great problems of the cotton farmer has been the difficulty of getting good stands of cotton due to seed rotting in the ground,
sore-shin diseases, angular leaf spot, and anthracnose.
A concerted campaign for cotton seed treatment to overcome this
difficulty was put on in 1936 by the Extension Service, and records were
obtained on 64 demonstrations, showing that the treatment of the planting
seed with Ceresan increased the number of plants at thinning time 49.4
per cent over the number of plants in untreated plots in the same field.
After thinning and at cotton picking time, treated plots had 27.5 per cent
more plants per acre than untreated plots, and boll counts at picking
time showed that the treated plots had 15.3 per cent more bolls per acre
than the untreated plots.
This increase in the number of mature bolls per acre is equal to an
average increase of 76.5 pounds of lint cotton per acre on the treated
plots, or an increase at 1936 cotton prices of $9.08 per acre in the value
of the crop as a result of seed treatment. On this basis it is estimated
that the value of the cotton crop on acreage planted with treated seed in
1936 was increased by $544,800.00. L:.irgely as a result of the direct
educational effect of these demonstrations in cotton seed treatment in
1936, it appears that growers have purchased in 1937 enough Ceresan to
treat seed for 250,000 acres of cotton.
Boll Weevil Damage Light in 1936

Constant boll weevil infestation counts were made by the Extension
Service during the cotton growing and fruiting season in 1936, and the
degree of infestation reported weekly to the farmers of the state through
newspaper articles and circular letters.
On account of the wide variation in the amount of weevil damage
from year to year, the information obtained from these infestation counts
is used as a guide to the farmers in their poisoning operations.
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These infestations counts showed that weevil infestation was the
lowest of any year since the pest appeared in the state. As a result of
the spread of this information, very little poisoning was done. The early
emergence of weevils in the spring of 1937 was unusually large and a
vigorous campaign for early poisoning was conducted through groups of
farmers, 4-H club members and others.
Insect Control in a Growing Peach Industry

As a result of a campaign of demonstrations and publicity by the
Extension Service begun early in 1934, the use of oil emulsion· sprays for
the control of San Jose scale on peach trees continues to grow among
the orchardists of the state. From an estimated 10,000 trees sprayed with
Bordeaux-oil emulsion during the winter of 1933-34, the number had
grown to 175,000 in the winter of 1935-36.
No Screw Worm Damage in 1936

Severely cold weather during the winter of 1935-36 probably accounts for the absence of screw worms in South Carolina in 1936. The
problem now appears to be one of educational work in keeping the pest
out of the state, and in the proper care and handling of livestock to prevent infestation.
Other Work With Insects and Crop Diseases

Tfie record shows that 26,063 farmers were assisted in the prevention and control of insect damage, and 27,960 were given help with crop
disease problems. In the prevention and control of animal parasites, 7,227
farmers were assisted with poultry pests, 4,387 were aided in preventing
and controlling swine parasites and diseases, 1,659 with dairy cattle, and
409 with beef cattle, sheep, and horses and mules.
Control of Bee Diseases

Work with beekeepers consisted mainly in the control of American
foulbrood and European foulbrood, outbreaks of which occtlrred in several
sections of the state.
Transferring to Modern Hives

During the year 113 demonstrations of transferring bees to morlern
hives were given.
Boys' and Girls' 4-H Club Work
Enrollment Reaches New High Peak

Led by county agents and home demonstration agents in all counties
of the state, the enrollment of farm boys and girls in 4-H club work
reached a new high peak in 1936 with a membership of 29,713. This
figure represented an increase of 3,092 members, or 12 per cent, over the
1935 enrollment, and an increase of 19,134 members, or 184 per cent,
over the 1924 enrollment.
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Four-H Club Boys Produce High Yields of Crops

An average yield of 465 pounds of lint cotton per acre was produced
by 4-H club boys in 1936 as compared with an average of 261 pounds
per acre for the state as a whole. Corn club boys produced 34 bushels of
corn per acre as compared with an average of 14 bushels per acre for the
state.
Four-H Club Boys Interested in Livestock

A total of 1,419 4-H club members grew out 2,174 pigs valued at
$38,601.19, while 130 white boys grew out 169 dairy animals valued at
$22,338. Poultry to the value of $44,387 was grown by 918 boys and
girls, and 78 4-H club boys grew out 82 beef calves which sold for $4,372.
Four-H Club Boys Make Profit

The total value of farm products grown by 4-H club boys in 1936
was $233,912. Total costs of production as shown by carefully kept
records amounted to $113,658, leaving the boys a net profit of $120,254.
Four-H Club Girls Learn Home Management

Enrolled in 4-H club projects to improve the home furnishings were
1,695 farm girls, while 1,917 conducted demonstrations in home managem ent.
Four-H Club Girls Learn to Make Their Own Clothes

The proper training in selecting clothing and materials, and the making of clothing, are very important to the young girl on the farm. In
1936 a total of 10,713 4-H girls enrolled in clothmg projects, and under
the supervision and teaching of the home demonstration agents and the
clothing specialist, these girls made 27,175 dresses and other articles of
elothing.
Foods, Nutrition, and Health

Proper food well prepared is very vital to the health and happiness
of the farm family. Valuable training along this line was given to
11,148 4-H club girls, who prepared under supervision 146,059 dishes of
food and canned 310,110 containers of fruits and vegetables.
After Work, 4-H Club Members Like to Play

Four-H club camps were held by all counties in 1936, with a total
attendance of 8,538 4-H club boys and girls. Three permanent 4-H club
camps have been established under the supervision of the Extension Service, and the 4-H club encampments held in 1936 represent a g1·eat
advancement in management along modern and safe educational and
recreational lines over those held before these camps were established.
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Extension Work With Truck and Fruit Crops
Home Gardens Stressed

The Extension Service in 1936 continued to stress the importance of
a year-round home garden on every farm. Recommendations were made
in many cases that home gardens be placed in the cultivated fields, where
regular tillage would be easier. During the year 837 result demonstrations showing the feasibility and the value of home gardens were conducted by the Extension Service. A monthly garden letter giving timely
information on the home vegetable garden was mailed to 4,300 community leaderi;; in the state.
Home Orchard Work Renewed

The necessity of frequent spraying and other operations requiring
exoense and skill has retarded the growth of home orchards on the farms
of the state, the number of well kept home orchards having actually clecreased rluring the nast 10 years. With this in view, the Extension Se1·vice has
worked out a home orchard plan including those fruits which suffer least
from insect and disease damage, require the least pruning, and at the
same time furnish a good variety of palatable and nourishing fruits. This
phn is prov:ng very popular with the farm people of the state.
Commercial Peach Production Grows

Extension work in connection with commercial peach production has
been conducted in the state for a number of years. The results of this
work are shown in the increase of the commercial peach crop from 16
cars shipped from the state in 1923 to over 2,000 cars shipped in 1936.
Large plantings of commercial orchards made within the past three years
will greatly increase this number of cars within the next two to four
years.
Fertilizer demonstrations conducted during the past three years in
commercial orchards. where a large percentage of t he trees had developed an abnormal condition which was threatening the industry in the state,
have completely revolutionized the fertilizer practices of 90 per cent of
the commercial orchardists, by showing that the abnormal condition could
be corrected through proper fertilization and the trees brought back into
a healthy condition and full production.
Sweet Potato Industry Takes on New Life

For a number of years the production of sweet potatoes has lagged
in the state. Faced with this situation, the Extension Service studied the
industry throughout the South and set out to solve the problem by introducing an improved variety to meet the market demands and to improve
on the propagation of plants, disease control, fertilization, cultural
methods, curing, and grading and packing. A new type of curing house
was demonstrated and found to be both cheap and practical. The first
fruits of this work came in 1936 when South Carolina sweet potatoes
from demonstration fields sold on the large markets at prices which compared favorably with those from any other state.
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Irish Potato Records Valuable

Through the cooperation of growers, 68 enterprise record demonstrations were conducted with Irish potatoes in 1936, which was the
fourth year this project has been conducted. From an analysis of these
records valuable information has been obtained on kind of seed, seed
treatment, seed per acre, size of seed pieces, area per hill, fertilizers, and
soil acidity, and this information carried back to the farmers for their
guidance.
Extension Work in Marketing

The farmers of South Carolina have diversified their farming operations by bringing into commercial production many specialized crops requiring a high type of standardization and preparation for the market.
This, in connection with a stricter consumer and market demand for standardization of quality, has resulted in a great demand on the part of the
farmers for the assistance of the Extension Service along this line.
Assistance in grading and packing was rendered to growers of
peaches, Irish potatoes, tomatoes, asparagus, cabbage, melons, and other
truck and fruit crops shipped in carlots from the state in 1936.
Carlot Poultry Shipments Increase

The carlot method of marketing poultry was inaugurated in South
Carolina in 1923 with the shipment of three cars. During the 14 years
since that time, carlot shipments have amounted to 947 cars, or 15,000,000 pounds, with a return of over $3,000,000 to the farmers of the state.
During 1936, carlot an_d truck shipments amounted to 990,414 pounds, or
the equivalent of 60 carloads, for which 21,262 farmers received $158,930.55.
Shipping Point Inspection Grows

The Extension Service supervises the federal shipping point inspection service in the state, and during 1936 inspected 7,273 cars of fruits
and vegetables, the largest number of cars inspected in one year in the
history of the service in the state. The growth of the demand of farmers
for this service is shown by the fact that in 1927, ten years ago, only
1,377 cars of fruits and vegetables received shipprng point inspection.
Marketing Work Counts Up

During 1936 the Extension Service assisted the farmers of the state
in marketing farm products to the value of $4,262,853.
Extension Work with Poultry

While poultry flocks are present on a large majority of South
Carolina farms, the state imports from other states each year a large
percentage of the poultry and eggs consumed. Poultry and eggs contribute greatly toward a balanced diet on the farms of the state but are
not produced in sufficient quantity to supply the population of the cities
and towns of the state.
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With this in view, the Extension Service has worked for years to
increase the number of well kept poultry flocks on the farms of the state
and increase the egg production of the hens in these flocks, in order that
the farm needs might be met and a sufficient surplus of poultry and
poultry products produced to supply the needs of all people in the state.
Poultry Records Show Profit

Poultry record demonstrations conducted by 68 farmers with commercial flocks in 1936 showed an average income above cost of $1.67 per
hen. Similar record demonstrations conducted over a period of nine years
show an income above cost of $1.67 per hen.
These records further show that over this nine year period heavy
breeds returned an income above costs of $1.95 per hen, as compared
with $1.57 for the light breeds; also that hens producing 150 eggs per
year or mor•J paid an average return above cost of $2.28 per hen, while
those producing below 150 eggs per year paid an average income above
costs of only $1.37 per hen.
Turkey Production Grows

Turkey raising as a profitable sideline is on the increase on the farms
of the state. Eight demonstration record flocks in 1936 showed an
average return above costs of $2.17 per turkey raised.
Chicken Pox Control Saves Poultry Business

Chicken pox control through vaccination of birds was started by the
Extension Service nearly 10 yea1·s ago, and since that time bas become a
standard practice among poultrymen of the state, i-aving them thousands
of dollars yearly in mortality and weakened, low producing birds. The
disease at one time threatened to wipe out the poultry industry in the
state, but, through the vaccination method, it has been successfully controlled. During the year 135 demonstrations including 27,910 birds were
given by county agents and poultry specialists.
Poultry in the Live-at-Home Plan

The Extension Service continued the campaign for more poultry
flocks on farms to furnish food for the farm family and a surplus for the
market. A total of 8,470 farm families followed recommendations in
poultry keeping in 1936 in establishing and improving such flocks.
Four-H Poultry Club Work with Older Boys and Girls

A major poultry project was conducted with 154 older farm boys and
girls in 4-H club work in 1936. Their averagP- income above costs
amounted to $86.45 for each boy and girl.
Other Poultry Extension Work

The record shows that 3,518 farm families built, or remodeled poultry
houses according to recommendations, 21,262 farm families followed
marketing recommendations, 2,815 were assisted in purchasing baby
chicks, and 6,488 followed feeding recommendations.
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Publications and News Service

In order to meet the demands from farm people of the state foi.up-to-date agricultural information, extension workers have, during 1936,
made an increased use of newspaper articles, radio talks, and publication8.
Newspapers Cooperate

The Extension Service has received excellent cooperation from the
newspapers of the state in spreading useful agricultural news and information. The Publications Department issued 385 mimeographed news
articles to the newspapers, and county and home demonstration agents
prepared and had published a total of 10,404 newspaper articles dealing
with timely agricultural information to farm people. In addition, 114
special feature stories on agricultural achievement were published in
magazines and other periodicals.
Direct Teaching Through Letters

Extension workers made an extensive use of personal and circular
letters in spreading infonnation of immediate value to farm people. The
records show that 212,605 personal letters were written and 6,516 circular letters were· prepared of which over a million copies were mailed to
farm people.
Preparation and Use of Bulletins and Circulars

Extension publications issued or revised during the year include six
bulletins, 15 circulars, one information card, one printed report of extension work, and 10 issues of the Carolina Club Boy.
Radio Regular Part of Program

The Extension Service finds that the increasing number of radios in
farm homes provides an effective means of keeping farm people informed
as to matters of agricultural interest. Regular prog-rams were given over
stations covering the state, and 318 broadcasts were prepared and made
by extension workers.
Rural Organization Work
Rural Life Conference Draws Interest

The second rural life conference was held at Camp Long, the state
4-H club camp, on August 31 through September 4, 1936, ,.vi_th an attendance of 58 young farm people betwee·n the ages of 16 and 25 years.
At this conference group discussion of problems presented by the young
people themselves was a chief feature of the program.
Community Clubs for Rural Young People

As a beginning in this work, four community clubs for rural young
people of the 16-25 age group were organized during the year. The
young people of this group are found to be enthusiastic over this means
of coming together to discuss and work out their problems.
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Visual Instruction
Motion Pictures Effective in Teaching

During the last six months of 1936 agricultural motion pictures
obtained from the United States Department of Agriculture, and from
other sources, were shown to 20,032 farm people at 101 farm meetings.
Extension workers found this a very effective means of p,:esenting agricultural information. Work is progressing in the production of several
films showing the advancement of farming methods in South Carolina.
Photographs and Exhibits

Photographs help to tell the story of agricultural prog-ress and over
400 good pictures were made by extension workers in 1936. Many of
these were used in extension publications, and many were presented in
extension exhibits which were prepared and shown at 292 meetings of
farm people.
Extension Work in Clothing

Rural women are more nearly reaching the city standard in dress and
appearance than ever before, which indicates that the extension clothing
program is achieving its long-time objective in helping :farm women attain those standards of dress which maintain poise and self-respect.
Clothing Work Saves the Family Pocketbook

Demonstrations in making clothing and in the proper factors to be
considered in purchasing clothing were conducted by the Extension Service
in 731 communities in the state, where 13,010 farm women and girls were
assisted in making articles of clothing, and 13,222 were assisted in the
selection of clothing and clothing materials. Assistance was also given
young mothers in the selection of proper clothing for their children.
Extension Work in Home Management

Some phase of the home management program of the Extension
Service was conducted by the home demonstration workers in 488 communities of 36 counties. As a result of this program 3,445 farm women
reported improved kitchens, 4,119 families received help in constructing
home-made equipment or conveniences, and 6,977 families were assisted in
gaining a more satisfactory standard of living. More adequate storage
spaces, improved methods of buying, and better management of time with
increased leisure for rest and recreation were included in the home management program of extension work.
Extension Work in House Furnishing

The house furnishing project has created interest and brought results
in every county in which it was undertaken. Farm women have become
more conscious of the appearance of their homes and have been assisted
in improving them ~ith the means at hand. This work included the improvement of 1,038 rooms and the making of 9,003 articles for the home
by 4-H club girls, renovating and re-upholstering furniture, picture study,
and the selection of furniture to be purchased.
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Home Demonstration Marketing Work

The marketing of home products constitutes one of the important
sources of farm income for the South Carolina farm family. During 1936
home demonstration agents assisted 25,869 farm women in selling home
and farm products to the value of $475,180.14.
Home demonstration club markets are operated under the guidance
of the home demonstration agents in 26 counties of the state. Fifteen
of these markets have permanent market buildings.
Extension Work in Foods and Nutrition

The proper feeding of the farm family is the backbone of South
Carolina agricultm·e, and some phase of this work was conducted in each
of 1,154 South Carolina communities in 1936.
In food selection and preparation work 3,072 4-H club girls were
enrolled, and 6,980 4-H club girls canned and preserved 310,110 containers of food for family use. Four-H club girls planned and served
8,035 meals and prepared 146,059 dishes of food products in this work.
Health work was stressed by the home demonstration agents, 7,122
girls and 124 boys being enrolled in health projects.
The home demonstration agents assisted with the program of hot
school lunches, in which 106,018 school children were served with hot
lunches during the cold months.
Food Conservation

Canning, drying, and otherwise conserving fo,Jd for the family is a
big business on South Carolina farms. Farm women were assisted in canning and preserving 2,215,845 containers of fruits , vegetables and meats
in 1936, the value of which amounted to $439,876.
Home Beautification

Progress has been made in helping rural people to make their homes
and surroundings more attractive by proper foundation plantings, evergreen lawns, well laid out walks and drives, flower gardens, summer
houses, and children's playgrounds.
The records show 685 home grounds beautified, over 4,000 farm families following recommendations for planting shrub« and trees, 264 new
school grounds improved, and 10 roadside parks established.
Traveling Libraries

In order to bring more reading material within the reach of farm
people, the home demonstration club women, with the help of the home
demonstration agents and the cooperation of other agencies, have established seven library trucks which make regular tours through the rural
sections of the counties in which they are located for the purpose of lending books and periodicals to farm people.
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Cultural and Recreational Work

Farm life is made up of a certain amount of unavoidable drudgery
and monotony, and farm women and girls especially are keenly interested
in the cultural and recreational phases of the extension program, which
are intended to contribute to their enjoyment of farm life. Special music
projects were conducted with farm women, and in addition they were
led in a study of pictures of lasting beauty, and wer e taken on camps and
tours to enjoy wholesome recreation.
Negro Demonstration Work

Demonstration work with Negroes was conducted in 1936 by Negro
agricultural agents in 17 counties having a large percentage of Negro
population, and in 13 such counties by Negro home demonstration agents.
This work consisted in the main of demonstrations among Negro farmers
and farm women of live-at-home practices in farming and home-making,
including the production of sufficient food and feed crops, the economical
production of cash crops, the feeding and management of livestock, the
preparation of balanced meals for the family, and sanitary measures for
the farm home.
Field Crop Production

In 1936 Negro farmers conducted in cooper'ition with the Negro
agricultural agents, 117 demonstrations in corn production, 111 in cotton
production, and three demonstrations in tobacco production. Wheat production for home use was stressed with 71 demonstrations and the production of oats with 91 demonstrations. In home gardening work, 154
demonstrations were conducted to show that year-round gardens may be
had on every farm in the state.
Livestock Work with Negro Farmers

Negro agricultural agents assisted Negro farmers in conducting
70 demonstrations in hog production and gave 11 meat cutting and curing
demonstrations which were well attended by Negro farmers and in which
11,000 pounds of meat was cut and prepared for curing.
Forty-nine demonstrations were conducted in poultry-keeping, in
which Negro farmers were taught improved methods of feeding and growing out poultry.
Home Improvement and Land Ownership

Negro agricultural agents have encouraged home improvement and
land ownership, and have assisted a number of Negro farmers in working
out plans for the purchase of farms. Thirty-one Negro farm homes were
remodeled, screened, and painted, and electric lights were installed in 20
homes.
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Four-H Club Work with Negro Boys and Girls

A total of 2,997 Negro boys completed 4-H club projects in the grow
ing of crops and livestock. The total value of their products amounted
to $76,753.25. Altogether 6,692 Negro girls were enrolled in 4-H club
work, 90 per cent of these completing their work.
Foods and Nutrition

Negro home demonstration agents conducted a campaign for more
home-grown food and ~- better balanced diet, and 4,821 Negro farm families cooperating in this program canned 414,583 quarts of fruits and vegetables and 3,500 quarts of meats. A total of 2,940 families followed
recommendations as to the proper storage of the family food supply, and
2,120 demonstrations of year-round gardens were conducted. A total of
2,118 Negro families conducted poultry demonstrations, 614 families were
assisted in butter-making and cheese-making, 557 poultry houses were
built according to plans furnished, 557 families w ~re a i:sisted in making
and installing home equipment, and 1,375 families were assisted in establishing sanitary toilets.
Assistance was given 1,557 women in the proper care and feeding of
their children, and 2,275 women and club girls were taught to make and
repair clothing.
In home health and sanitation, 279 clinics were held, 261 demonstrations in house screening were carried out, 4,544 Negro wo•nen and girls
were aided in receiving vaccination and inoculation for the prevention of
diseases, and 8,732 yards were cleaned and improved.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION STAFF

E. W. Sikes, president
D. W. Watkins, director
Thos. W. Morgan, assistant to the director
C. M. Hall, chief clerk and accountant
Extension Specialist&
Agricultural Economics

0. M. Clark, extension economist in charge, Clemson, S. C.
W. L. Abernathy and P. S. Williamon, assistant farm management specialists, Clemson, S. C.
Agricultural Engineering

C. V. Phagan, extension agricultural engineer, Clemson, S. C.
E. C. Turner, extension terracing specialist, Clemson, S. C.
Agronomy

R. W. Hamilton, extension agronomist in charge and assistant to the director (A.A.A.), Clemson, S. C.
B. E. G. Prichard, assistant extension agronomist, Clemson, S. C.
H. A. McGee, tobacco specialist, Florence, S. C.
Boys' 4-H Club Work

I. D. Lewis, state boys' club agent, Clemson, S. C.
L. 0. Clayton, assistant state boys' club agent, Clemson, S.

l,.

Dairying

C. G. Cushman, extension dairyman in charge, Clemson, S. C.
T. F. Cooley, extension dairyman, Clemson, S. C.
Entomology

W. C. Nettles, extension entomologist and plant pathologist, Clemson, S. C.
E. S. Prevost, extension beekeeping specialist, Clemson, S. C.
Horticulture

E. H. Rawl, extension horticulturist in charge, Clemson, S. C.
A. E. Schilletter, extension horticulturist, Clemson, S. C.
Livestock

J. R. Hawkins, in charge livestock extension, Box 1463, Columbia, S. C.
A. L. DuRant, livestock specialist, Florence, S. C.
Marketing

Geo. E. Prince, chief of division, Box 1463, Columbia, S. C.
T. A. Cole, agent in marketing, Box 1463, Columbia, S. C.
E. H. Talbert, specialist in grading and packing, Box 1463, Columbia, S. C.
Poultry

P. H. Gooding, extension poultryman, Clemson, S. C.
Printing and Distribution of Publications

A. B. Bryan, agricultural editor, Clemson, S. C.
J. D. Wooten, field information specialist, Clemson, S. C.
Rural Organization

T. L. Vaughan, extension rural nrganization spPdalist, Clemson, S. C.
District Agents

First District _____ __ ___ A. A. McKeown, Spartanburg
Second District ________________ A. H: Ward, Aiken
Third District ________________ J. T. Lazar, Florence
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County Agricultural Agents

County

Name and Post Office

Abbeville _______________ Z. D. Robertson. Abbeville
Aiken ______________________ H . A. Woodle, Aiken
Allendale ___ _____________ W. H. Pressly, Allendale
Anderson ___________________ E . P. Josey, Anderson
Bamberg __________________ W. H. Cr:wen, Bamberg
Barnwell _______________ H. G. Boylston. Barnwell
Beaufort ________________ T. H . Seabrook, Beaufort
Berkeley ______________ J. H. Harvey, Moncks Corner
Calhoun ____________ Colin McLaurin, St. Matt.hews
Charleston ____________ C. W. Carraw~y, Charlaston
Cherokee __________________ S. C. Stribling, Gaffney
Chester _____________________ M. C. Crain, Chester
Chesterfield ______________ W. J. Tiller, Chesterfield
Clarendon ____________________ F. M. Rast, Manning
Colleton ________________ L. W. Alford, Walterboro
Darlington ________________ J. M. Napier, Darlington
Dillon _________________________ S. W Epps, Dillon
Dorchester _______________ G. C. Meares, St. George
Edgefield ____________________ J. F. Jones, Edgefield
Fairfield ________________ R. H . Lemmon, Winnsboro
Florence ________________ J. W. McLeridon, Florence
Georgetown _____________ M. M. McCord, Georgetown
Greenville __________________ W. R. Gray, Greenville
Greenwood ________________ R. D. Steer, Greer 1wood
Hampton __________________ J. C. Antheny, Hampton
Horry ____________________ V. M. Johnston, Conway
Jasper ___________________ J. P. Graham, Ridgeland
Kershaw ________________ W . C. McCarley, Camden
Lancaster ________________ F. W. Cannon, Lancaster
Laurens ____________________ C. B. Cannon, Lanrens
Lee -------------------- T. M. Cathcart, Bishopville
Lexington ________________ R. R. Mellette, Lexington
Marion __________________ W. R. Well•., Jr., Marion
Marlboro ________________ W. D. Wood, Bennettsville
McCormick ________________ R. D. Suber, McCormick
Newberry __________________ P. B. Ezell, Newberry
Oconee -------------------- G. H. Griffin, Walhalla
Orangeburg ______________ L . B. Massey, Orang~burg
Pickens ____________________ T. A. Bewen, Pil!kens
Richland __________________ D. R. Hopkins, Columbia
Salur!a _____________________ Claude Rothell, Saluda
Spartanburg ________ W. H. Stallworth, Spartanburg
Sumter __________ ___________ J. M. Eleazer, Sumter
Union __________________________ T. B. Lee, Umon
Williamsburg ______________ R. A. Jackson, Kin~stree
York ____________________ L. W. Johmon, Rock Hill
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Assistant County Agricultural Agents

Name and Post Office

County

Aiken ______________________ D. A. Shelley, Aiken
Anderson ______________ M. A. Bouknight, Anderson
Barnwell _______________ _:_ __ H. A. Bowers, Barnwell
Charleston ____________ J. E . Youngblood, Charleston
Chesterfield ______________ J. C. Willis, Chesterfield
Clarendon ________________ J. W. Talbert, Manning
Florence ________________ B. D. Cloaninger, Florence
Greenville ________________ J. D. Miller, Greenville
Horry ____________________ J. C. McComb, Conway
Newberry ___________________ J. L. King, Newberry
Orangeburg ____________ E. C. Abrams, Orangeburg
Richland ________________ Romaine Smith, Columbia
Spartanburg ____________ W. J. Martin, Spartanburg
Sumter _____________________ T. 0. Bowen, Sumter
York --------------------- W. G. Lynn, Rock Hill
Home Demonstration Staff

Lonny I. Landrum, state home demonstration agent, Winthrop College,
Rock Hill, S. C.
Harriette B. Layton, assistant state home demonstration agent, Winthrop
College, Rock Hill, S. C.
Theodosia Dargan Plowden, district agent, Sumter, S. C., Route 2
Bessie Harper, district agent, Aiken, S. C.
Juanita Neely, district agent, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C.
Dora Dee Walker, conservation and production specialist, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C.
Harriett F. Johnson, state girls' club agent, Winthr op College, Rock Hill,

S. C.
Myra Reagan, specialist in nutrition and child development, Winthrop
College, Rock Hill, S. C.
Jane Ketchen, marketing specialist, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C.
Mary Shaw Gilliam, clothing specialist, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C.
Eleanor Carson, poultry specialist, Winthrop College, Ro{;k Hill, S. C.
Portia Seabrook, home management specialist, Winthrop College, Rock
Hill, S. C.
Ammie Felder, secretary, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C.
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County Home Demonstration Agents

County
Name and Post Office
Abbeville ______________ Elizabeth Herbert, Abbeville
Aiken ____________________ Elizabeth Bailey, Aiken
Allendale __ ____________ Mamie Sue Hicks, Allendale
Anderson ________________ Ruth M. Payne. Anderson
Bamberg
____________ Marie Lambert, Bamberg
Barnwell ______________ Elizabeth McNab, Earnwell
Beaufort ______________ Mary Ellen Eaves, Beaufort
Berkeley ____________ Laura Connor, Moncks Corner
Calhoun ____________ Lula Chriesman, St. Matthews
Charleston ___________ Caroline S. Alston, Charleston
Cherokee _______________ Elizabeth Williams, Gaffney
Chester _________________ John'gy Richards, Chester
Chesterfield _______________ Kerby Tyler, Chesterfield
Clarendon ________________ Carrie Ca!·son, Mar.ning
Colleton ______________ Isobel Patterson, WHlterboro
Darlington ________ Mrs. Emmie J. Evans, Darlington
Dillon ____________________ Etta Sue Sellers, Latta
Dorchester ______________ Ophelia Barkr-r, St. George
Edgefield _______________ Laura Mellet te . Edg-~field
Fairfield _______________ Susan Pender, Winnsboro
Florence ______________ Anne Moss Mcore, Florence
Georgetown ____________ Mabel Mercer, GeorgP.town
Greenville ___________ Julia W. Stebbins, Gre·enville
Greenwood ____________ Carolyn Avinger, Greenwood
Hampton ---------- ~------- Izora Miley, Hampton
Horry ___________________ Margaret Cloud, Conway
Jasper ___________ Ann Elizabeth Monroe, Ridgeland
Kershaw ________________ Margaret Fewell, Camden
Lancaster ____________ Elizabeth Watson, Lancaster
Laurens --~------------ Jennie E. Coleman, Laurens
Lee __ ___ _______________ Sallie Pearce, Bishopville
Lexington _________ _ Mattie Lee Cool~y, Lexington
McCormick ________ ____ Elnita Harvey, McCormick
Marion ______________ Mrs. Edna McPherson, Mullins
Marlboro _______________ Janie McDill, Bennettsville
Newberry ________________ Ethel Counts, Newherry
Oconee ________________ Mary C. Haynie, Walhalla
Orangeburg __________ Louise Fleming, Orangeburg
Pickens ________________ Sarah G. Cureton, P:ckens
Richland ____________ Winnie Belle Holden, Columbia
Saluda _____________________ Pearl Calvert, Saluda
Spartanburg ________ Kate M. Hooper, Spartan.burg
Sumter ------·---- ------------ Jean Reid, Sumter
Union -------------------- Mahala J. Smith, Union
· Williamsburg ____ Mrs. Elizabeth D. Boykin, King-stree
York ________ __________ Margaret Martin, Rock Hill
Assistant Horne Demonstration Agents

Florence __ __ _____ __ _____ Margaret Long, Lake City
Greenville _____ ________ __ __ Ella Burton, Greenville
Orangeburg ____ __________ Matilda Bell, Orangeburg
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Local Agents (Colored Men)

H. E. Daniels, district agent, State College, Orangebnrg, S. C.

County

Name and Post Office

Aiken ________________ Paul R. Webber, Jr., Aiken
Anderson _______________ _ J. A. Gr esham, And erson
Bamberg _________________ J. D. Marshall, Bamberg
Beaufort ____________ Benjamin Barnwell, Frogmore
Chester ___ _ _________ Waymon Johnson, Chester
Clarendon _______________ Wm. Thompson, Manning
Colleton _________________ H. C. MilJer, Walterboro
Darling ton
___ _ S. C. Disher, Dal'lingt on
Florence
_______ _
H. S. Person, Florence
Greenville __ _________ Booker T . Mill er , Greenvill e
Greenwood __
__ L. V. Wa lker, Greenwood
Orange burg _
G. W . Daniels, Orangeburg
Richla nd ___
J. E. Dickson, Columbia
Spartanburg
W. C. Bunch, Spar tanbu r g
Sumter
J ason Ma loney, Sumter
Un ion
___ __ __
E. N. Williams, Un ion
Va n Buren Thoma s, Kingstree
Williamsbu rg

Negro Home Demonstration Agents

Marion B. Paul, state supervisor, Orangeburg, S C.
County

Name and Post Office

Aiken __ ____________ __ Matred McKissick, Aiken
Al1endale ________________ Rosa B. Reed, Allendale
Beaufort ------------ Willie Mabel P1·ice, Frogmore
Charleston __________ Alberta V. DeVaux, Charleston
Dorchester ________ Mattie E. Overstreet, St. George
Florence _________________ Lillian Brown, Florence
Georgetown __________ Rosa G. Gadsden, Georgetown
Greenville ______ ____ Delphenia Wilkerson, Greenville
Marlboro ________________ _____ Minnie Gandy, Clio
Orangeburg __________ Marie A. Burch, Orangeburg
Richland _______________ Frances Thomas, Columbia
Spartanburg __ Virginia W . Whittington, Spartanburg
Sumter ---- - ------------- Ophelia Williams, Sumter
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REPORT OF BOARD OF VISITORS
To the Board of Trustees
The Clemson Agricultural College
The Board of Visitors met in the Trustee House, Clemson College,
and the Chairman and Secretary were instructed to write the following
to the Board of Trustees:
1. Since the graduates of the Engineering Department of the college are on a competitive basis with graduates of other universities, the
Board of Visitors urges the Board of Trustees to consider the vital importance of modernizing and bringing the facilities of the Department up to
an equal basis with these universities----€specially the electrical and mechanical laboratories.

2. The Board recommends the use of some group of guidance directors, composed of faculty members, to advise the freshman class in their
college work and assist them in developing definite ideas as to their course
after college-the thought being that such directors can study each boy
and help him fit himself for life after graduation.
3. The Board is composed of a number of mill executives and they
notice a Jack of safety devices around the machinery in the textile building. The Board urges everyone to exel't all effort to obtain a new Textile
Building. It has been stated that the college has been forced to decline
the donation of $50,000 wol'th of textile machinery because of the lack
of an adequate building in which to install this equipment. Since it is
virtually cel'tain that the college will secure a new textile building, it is
very important that a committee be formed to arrange for the reception
of textile equipment which the mills are desirous of donating to the college.
4. In view of the number of pulp mills locating in our state and
realizing that timber lands will be left barren, the Board feels that now
is the proper time to institute a course in forestry. The Board of Visitors
recommends to the Board of Trustees that it investigate this matter seriously and thoroughly. The Board feels that there is a duty to the state
to preserve the forests and a higher duty to the student to prepare him
adequately for the preservation of the forests. A great deal can be done
along this line tru:ough the county agents and the Agricultural Department
as well as through all agricultural teachers in the state.
5. The Boa1·d of Visitors heartily endorses the work in vocational
training and urges its further development.
6. The Board recommends that the fourth floor of the academic
building be modernized, and that additional quarters be obtained in the
form of a wing for the chemistry buliding.
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7. The Board wishes to suggest to the Board of Trustees that the
Extension Department conduct experiments in a more economical and
scientific method of curing tobacco. The Board feels that further advances have been made in the development of textile machinery and the
various methods of handling cotton from the raw material to the finished
product than have been made in the tobacco curing field.
8. The Board wishes to take this opportunity to compliment Dr.
Sikes and his faculty for the very efficient manner by which some of the
departments have overcome building difficulties, lack of space, lack of
adequate equipment, and many other impediments. The Board also wishes
to commend those responsible for the sprinkler system, new barracks,
paved roads, and the new agricultural building.
W. 0. COLEMAN, Secretary

Membership:
A. E. Jury, Winnsboro-Hold-over member for 1938
E. T. H. Shaffer, Walterboro
Carl G. Planck, Charleston
J . B. Harris, Greenwood
William Stringer, Anderson
A. B. Taylor, Spartanburg
T. M. Marchant, Greenville
A. S. Llewellyn, Camden
Ransom J. Williams, Marion
L. M. Lawson, Darlington
W. 0. Coleman, Greenwood
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REPORT OF SECRETARY OF FERTILIZER BOARD
Dr. E. W . Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, South Carolina
Dear Sir:
I beg to submit herewith report of the Board of Fertilizer Control for
the year beginning July 1, 1936 and ending June 30, 1937.
The work of fertilizer inspection this year has been heavier than for
the last several years. More than sixteen hundred samples have been
analyzed. The analysis of each sample is shown in the annual bulletin
recently published by this department. The number of deficiencies was
slightly less than for the previous year.
In times past fertilizers were shipped by railroad and the inspectors
were able to secure representative samples by visiting the depots and
warehouses. Today much of the fertilize1· is shipped by truck and to
obtain representative samples it is necessary for the inspectors to visit
farms and be on the look out for trucks loaded with this material.
It appears that farmers are purchasing a higher grade of fertilizer
than has been customary during many of the past seasons. We are pleased
with the fact that this department is being called upon more and more for
information and for service. Another year it is hoped to further extend
this activity so as to be of greater use to the purchasers of fertilizers.
The receipts for the sale of fertilizer tags this year were in excess of
the last several seasons. Collections are given in the annual report of
the College Treasurer.

Respectfully submitted,
J. H . WOODWARD,
Secretary, Board of Fertilizer Control
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REPORT OF STATE VETERINARIAN
Dr. E . W. Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, South Carolina
Dear Sir :
I am enclosing my annual report of Clemson College Livestock Sanitary Departmen t for the period July 1, 1936, to June 30, 1937, inclusive.
Respectfully submitted,
W . K. LEWIS, State Veterinarian

The Clemson College Livestock Sanitary Department is located in
Columbia, South Carolina, and is affiliated with all other departments of
the college in livestock disease control work also with the United States
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Animal Industry. This department
is maintained by State appropriation.
The Federal Government participates in the control and eradication
of bovine tuberculosis, hog cholera, and Bang's disease.
The principal functions of this department are as follows:
T UBERCULOSIS ERADICATION

As stated in our report for the past year regarding this project, we
wish to advise that we are continuing the testing of cattle for tuberculosis on premises where infection was originally found in all counties at
regular intervals, and we are glad to state that so far we have not found
a sufficient amount of infection to requarantine any county in the state.
This class of work is of decided interest and benefit not only to the
cattle owners but the public as well for the reason that it permits the interstate shipment of cattle without additional tuberculin testing, also it
is very gratifying to the public to know that the dairy products consumed
in the state are from dairy herds and family cows that are considered to
be fr ee from bovine tuberculosis.
HOG CHOLERA CONTROL

During the past year the demands made upon this department by hog
raisers have been far in excess of any similar period during the past several years. While we have not found a great amount of infection, yet the
inte1·est that has been shown in having the hogs given the preventive treatment is an indication that as a whole the farmers are taking better care
of their hogs from a health and sanitation standpoint. The records also
show that there has been a great increase in the population of hogs in
the state during the past twelve months.
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In regard to swine sanitation, there are several hog owners in the
state who are taking a great interest in this project and it is very gratifying to know that where the plan is being followed splendid results are
being obtained.

OTHER DISEASES

This department has made numerous investigations during the past
twelve months of conditions in livestock and poultry that appear to be of
a contagious, infectious or communicable nature. In some instances the
conditions proved to be contagious or infectious; in others, however, the
conditions were due to other causes. A great many requests of this nature are taken care of by correspondence through our office.

LABORATORY

The following is a summary of the number of specimens examined
in our laboratory from all classes of livestock and poultry during the
period July 1, 1936, to June 30, 1937:
Cattle __________________________ 70,420
Chickens ________________________ 117,499
Swine -------------------------Sheep and Goats _________________
Horses and Mules ________________
Turkeys ________________________
Quail ___________________________
Dogs ___________________________
Miscellaneous ____________________

30
16
36
14
4
78
1

Total ___________________________ 188,098

From information we have obtained by letter and personal contacts, our
laboratory service has proven to be of great value to l;vestock and poultry
owners in assisting them in the proper diagnosis of conditions and diseases
in their he1·ds and flocks.
At this time arrangements are being made for the testing of poultry
for pullorum disease and indications show that we will test approximately
150,000 birds for this condition during the current season which will end
about February 1, 1938. This class of work is of great importance to
the poultry raisers for the reason that infected mature hens are taken
from respective flocks which prevents in a large measure the transmission
of pullorum disease to baby chicks.
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DEPUTY STATE VETERINARIANS
This department, in accordance with former plans, is continuing thld
se1·vices of practicing veterinarians to assist us in the control and eradication of contagious and infectious diseases in livestock in their respective
territories when their services are required, and we are glad to state that
in all instances their services have been satisfactory. The adoption of this
plan enables us to furnish prompt service to the livestock owners in all
sections of the state where we have no employees located.
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY COOPERATION
The U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture,
is still cooperating with this department in bovine tuberculosis eradication and hog cholera control. As stated in our last year's report, the
Bureau established a plan for Bang's disease elimination in cattle in this
state on July 1, 1934. Since that date to the close of June 30, 1937, we
have tested 7,829 herds containing 146,789 cattle. In addition to the
individual herd testing we have established the area plan of testing in a
limited section in Richland and Lextington Counties, and we are receiving
full cooperation from the livestock owners in having their cattle tested.
As information, indemnity is paid by the Federal government on all
cattle found to be infected with this disease. As yet we are not in a
position to supplement this with State funds. We hope that as the work
progresses our General Assembly will take cognizance of the importance
of this work and appropriate sufficient funds to increase the testing of
cattle and also to pay indemnity the same as is now being done when animals are found to be infected with tuberculosis.
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REPORT OF CHIEF CHEMIST
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, South Carolina
Dear Sir:
The following report of the analytical work of this department on
commercial fertilizers, waters, etc., done for the Board of Fertilizer Control, and for the citizens of this state, and for other departments of the
college, during the year ending June 30, 1937, is respectfully submitted.
During the season of 1936-37, 1,650 official samples of fertilizer were
analyzed, classified as follows:
Complete fertilizers __________________________ 1381
Special mixtures {phosphoric acid and ammonia) __
4
Superphosphates ----------------------------- 53
Superphosphates with potash __________________
3
Ammonia with potash ________________________
8
Cottonseed meals ------- --------------------Nitrate of soda ----------------------------Potash salts __ -----------------------------Dried blood __ -----------------------~----Fish --------------------------------------Sulfate of ammonia
Untreated phosphate materials _______________ _
Basic slag ----------------------------.----Calcium nitrate ____________________________ _
Miscellaneous ______________ -----------------

7
28
82
1
1
11
10
1
3

57

Total ________________________________ l650
This is 83, or 5.29 per cent, more than last season.
In addition to the above official samples, 26 unofficial samples consisting of farmer samples, home mixtures, and fertilizer materials were
examined.
Of the 1650 samples considered in this discussion, 124, or 7.48 per
cent, were found deficient beyond the limits allowed by law.
In addition to the 124 samples deficient beyond the limits allowed
under law, there wer e 452, or 27.43 per cent, found deficient below guarateed analysis in one or more ingredients as follows:
In available phosphoric acid ------------------ 28
In ammonia __ ----------------------------- 122
In potash ---------------------------------- 249
In available phosphoric acid and ammonia _______ 11
In available phosphoric acid and potash --------7
In ammonia and potash ______________________ 30
In ammonia, phosphoric acid, and potash _______
5
Total ------------------------------- 452
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Als0 316 samples were found deficient in water-soluble ammonia; 412
deficient in available water-insoluble ammonia; and 29 deficient in both
wate1·-soluble and water-insoluble ammonia.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS
During the last few years much colloidal or soft phosphate rock unacidulated has been offered for sale in the state under the assumption that
much of the phosphoric acid content would become quickly available.
Field tests have shown that where the soil is acid some of the phosphoric
acid becomes available during the ordinary growing season. However, if
the soil is only slightly acid, neutral, or alkaline, none of the phosphoric
acid will become available. If the consumer knows the soil to be acid,
this material may be used with profit provided the price is not too high.
This season it is apparent that some mixers have used this collodial
phosphate with superphosphate in mixed goods, increasing the total phosphoric acid, hoping to get credit for much of the phosphoric acid as available. However, in most of the cases the insoluble increased to such an
extent that the available fell far below their guarantee. This, perhaps,
accounts for the large number of samples deficient in available phosphoric
acid.
At the present writing, the work on the basicity and acidity has not
been completed, but so far the indications are that the greater percentage
of the mixed fertilizers are basic or near neutral showing that the manufacturers and mixers have recognized the demand for non-acid-forming
fertilizers.
A ruling of the Board of Fertilizer Control requires that manufacturers and mixers shall state on a tag attached to each bag of fe1-tilizer
whether or not it is neutral, acid, or non-acid-forming.
The availability of water-insoluble ammonia has been determined on
all brands of mixed fertilizers and all were found to be above 80 per
cent. The Board of Fertilizer Control ruled that the availability of waterinsoluble ammonia should be 80 per cent, based on the amount guaranteed.
This ruling was made in conformity to the standard as set by the A.0.A.C.
A tolerance of 50 pounds per ton equivalent to calcium carbonate was allowed for either acidity or basicity.
Again this season we have been confronted with the fact that a large
percentage of the potash salts was deficient under the law. Many requests
were made by manufacturers and mixers for a portion of our sub-samples
in order to check our results. The Lindo-Gladding method with Kraybill
modifications as adopted in the November 1936 meeting of the A.O.A.C
has been used for all potash work this season. This modification of the
method was supposed to give higher results than the original method.
In general, the mechanical condition of the mixed fertilizers was
good. However, a few indicate that the mechanical condition was such
that it would be impossible to apply it uniformly to the soil.
In addition to the fertilizer work, 22 waters and 20 miscellaneous
samples, consisting of marls, insecticides, whiskeys, t'tc., were analyzed,
and 18 human stomachs and 10 materials suspected of being poisonous
were examined toxicologically.
Respectfully submitted,
B. F. ROBERTSON, Chief Chemist
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REPORT OF STA TE CROP PEST COMMISSION

Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, South Carolina
Dear Sir:
The accompanying report of the Crop Pest Commission shows in
considernble detail the inspection and other work performed during the
past twelve months.
Two new services were begun last spring viz., the certification of tomato plants and the more complete inspection and certification of sweet
potato plants. The certification of tomato plants was inaugurated to
meet a demand for a service which will make it possible for South
Carolina plant producers to sell their plants to Northern buyers who will
not purchase non-certified plants. New regulations issued by the Commission will assure buyers that the plants purchased meet definite standards of varietal purity, freedom from disease, etc., and should stimulate
the production of plants for shipment north.
The Commission has for many years inspected sweet potato plants
for diseases and certified those wliich met the requirements for such certification. However a demand has arisen for a service which goes furthe1· and passes upon varietal purity and type as well as disease. Since
the sweet potato industry in the state is based upon a certain definite
type of the Porto Rico variety, the matter of form and color are important considerations. The new service which will assure buyers that the
approved stock is of the desired type should have a very b~neficial effect
upon the commercial phase of sweet potato production in the state.
If the demand for these services increases as seems likely, increased
financial support of the work will be imperative. It is a type of work
which should receive more encouragement than is now given.

Respectfully submitted,
H. P. COOPER, Dean and Director

In accordance with an Act passed by the General Assembly of South
Carolina creating a State Crop Pest Commission whose duties are to
prevent the introduction into and spread within South Carolina of injurious insect pests and plant diseai;es tl\eJ.'e is given below a brie,f report
covering its activities for the past year.
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INSPECTION OF NURSERIES

The annual inspection of nurseries, as required by the regulations,
was begun during the early part of June and completed the latter part
of July. As a general rule, the nurseries were in much better condition
than the previous year, due probably to the fact that the demand for
nursery stock has increased during the past year thus giving the nurserymen an incentive to take better care of their premises. As is the usual
case, ho·.vever, a few nurseries were found neglected. No insect pests or
plant diseases of major importance were found in any of the nurseries,
with the exception of Argentine ant in one nursery. This infestation was
found to be considerably less than the previous year. Wtth continued,
persistent control measures we believe this infestation can and will be
eliminated. The Argentine ant is not a new insect pest to South Carolina,
but occurs in many different localities. At the same time, however, it is
a pest that we do not wish spread to uninfested sections. The following
insects were found lightly infesting a few plants in some of the nurseries:
The San Jose scale, /.spidiotus perniciosus, infesting peach, plum,
pyracantha, Cydonia japonica, and photinia. This pest also was found
in much smaller numbers than during the previous year.
Thi! euonymus scale, Chionaspis euonymi, is a pest common to
euonymus in nurseries and also on wild species of this plant in our wooded areas. This insect was found infesting euonymus in two nurseries.
The camellia scale, Lepidosaphes camelliae, is quite common on Camellia japonica throughout South Carolina, but with proper remedial
practices can be kept in control. In fact, its occurrence rn nurseries is
much less than in previous years.
A lace bug, Corythuca cydoniae, was quite common in one nursery.
It was found infesting pyracantha and cydonia japonica. This insect is
not a serious pest and can be easily controlled.
The azalea scale, Eriococcus azaleae, was found in one of the azalea
nurseries, but with the proper control measures recommended we believe
the infestation can be easily cleaned up.
No plant diseases of a serious nature were found in any of the nurseries, Lhough leaf spots of various kinds are quite common on many
plants. Root knot and crown gall which in previous years was quite a
source of contention, especially on apple and peach stock, is now rarely
found due to better methods of grafting and to the knowledge on the part
of the nurserymen of using clean land, especially for the growing of
peach stock.
During the year this office inspected 95 established nurseries and 50
home planting;; which are not sufficiently large to classify as nurseries.
Many of these home plantings are for growers who advertise through th~
Market Bulletin and do chiefly an intra-state business.
Following is a list of the nurseries inspected during thP year:
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Name and Address of Nursery

Kind of Stock

Acreage

Aiken Growers of Ornamentals, Aiken _______ Qrnamentals ____ 2
Allen, Walter, Summerville __________________ Qrnamentals____ 1/ 4
Anderson, Mrs. 0. D., Anderson ______________ Qrnamentals ____ 6
Atkinson, F. W., Augusta, Ga., Rt. 4 ___________ Youngbe1Ty ____ 2
Bittersweet Nursery, Chesterfield _____________ Qrnamentals ____ 1/2
Borden Nursery, Rembert ____________________ Qrnamentals ____ l
Boxwood Gardens, Society Hill _______________ Qrnamentals ____ l
Briggs' Nursery, Traveler's Rest ______________ Qrnamentals ____ l
Buckfield Plantation, Yemassee ________________ Narcissus ____ 234
Bush, James C., North Augusta _________________ Perennials____ 1/20
Cain, Miss Caroline P., Pinopolis ________________ Daffodils ____ 3/ 4
Campbell, W. A., Sheldon ___ _________________ Narcissus ___ 35
Campobello Nursery, Campobello _______________ _ General_ ___ 1/ 4
Cannon, Mrs. Leila, Tigerville ______________ Or namentals ____ 1 / 10
Carolina Floral Nursery, Charleston _________ Ornamentals ____ lO
Cason, J. M., Lykesland ______________________ Strawberry____ 1 /2
Cherokee Gardens, 2227 Wheat St., Columbia __ Ornamentals ___ 1/20
Chrietzberg, H. F. , 462 P eroneau St., Spartanburg
___ Iris____ 1/10
Culler, Mrs. J. W. Jr., Orangeburg~ ___________ Qrnamentals ____ 1/ 4
Dailey's Nursery, Clinton ___________________ Qrnamentals ____ 6
Davis, John 0. Nursery, Ware Shoals __________ Ornamentals ___ l 1/2
DeLoache, Mrs. Heidt, Estill __________________ Ornamentals ____ 1/10
Dibble Nursery, Orangeburg ________________ Qrnamentals ____ 2 3/ 4
Dunean Nursery, Greenville __________________ Ornamentals ____ 1
Edwards Nursery, Darlington _____________ ____ Qrnamentals ____ 5 1 / 2
Eidson, Mrs. A. L. , Johnston _______________________ Bulbs____ 1/20
Elm Abode Nurseries, Columbia ______________ Qrnamentals ____ g
Evergreen Nurseries, Conway _____________________ Privet_ __ _ 1/4
Evergreen Nursery, Camden ________________ Ornamentals ___ _ 3/4
Evergreen Nursery, Rembert ___________________ General_ __ _ 1/4
Fant's Greenhouses, Anderson ______________ Ornamentals ___ _ 3/4
Fletcher, Mrs. Jasper, McColl ________________ Ornamentals ___ _ 1/10
Flowerland Nursery, Charleston ______________ Qrnamentals_ ___ l
Gaffney Greenhouse, Gaffney _________________ Ornamentals ___ _ 1/ 4
Geraty, W. C., Yonges Island __________________ Narcissus ____ 25
Georgia-Carolina Nursery, Trenton _______________ General ____ l
Gibson, Mrs. R. H., Hampton ________ _ _____ Ornamentals ____ 1/ 4
Gillison, Mrs. Paul, Seneca
________________ Perennials____ 1/10
Greenville Nursery Company, Greenville __________ General ___ 35
Green Gate Gardens, Bennettsville ___________
Iris ___ l
Green Bros. Nursery, Elloree ________________ Qrnamentals ____ l
Guion, Mr. and Mrs. L. I., Lugoff _________________ GeneraL ___ 4
Harmon, Mrs. Ethel, Saluda __________________ Ornamentals____ 1/5
Harris, Mrs. Hunter, Union __________________ Ornamentals ____ 1 /20
Harrison, Joseph M., Charleston, Rt. 1 ___ _____ ___ Narcissus ____ 25
Howell-Gillespie Nursery, Taylors _____________ Qrnamentals ____ l
Jahnz, Hugo, Summerville ___ :_ __ ____________ _ Qrnamentals____ 1/2
Jordan, H. C., Aiken ____________ __________ ___ Perennials____ 1/20
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King, Mrs. Z. E., Liberty ____________________ Ornamentals____ 3/ 4
Lockwood, A. L., Anderson ______________________ Gladio]us ____ l
Liberty Nurseries, Liberty __________________ Ornamentals ___ 3
Lucas, Miss Florence LeNoble, Pinopolis ___________ Daffodils____ 1/2
Lybering, E. L., Sumter _____________________ Qrnamentals ____ 2
Leconte, Louis, Lykesland _______________________ Bulbs____ 1/2
Miller Bros. Nurnery, Roebuck ________________ Ornamentals ____ 7
Mitchell, Chas. S., Seabrook ____________________ Narcissus ____ 3
Morningside Nursery, Newberry ______________ Ornamentals ____ !
Moss, Chas. A., Spartanburg _______________ Ornamentals ____ !
Mountain View Nurseries, Liberty ____________ Ornamentals ____ !
Moore, Mrs. Margaret L., Lykesland ________________ Bulbs ____ l
Oaklawn Nurseries, Mayesville ________________ Qrnamentals ____ 5
Out Post Nurseries of S. C., Charleston ________ Qrnamentals____ 1/2
Owen Brothers, Aiken ______________________ Ornamentals ___ 1 3/ 4
Palmer & Harvin, Sumter _____________________ General _ _ 1/ 4
Palmetto Floral Nursery, Charleston _________ Ornamentals ___ 3 1/ 4
Palmetto State Nursery, Florence ____________ Ornamentals ____ g
Pecanola Nursery, Cameron _______________________ Pecan____ 1/ 4
Piedmont Nurseries, Gaffney _____________________ GeneraL ___ 2
Pinehurst Nursery, Summerville _______________ Qrnamentals ____ 2
Rock Hill Nursery, Rock Hill _____________________ GeneraL ___ g
Rosewood Greenhouses, Columbia ____________ Ornamentals____ 1/ 4
Senn, Mrs. L. E., Mayo _______________________ Perennials ____ 1/20
Shannon Farm Nursery, Jefferson _____________ Ornamentals ____ !
Simon's Nursery Co., Inc., John's Island, Rt. 2 ___ Qrnamentals ____ 3
Skinner's Nursery, Charleston ________________ Qrnamentals ____ l
Smith, F. M., North ________ ____ __ _____
__ Strawberry __
1/ 4
Stateburg Forest Nursery, Sumter ________________ Forest_ ___ !
State Forest Tree Nursery, Camden _________
Forest_ ___ 2
Summerville Floral Nursery, Summerville _____ Ornamentals __ 3
Southern Bulb Farms, North __________
_Bulbs __ 14 1 / 2
Taylor's Nursery, Greer ___________________ GeneraL _ 10
Three Trees Flower Farm, James Island __________ General ___ 1 / 2
Thimble, Farm, Garden & Nursery, Latta ____ Ornamentals ___
1/ 4
Tuck, Mrs. Oscar, Westminster ________________ Achem ':1n
1 / 10
Twixtboro Nurse1·y, Darlington ________ _ ___ Ornam entals __ 3 1/ 4
Utopia Nursery, Greenwood _________________ Ornamentals ___ 6
Wayside Nursery, Sandy Springs _____ ______ Ornamentals __ 2
Watson's Pecanwood Nursery, Orangeburg_
Pecan _ 15
Watson's Nursery, Columbia __________________ General __ l
Whitaker Nurseries, Union __________________ Ornamentals
1/2
Witherspoon, Miss P. F., Spartanburg ________ Ornamentals __
1/20
Wolfe, Russell S., Orangeburg _______________ Qrnamentals ____ 4
Woodward, Mrs. A. W., Aiken, Rt. 6 ________ __ Ornamentals ____ 4
Wyly, 0. S., Walhalla ____________________ Cedrus Deodora ____ · 1/ 4
Willingham, W. T., Columbia __________________ Perennials ____ 1/2
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Eight of these nurseries are devoted entirely to the growing of peach
stock. On account of the phony peach regulations an intensive inspection
of the environs of these nurseries within a radius of one mile is made in
addition to the regular nursery inspection.
This inspection is made
necessary because it is not yet known how phony peach disease is spread
and it is believed that if phony peach infections are eliminated prior to
June preceding shipment of nursery stock the trees can be moved without
danger of spreading the disease. These eight nurseries have an estimated
217,000 budded trees.
The South Carolina regulations, as do those of other states, require a
permit tag attached to each shipment. This tag insures the purchaser that
the nursery stnck is free of injurious plant pests. For this purpose last
season there were issued 3,675 tags.

INTER-ST ATE REGULATIONS
It is the custom of all states to require out-of-state nurseries to file
with the states to which their plant growers contemplate making shipments a duplicate nursery inspection certificate issued by a proper inspection official. These certificates must be on file prior to shipment, and the
South Carolina regulations require that a South Carolina permit tag accompany each shipment from an out-of-state nurEery. These certificates
are required in order to assure that the plant material has received the
proper inspections and has been found free of injurious plant pests before
entry into the state is permitted. As has been stated in previous reports,
South Carolina nurserymen fall far short of supplying the home demand
for nursery stock; consequently, vast quantities are brought in annually
from other states, thereby increasing the possibility of the spread! of
various pests unless the proper precautions are taken. As in previous
years we have inspected incoming shipments when funds were available.

During the last season nurserymen from the following states filed
certificates with this office, thereby indicating their desire to make shipments of nursery stock into South Carolina: Alabama 10, A;kansas 1,
California 1, Connecticut 3, Delaware 1, Florida 10, Georgia 21, Illinois 9, Indiana 1, Iowa 4, Louisiana 2, Maryland 5, Massachusetts 2,
Michigan 1, Minnesota 3, Mississippi 5, Missouri 2, Nebraska 1, New
Jersey 4, New York 23, North Carolina 10, Ohio 19, Pennsylvania 3, Tennessee 35, Texas 28, Wisconsin 3, Virginia 1. This will indicate from
what widely separated sections of the United States nursery stock is
shipped into South Carolina. It must be remembered that in several of
these states there occur insect pests and plant diseases that are not yet
established in South Carolina and that careful and unrelenting watchfulness is necessary 011 the part of the Commission to prevent the introduction of these pests.
To out-of-state nurseries last year there were issued 24,260 perimit
tags, an increase of 3,693.
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GREENHOUSE INSPECTIONS

The inspections of greenhouses were made during October and November. At this season the largest variety of plants may be found growing in the houses and any insect or plant disease trouble can be more
easily found. In general the greenhouses were in excellent condition.
Most operators of greenhouses are well versed in the control of the more
common pests, therefore, very little difficulty is encountered in keeping
them under control. Occasionally a pest multiplies in such numbers as
to require special control measures. The services of the Commission are
often called on in cases of this kind in addition to the regular inspection
work. Most greenhouses, in addition to the plants under glass, have adjacent outdoor plantings which are inspected and certified.
Oth e1· than red spiders, aphids , mealy bugs. midges, scale insects, and
common leaf spots, no serious trouble was found.
No adrlitional greenhouses were added to the list during the year.
Thirty-seven houses with an approximate area under glass of 580,000
square fe et were inspected and certified.
Following is a list of the floral establishments:
Name

Address

Anderson Floral Company _______________ Anderson
Blackman Greenhouse ____ ____________ Darlington
Bush's Greenhouses _ ,______________ North Augusta
Camden Floral Company _________________ Camden
Carolina Floral Company _____________ __ Charleston
Carolina Garden __________________ North Augusta
Clinton Flower Shop -----------·----------- Clinton
Drake's Home of Flowers _______________ Greenville
Darlington Greenhouses ________________ Darlington
Dodd's Flower Shop ____________________ Greenville
Eastside Greenhouse --,-------------------- Clinton
Eauclaire Greenhouses ___________________ Columbia
Eison, Inc. ----------------------------- Columbia
Fant's Greenhouses _____________________ Anderson
Floral Hill Gardens __________________ Mt. Pleasant
Gaffney Greenhouses _____________________ Gaffney
Glen Ayers Floral Company ___________ Spartanburg
Gilliam, Henry, 49 Pinckney St. __________ Abbeville •
Harling, 0. L, ________________________ Greenwood
Hite Floral Company ______ _.. ________________ Aiken
Hollywood Greenhouses __________________ __ McColl
Laurens Floral Company ________ _____ ____ Laurens
Magnolill Floral Company ___ ___________ Charleston
Marion Floral Gardens ___ ______ _________ __ Marion
l\ioss, Chas. A _____________ ___ ___ ____ Spartanburg
Palmetto Greenhouses --.- - - - -- ----- - - ---- Florence
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Address

Name

Palmetto Floral Company ______________ Charleston
Palmer & Harvin _______________ __________ Sumter
Raysor's Florist ________________________ Greenville
Reid Flower Shop ______________________ Rock Hill
Ridge Greenhouse, The ___________ ______ Leesville
Shandon Greenhouses ____________ ____ __ Columbia
Summerville Floral Nursery ____________ Summerville
Talley's Flowershop ______________ _______ Florence
Wales Garden Greenhouses ____ _____ ___ Columbia
Wessel's Florist __________________________ Aiken
W einold Floral Company_____ ______ __ _ Greenville
PARCEL INSPECTIONS

Quite often throughout the season we are called upon to make inspections of small shipments of plant material made by residents of this state
who wish to send them to friends or relatives in other states. We have
found that the most economical way to handle such shipments is to have
the shippers forward the plants to Clemson where the proper inspection
and certification can be made. Thirty inspections of this type were made
during the year.
There is also a group of plant growers who advertise through the
Market Bulletin issued by the State Department of Agriculture and grow
only cuttings or small flowE1ring plants. Such plantings we have classified
as "home plantings", rather than established nurseries. The plant material, however, from such growers is just as liable, or more so, to transmit
injurious insect pests and plant diseases as are plants from regular nurseries. We have, therefore, made inspections of all such plantings when
possible. Since the margin of profit for such shipments is small, during
the past few years the Commission, in furtherance of its policy of cooperation, has issued to these small growers a parcel post sticker permit which
is considerably cheaper than the regular express permit. Fifteen thousand
of these permits were issued last season.
BULB INSPECTIONS

Although there are at present no federal regulations requiring ;nspection of narcissus bulbs, the regulations of the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission classify bulbs as nursery stock. In accordance with the
law, we· annually make two inspections of all narcissus plantings. One
of these inspections is made in the field while the plants are in the vegetative stage and another inspection after they have been dug and cured.
Last season 324 acres of narcissus were inspected. This is a decrease of
about 1':"5 acres from the preceding year, clue chiefly to the curtailment
in acreage by Buckfield Plantation, Yemassee, which is by far the largest
grower. The second or storage inspection of this crop is rather tedious
and time-absorbing, because each bulb must be squeezed between thumb
and forefinger to determine the presence or absence of a small eelworm
which is the principal pest that might infest this crop. If any indication
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of eelworm is present, then a microscopical examination is in order. So
far none of the commercial growers in South Carolina have been troubled
with any of the serious pests of narcissus.
Four thousand nine hundred permit tags were issued last season to
cover the shipment of bulbs.
The list of commercial growers of bulbs in South Carolina is as
follows:
Name
Address
Buckfield Plantation __________________ _ Yemassee
W. A. Campbell - ------- -------- - -------- Sheldon
W. C. Geraty Company __ _ __________ Yonges Island
E. W. Goldenstar ------ - - ----- Burton and Yemassee
J. M. Harrison ---- - - ---------- -------- Charleston
Chas. S. Mitchell ----------------------- Seabrook
Russell S. Wolfe ______________________ Orangeburg
Miss Caroline P. Cain ______________ ______ Pinopolis
Louis LeConte ------------------------- Lykesland
Mrs. Louis I. Guion ______________________ Lugoff

SWEET POTATO INSPECTION

In accordance with the regulations the customary three inspections
were given the properties of all those growing sweet potato seed or sweet
potato plants for propagating purposes. The first of these inspections is
made while the potatoes are growing in the field and is known as the
field insoeC'tion. At this time special attention is given to stem rot or
wilt and any other disease or insect trouble that might be in evidence on
the growing- plant. This inspection is given in late summer. The second
or storag-e insoe<'tion is made during late winter and early spring. At this
time sper;al attention is given to the various storage rots. If at any time
the potatoes of any grower show disease beyond a certain percentage of
tolerance which has been set as a criterion, certification is withheld. At
all times it is the Commission's policy to inform the growers regarding
proper sanitary and control measures. It is seldom, therefore, that any of
our regular growers have disease showing- up in sufficient abundance to
neces itate tbP withholding of permits. On the contrary, the quality of
stock produced by the regular plant growers has consistently improved.
The third inspection is made of the plant beds. Any disease that may
have escaped the other two inspections may be found at this time.
Last year there were made 387 sweet potato inspections in 29 of the
46 counties, and there were issued to inter- and intra-state growers 7,320
permits.
In the soring: of 1936 the Extension Service, in an effort to improve
the native stock and enable growers to receive better prices on the
Northern markets. introduced into the sweet potato section of South
Carolina the Louisiana strain of Porto Rico sweet potatoes. This strain
appears to be higher yielding than most of the native stocks and has
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proven quite popular with many of the growers. The Commission in its
endeavor to help further the agricultural interests of the state has recently
promulgated sweet potato regulations which will provide certification not
only as to freedom from insect pests and diseases, but also as to variety,
type, form, and color. At present there are seven growers who have
requested certification of this type. Certification will of necessity require
several additional inspections but it seems that this is a worthwhile step
forward and should be continued and enlarged as funds become available.

A list of South Carolina sweet potato growers is as follows:
Address

Name
Anderson County

Belton

Ellison
Aiken County

Branch, E. W. __________________ Warrenville
Dicks, Mrs. F. P. ______ ______________ Windsor
Woodward, A . W. _______________ Aiken, R. 6
Allendale County

All, Mi;s. F . R. _______________________ lilmers
All, J. B. ___________________________ Dimers
Aughley, J. D. ______________________ Fairfax
Brabham, Otis _____________________ Allendale
Deer, L. R. __________________________ Ulmers
Colleton County

Antley, J. C. _______________________ Cannadys
Guess, E. L. _________________________ Round
Guess, W. H. ________________________ Round
Smoak, Guy L. _______________________ Round
Utsey, A.
Round

c._________________________
Calhoun County

Pearlstine, J. T. _________________ St. Matthews
Cherokee County

Chesnee

Greene, C. P.
Chester County

Byars, Alvis ------------------------- Lowrys
Robbins, S. L. _______________________ Chester
Chesterfield County

Cheraw, R. 1
Patrick, R. 3

Talbert, F. M.
Talbert, J. N.
Clarendon County

Butler, I. S. _______________________ Manning
Mellette, A. T. _______________________ Manning
Rast, F. M. _________________________ Manning
Snyder, W. T. ______________________ Manning
Timmons, J. H. ------~---------------Manning
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Name

Address
Darlington County

Galloway, Chas. W. ________________ Hartsville
Dorchester County

Burbage, L. M. ------------------Summerville
Dukis, A. C. ______________________ St. George
Harberson, L. M. __________________ St. George
Jamison, D. T. ___________________ Summerville
Florence County

Andrews, W. A. _____________________ Florence
Johnson, A. B. ____________________ Lake City
Stokes, C. E . ________ 311 Church St., Florence
Greenwood County

Davis, N. H. _____________________ Greenwood
Greenville County

Batson --------------------------- Greenville
Batson, J. W. _______ 14 Pinckney St., Greenville
Loftis, C. H. ________________________ Taylors
Moore, T. H. _________________ Greenville, R. 1
Piedmont Plant Co. ____ _______ Greenville, R. 1
Georgetown County

Platt, J . D.

Georgetown
Hampton County

Ayers, Thos. J. _____________________ _Furman
Buckner, L. W. _______ ________ Pineland, R. 1
Brunson, Feldon _____________________ Gifford
Boltin, Mrs. J. H. ______________________ Scotia
Causey, J. T. ________________________ Furman
Causey, Mrs. W. J. ___________________ Furman
Collier, H. H. ________ __ _______________ Scotia
Crapse, G. H. ___________________________ Lena
Crapse, H. T. _________ _________________ Lena
Crosley, G. E . _________________________ Scotia
Davis, Jesse ___________________________ Scotia
Davis, W. H. _________________________ Furman
DeLoach, A. J. ________________________ Scotia
DeLoache, John _______________________ Gifford
DeLoach, Mrs. M. J. __________________ Furman
DeLoach, W. O'Neal ________________ Pineland
Goethe, J. L., Jr. _____________________ Furman
Goethe, J. S. __________________________ Scotia
Goethe, Mrs. Ruth _____________________ Scotia
Goethe, Miss Kate _____________________ Scotia
Gohagan, D. B. ________________________ Scotia
Gohagan, Mrs. B. J. ____________________ Scotia
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}
Name

Address

Gohagan, J. L. _______________________Furman
Gohagan, G. W. _____________________ Furman
Henderson, L. P. ______________________ Scotia
Hanna, Mrs. Edward H. _______________ Gifford
Kittles, T. J. _________________________ Garnett
Long, Mrs. L. A. ____________________Furman
Lightsey, W. Henry ____________________ Estill
Mason, Mrs. R. V. _____________________ Scotia
Pender, D. S. _______ _________________ __ Scotia
Peeples, Mrs. M. L. ____________________ Scotia
Prince, A. I. __________________________ Scotia
Prince, C. E. __________________________ Scotia
Rickenbacker, Henry ___________________ Scotia
Russell, Frances P. ____________________ Scotia
Small, Robert _________________________ $cotia
Tuten, G. A. ______________________ Estill, R. 1
Tuten, M. P. ________________________Furman
Tuten, Mrs. Hattie ___________________ Furman
Tuten, W. E. _________________________ Estill
Tuten, W. H. & G. T. ___________________ Estill
Tyler, Mrs. R. M. _____________________ Scotia
Vaughn, Patrick M. ___________________ Gifford
Horry County

Smith, M. R. ________________________ Conway
Jasper County

Grover, John ----------------~----- Ridgeland
Jaudon Bros. ______________ _________ Tillman
Welborn, S. W. __________________ __ _ Tillman
Laurens County

Patterson, J. Talmadge________ Lanford Station
Shell , Jack -----------------.-------- Laurens
Stone, Hamp _________________________ Clinton
Lexington County

Cleckley, A. C. ______________________ Swansea
Long, Mrs. J. Hampton ________________ Gilbert
Lucas, J. R. __________________ New Brookland
Lucas, S. W. _________________ New Brookland
Rawl , Walter -------------------. ____ Gilbert
Lee County

B ell, Ralph ___________________ Hartsville, R. 2
Durant, J . E. _____________________ Lynchburg
McDowell, M. G. __________________ Lynchburg
Newberry County

Epting, R. E. _______________________ Pomaria
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Oconee County

Brown, Mrs. Arthur _________________ Walhalla
Khoury, E. ___________________________ Seneca
Marrett Farm & Seed Co. __________ Westminster
Morgan, John H. ________________ Walhalla, R. 2
Powell, J. J. ___________________ Walhalla, R. 2
Powell, L. J. ___________ ________ Walhalla, R. 2
Yarid, S. K. __________________________ Seneca
Orangeburg County

Dantzler, T. M. _______________________ Parler
Evans, P. C. _________________________ Elloree
Gramling, T. L. _ _: _________________ Orangeburg
Hutto BroL _____ ____ ______ __ __________ Vance
Jackson, J. M. _______________ Orangeburg, R. 4
Kennerby, J. S. ______________________ Cordova
Murden, A. J. _______________ Orangeburg, R. 5
Norris, F K _______________________ Eutawville
Smith, J. A. ____________________ ____ Holly Hill
Smith, L. W. _______________ __ ______ Holly Hill
Way, M. C. ___________________ ___ ___ Holly Hill
Pickens County

Perry, C. 0. _____________________ Easley, R. 2
Perry, W. L. _____________________ Easley, R. 2
Perry, Robert _____________________ Easley, R. 2
Raines, A. P. ___________________ Easley, R.F.D.
Suddeth, J. C. ________________________ Easley
Sutherland, W. H . ---------· __________ Pickens
Richland County

Holt, D. T. _________________________ Wateree
Spartanburg County

Jackson, F. S. ____________________ Campobello
Pearson, J. A. _______________________ Wellford
Williamsburg County

Guess, J. N. ___________________________ Lanes
York County

Ashe, A. A. ______________________ York, R. 4

CABBAGE AND TOMA TO PLANT INSPECTIONS

The regulations requiring the inspection of cabbage and tomato plants
are designed to prevent the spread of insects and diseases affecting these
crops. Many of these diseases may be transmitted through diseased
plants resulting in considerable losses in the field later in the season.
In conformity with these regulations there were inspected and passed last
season 53 acres of cabbage plants and 40 acres of tomato plants.
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Two of the tomato plant growers produced plants in accordance
with new regulations promulgated by the Commission last fall under which
the plants were eligible for certification. For several years growers in
Georgia have produced certified plants for the large soup and tomato
juice interests of the North and Middle West and have received premium
prices for their plants because of certification. It was for this reason and
because of our accessibility to these markets that growers in this state
wished this service. The venture last season was very successful, though
the South Carolina growers did not have a great deal of competition on
account of injm'y to plants in other states caused from late spring Frosts.
In all probability other growers will request this service during the coming season.
COTTON SEED REGULATIONS

Although these regulations do not require inspection of cotton fields,
all seed breeders or others who sell cotton seed for planting purposes are
required to file with the State Crop Pest Commission an affidavit stating
that the seed are practically free from wilt and anthracnose. If these
affidavits meet with the approval of the Commission there are then issued
the seed dealer's permit tags to accompany shipments.
There were issued to cotton seed dealers last season 67,400 permit
tags.
APIARY INSPECTIONS

Sixteen hundred colonies of bees were inspected during the early
spring and summer for the queen breeders and shippers of package bees.
The shipment of package bees is becoming quite an industry in several
coastal counties of South Carolina. During the cold winter months in the
North the death rate of bees is often quite high and it has been found
cheaper to purchase bees in two-, three-, or five-pound packages in the
South and ship them North early in the spring than to try to carry them
through the winter months. South Carolina's equable climate along the
coast is ideal for early brood rearing, making it usually easy for colonies
to build up sufficiently strong to allow early shipments North. One Minnesota beekeeper has about 1,000 colonies in South Carolina for this
specific purpose.
There are several mJurious brood diseases of bees occurring in this,
state and it is to prevent the spread of these diseases that the inspections
are made. None of the diseases were found in any of the apiaries of the
queen breeders or breeders of package bees, though during the year a few
infected colonies were found in Richland, Lexington, Union, Spartanburg,
and Anderson counties.
Time and funds to make inspections have been available only for
those requesting them. However we believe it would be advisable, if
funds could be provided, to appoint a full-time bee inspector for the state.
If a full-time inspector were available much more eradication and clean-upwork could be accomplished.
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JAPANESE BEETLE

Two years ago the fact was reported that 89 Japanese beetles had
been trapped at Greenville and that there appeared to be an established
infestation. After much urging sufficient money was obtained from the
Civil Contingent Fund to purchase 16,000 pounds of arsenate of lead with
which to treat the soil of the 16 acres involved. Funds for this soil
treatment did not become available until early spring of the year following the finding of the infestation. Best results from this spring treatment
were nr,t expected the first year after soil treatment, though trapping
results in 1936 did show a decrease in the number of beetles from 89 to 39.
Trapping by the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine was
carried on again this year. It is very gratifying to note that for the period just ended only one beetle was captured. It is hoped that this apparent infestation has been eliminated. T1·apping this season was also
carried on in Anderson, Charleston, Columbia, Florence, Greenwood, Rock
Hill, an-1 Spartanburg. Negative results were obtained in each locality
with the exception of the one beetle at Greenville and two at Charleston,
a total of three beetles in South Carolina for this season.
It ,loes not seem probable that we will always be able to prevent
the intro<luction of this pest, because it now occurs in several different
localities in North Carolina and seems gradually to be working its way
southward. However, the longer a new pest can be kept from the state,
the better it is for all concerned.
PHONY PEACH ERADICATION

The project for the removal of phony peach trees was organized in
South C8rolina in 1935. The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
has cooperated with the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine of
the United States Department of Agriculture in removing trees in Aiken,
Chesterfield, Edgefield, Greenville, Laurens, Lexington, Richland, Saluda,
Spartanburg, and York counties. This work, which consists of digging up
and destroying all escaped and abandoned peach trees, has continued and
at the present time more than 8,000,000 worthless trees have been removed from counties in which peach growing is of commercial importance.
This phase of the eradication work has met with the hearty approval of
the peach growers because it not only removes a possible source of infection for the phony peach disease, but eliminates breeding places for injurious insect pests as well.
In f'. ddition to the tree-removal project the Commission has each year
furnished the services of an inspector, who acts as state leader, to carry
on intensive inspections of properties on which infections have been found
and also to make inspections around the environs of nurseries growing
peach stock. During the year this work was again carried on under the
supervision of Mr. M. B. Stevenson with the aid of four Federal inspectors.
Below is a summary of the work done this season in comparison with that
of last season. The work for 193 7 has been confined to reinspection of infected properties and to nursery environs because funds were not available
for this season for as extensive operations as were carried on last year.
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1936

County
Abbeville
Aiken
Allendale
Anderson
Barnwell
Cherokee
Chester
Chesterfield
Colleton
Darlington
Edgefield
Fairfield
Florence
Greenville
Greenwood
Kershaw
Lancaster
Laurens
Lee
Lexington
Marlboro
McCormick
Newberry
Pickens
Richland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Yor k

Number Number
properties trees
infected
phony
0
1
0
3
1
0
2
4
1
4

8
0
1
15
3
0
0
33
0
0
0
0
35
0
4
15
40
0
30
10
210

Number of

0
1
0
3
1
0
3
7
3
11
19
0
1
33
7
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
107
0
15
60
73
0
52
33
479

1937
Number Number Number new
properties
trees properties
infected
phony
infected
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

4
0
0
0
11

9
0
0
0
18

3
0
0
0
10

0
3
0

0
10
0

0
2
0

6

8

0

0

0

0

6

15

3

1
15
5

1
48
6

0
11
5

3

0

3
0

0
0

54

118

34

1936

Counties inspected -----------------------30
Counties infected __ _ ________ -----------19
Properties inspected ___ -----------------12,178
Properties infected ----------------------210
Trees inspected ___________________________ l,3 95,795

1937
19
9

510
54
316,062
113
Trees phony ----------------------------479
34
New (1937) infections -----------------------------------5
New (1937) infections in commercial orchards ----------------
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Prog1·ess is being made and with the increased interest in peach
growing in South Carolina sufficient funds should be made available each
year to enable the Commission to cooperate with the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine to a greater extent than has been possible
in the past. This disease, while it spreads slowly, is capable of causing
great losses to the peach industry if proper eradicative measures are not
carried on from year to year.
A NEW PEST

Recently there has been discovered in two counties in Florida and
one in Alabama an insect not heretofore known to occur in the United
States. This insect is known as the Argentine weevil or white fringed
beetle. While little is known of the beetle's life history, the following
facts were brought out in a special meeting of the Southern Plant Board,
held the latter part of July at DeFuniak Springs, Florida, and attended
by entomologists of the Crop Pest Commission.
Larvae and pupae were found in the ground during June and continuing through July. The first emergence of adult beetles was observed
June 15 with the peak during the period July 7-12. After about five days
the adults begin laying eggs and may reach a maximum of 60 eggs per
day. To date nothing but females have been found. Most of the injury
is done by the larvae which stay beneath the ground. These larvae have
been found feeding on corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, apple trees, purslane,
carpet grass, teaweed, careless weed, chufas, field peas, velvet beans,
peanuts. sugar cane, cabbage, cocklebur, honeysuckle, amaranthus, and
collards. The adults have been found feeding on cotton, sweet potatoes,
beggarweed, coffee bean, velvet beans, purslane, cocklebur, teaweed,
blackberry, and peanuts.
At present it is not known how serious a pest this may become, so
every precaution is being taken by both federal and state plant quarantine officials to stamp out the infestation and prevent its spread to other
sections.
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REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF EXPERIMENT STA TION
Dr. E. W . Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, South Carolina
Dear Sir:
Attached is a brief report of the activities of the South Carolina Experiment Station during the past year.
New impetus and encouragement have been given the research program in several ways. The Long Agricultural Hall occupied in April
provides needed room and equipment for a number of lines of work, and
the appropriation for tobacco work at the Pee Dee Station has made possible facilities for research in this field. During July an important meeting
of agronomists and pathologists working on tobacco problems was held at
the Pee Dee Station. Later in the month the directors of the experiment
stations in the Southeastern states with Dr. J. T. Jardine, Chief of the
Office of Experiment Stations, spent several days visiting Clemson College and all the branch stations and inspecting the work being carried on.
In addition, greater interest than ever before has been manifested by
large numbers of farmers who have visited the stations during the summer
in order to learn something of the experiments under way and the results
being secured. Many of the visitors have spoken appreciatively of the
benefits which they derived from these visits.
The research program of the station has made considerable progress
during the year. Several projects have been completed and the results
published in bulletin form. The work at the new Edisto Station has gotten under way, but will be somewhat handicapped until the necessary
buildings are constructed and additional personnel secured. The erection
of buildings has been started and a full experimental program can probably be initiated next spring. Research work with tobacco at the Pee Dee
Station was conducted on an extensive scale this season and has attracted
much attention. The pasture experiments at the Coast Station have also
received much favorable comment.
Other phases of the research program are discussed in the following
pages.
Respectfully suhmitted,
H. P. COOPER, Dean and Director
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY

Important and unsolved problems in agricultural adjustment, planning,
land utilization, tenancy, taxation, farm financing, prices, etc., continue to
tax the facilities of the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology and to emphasize the desirability for an enlarged program of
research and instruction in these fields.
At no time in recent history have farmers been more directly interested in these problems than at present. It is not enough during these eventful days that a farmer should know how to farm well; he must also be
alive to the influences which are operating from outside the boundaries of
his farm and even of his state and nation. Farmers are now as never
before being given opportunity to participate in the formulation of agricultural programs and policies, all of which call for the exercise of clear
thinking along economic and social lines.
The activities of the department have necessarily been limited and
efforts have been directed chiefly at the more practical problems and at
those which gave p.romise of definitely beneficial results. Some of these
have to do with economic and social problems originating on the farm and
in the local communities, while others are concerned with national and
international affairs as they affect rural life.
Farm Management Studies

The department is engaged in a continuous study of farm organization and management in selected areas of the state. The study is de~igned to furnish current and up-to-date information as to the efficiency
of the different systems of farming; different combinations of land, machinery, fertilizers, labor, etc.; different sizes of farms; and many other
questions the answers to which vary from section to section and from year
to year. These studies also serve as checks upon the effectiveness o: various adjustment programs and conservation practices. It is expected that
two publications will be issued as a result of the farm management studies
during the year 1937-38. These studies are in cooperation with the Bureau
of Agricultural Economics.
Type-of-Farming Area Studies

An important coniribution of ihe department during the year 193637 is South Carolina Experiment Station Bulletin 310, Types of Farming
and Farm Business Studies in South Carolina. This bulletin destribes
clearly and concisely the physical and economic factors affecting the agriculture of the state including such things as climate, soils. topography,
markets, land values, land tenure, size of farms, and the characteristics of
the people. It then presents a wealth of. figures and charts showing the
way in which land is utilized, trends in important enterprises, area differentials, and factors contributing to success.
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Agricultural Adjustment

The agricultural adjustment studies have been continued in cooperation with the state Extension Service, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and the Soil Conservation Service. During the year 1936-37 work was confined to a representative area in the Piedmont section.
Approximately 300 farmers
were interviewed and a detailed analysis was made of farm organization
and use of land on their farms. In each case, in addition to the economic
and social information available from these field surveys, there was an
aerial photograph of each farm showing the physical features, land cover,
erosion, etc. The Soil Conservation Service furnished maps showing the
degree of slope and degree of erosion on each farm.
The purpose of the study was to determine present practices, income,
etc., to work out changes necessary to conserve soil, and to calculi1te the
effect of these changes upon total production and income. The data will
be used in making plans for future agricultural adjustment programs in
South Carolina.
Occupational Mobility among Farmers

The constant movement of farmers from one place to another is an
ever present menace to the stability of rural institutions and of rural life
itself. While there is relatively a great deal of movement on the part of
both owners and tenants, tenants move on the average about twice as
frequently as do owners, and the movement among owners is in the nature of an adjustment to change in size of family and occurs during early
life, while tenants seem never to become anchored to the land.
These facts, revealed by careful study of the life histories of more
than 2,000 farm families, have important implications in South Carolina
and elsewhere. They stress the need for further studies of leasing systems, of landlord-tenant relationships, and of social and economic security.
A manuscript reporting these studies in detail will be published during
the year 1937-38.
Cotton Marketing Studies

South Carolina continues to hold an enviable position in the production of quality cotton. This is a tribute not only to the farmers
themselves, but to our seed breeders, Experiment Station, Extension Service, and other agencies which have cooperated to improve the grade and
staple of the state's most valuable crop.
According to studies conducted by the Department of Agricultural
Economics in cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics in
Washington, 94 per cent of the state's 1936 crop was of 15/16 inch staple
or longer, whereas in 1928 the corresponding figure was only 38 per cent.
With the exception of Mississippi, where a considerable amount of long
staple Delta type is produced, South Carolina leads all states east of the
Mississippi river in the production of staple cotton (one inch or longer)
grown during 1936. The state also produced a smaller proportion of 7 /8
inch and shorter cotton than any state east of the Mississippi.
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As a result of this decided change to longer staple lengths, South
Carolina cotton continues to receive increasing favor in local mills and
more and more is commanding the premiums which are paid for improved
staples. The breeders, too, have been able to develop higher yielding varieties among these longer staple cottons, so that there is no longer any
necessity for planting short cotton in order to get higher yields.
The department will continue its cooperative studies of markets showing relationships between staple length, grade, and prices. An added
feature in 1937-38 made possible by cooperation with the Bureau of Plant
Industry, will enable us promptly to furnish producers in selected areas
with reports on the grade and staple of their cotton and on the current
premiums for improved cotton. The producers, in turn, will inform us
whether they took advantage of the higher prices which the longer staples
command.
·
Taxation and Ability to Pay

In cooperation with the State Tax Commission, the department has
assembled what is perhaps the most complete body of material available
on the subject of taxation in relation to the taxpaying ability of individuals as measured by their net incomes. Examination has been made of
more than 10,000 individual income tax returns representing ten times
this number of taxpayers.
The average annual net income reported by these individuals was app1oximately $2400 and average taxes paid (including both property and
state income taxes), $145. Taxes have, therefore, absorbed approximately six per cent of the net incomes of these income taxpayers. During the
same period, about half of the individuals who filed income tax returns
reported incomes derived wholly from salaries, wages, and commissions.
Taxes paid by this group averaged 2.52 per cent of their net incomes.
A manuscript reporting these studies in detail will be submitted for
publication during 1937-38.
The Assessment of Farm Real Estate

The system of self-assessment of property which prevails in South
Carolina has long been a burden upon many property owners and a drag
upon the progress of the state. The department has added much new evidence to its records of inequalities existing throughout the state. A detailed report of the study up to the present should be ready for publication during 1937-38.
There is a surprising uniformity in the average per-acre 01 the per-lot
assessment figure, which frequently bears little or no relationship to value
as shown by appraisal, voluntary sale price, or income-producing capacity.
The effect is most serious on the less valuable properties since it is on
these that assessed value more nearly approaches actual value.
In one county, for example, where records are available over a period
of more than 20 years, it has been found that almost without exception
farm properties which sell for less than $20 per acre are assessed at a
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higher-than-average percentage of actual value, while those selling for
more than $20 per acre are generally assessed at a less-than-average ratio. Incidentally the assessed value of farm real estate in this county has
averaged 30.55 per cent of true sale price over the entire period, ranging
from 18.45 per cent in 1921 to 77.02 per cent in 1933.
Tax Delinquency

Tax delinquency is a cumulative evil. At first it may be due to
inability to pay brought about by inequalities such as have already been
mentioned. Later, however, it becomes chronic and the evil spreads as
the tax base contracts.
Studies made by the department in cooperation with the Soil Conservation Service show that farm real estate tax delinquency in South Carolina is definitely correlated with the degree of erosion and with land use.
Numerous small farms of less than average value and with only small
aggregate assessments have become delinquent in recent years. There
apparently is need for a careful consideration of this problem, not only as
regards tax delinquency itself but as regards the whole land use program.
It is probable that a system of zoning rural lands might be effective in
bringing about a better utilization of land in South Carolina and in addition might serve as a corrective for the delinquency problem.
In conection with studies revealing the nature and extent of farm real
estate tax delinquency some very interesting charts have been prepared
showing the relationship between the male population of taxpaying age
and the poll tax receipts by counties. In some counties it appears that
less than 40 per cent of the taxpaying population has even paid poll tax,
which means that other taxes too have remained uncollected.
Farm Mortgages

In cooperation with the Works Progress Administration a study of
land transfers and farm mortgages in South Carolina has been in progress
during the year. This study reveals information as to changes in land
values, interest rates, types of lenders, foreclosures, extent of mortgage
debt, etc., in the state since about 1890. The information should be
helpful in predicting further trends, and by its use farmers and investors
should be in position to avoid the repetition of past mistakes.
Graphic Summary

One of the most interesting projects of the department has been conducted in cooperation with the State Planning Board and the Works Progress Administration. A large number of charts and maps have been
prepared showing at a glance many interesting features of the state, including subjects of economic, financial, social, industrial, and commercial
interest. This work is now well along toward completion and it is hoped
that funds can be made available for publication.
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SOILS, FIELD CROPS, AND FERTILIZERS
Edisto Station Plans

During the past fiscal year the South Carolina Experiment Station
has established a new substation at Reynolds near Blackville to investigate
important problems in the production of vine crops such as watermelons,
cantaloupes, and cucumbers. This station will also carry on investigations
on asparagus, sweet potatoes, general field crops, and soil fertility. W. B.
Rogers, associate agronomist, is superintendent of this station. R. L.
Smith, assistant agronomist, is located at this station and will establish
a soils laboratory to serve the agricultural area between the Santee and
Savannah river valleys. This section of the state is greatly in need of
assistance in soil fertility problems. Special consideration is being given
to the soil adaptation of the various crops grown in this area. Cotton
rust, which is due to a deficiency of available potash in the soil, is a
serious problem in this area. The yields of corn and leguminous hay
crops are often low in this area due to a Jack of available potash.
Tobacco Soil Studies

The tobacco growers in the Pee Dee section have become very much
interested in the relation of soil types to the profitable production of tobacco, and meetings were held last winter and spring in all the important tobacco-growing counties to instruct farmers in the selection of tobacco soils. We plan to make a comprehensive study of the suitability of
the various soil types for the production of bright tobacco. If the tobacco growers are to compete successfully with other sections growing bright
leaf tobacco, they will need more definite information on the relation of
soils and fertilizers to the production of high quality tobacco.
Concrete Plats

The 208 concrete frame plats which were constructed last year at the
Clemson Station are being filled with topsoil in preparation for soil fertility studies. Various cropping systems and fertilizer practices will be
studied on these plats.
Soil Erosion Investigations

The soil erosion investigations are conducted in cooperation with the
Soil Conservation Service. The effectiveness of different cropping practices on controlling soil erosion has been given special consideration. Large
losses of soil occur on bare and cultivated plots. These studies emphasize the importance of companion and cover crops in the control of soil
erosion and the conservation of water. If the rolling Piedmont soils are
to be saved it will be necessary to work out a better land use program
which will include more close growing or sod crops. Much of the steep
land will have to be used for the production of trees or pasture crops.
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Soil Fertility Studies

A comprehensive study of the responses from various sources of nitrogen in the production of cotton has been published in Experiment ::Station
Bulletin 309 entitled "Responses from Various Sources of Nitrogen Fertilizers". These studies show that there is no marked difference in yields
secured from the use of various sources of nitrogen on limed soil which
has a desirable reaction.
Variety Tests

The important varieties of various crops are tested each year to determine the varieties best adapted to different sections of the state. The
results of these trials are made available in mimeographed form.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

The high prices now being paid for meat-producing animals have increased the interest in livestock production. This has resulted in :m unusual demand for facts based on experimental results.

It has been the aim to conduct tests which will be of immediate value
to the farmers. Experiments already conducted have resulted in a substantial reduction in feed costs and consequently greater profits.
Cottonseed Meal and Hulls Compared with Corn and Alfalfa Hay
for Fattening Steers

Twenty steers averaging approximately 700 poundc; in weight were
divided into two lots. The first lot received all the cottonseed hulls
they would consume and one pound of cottonseed meal for each 100
pounds of steer weight. The second lot received all the alfalfa hay they
would eat and one pound of shelled white corn for each 100 pounds of
steer weight.
The steers on the ration of meal and hulls made an average daily
gain of 2.58 pounds as compared with 2.22 for those on corn and alfalfa
hay.
The feed required for 100 pounds of gain was 285 pounds of meal
and 1052 pounds of hulls for the steers in Lot 1 and 337 pounds of corn
and 952 pounds of hay for those in Lot 2.
The price of these feeds made the use of the cottonseed meal and
hulls ration more economical.
At the close of the feeding test these cattle were shipped to the U. S.
Research Center at Beltsville, Maryland, where complete carcass studies
are being made.
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Cottonseed Hulls Compared with Corn Stover as Roughages for
Fattening Steers

Twenty steers averaging about 800 pounds in weight were divided
into two lots. The steers in each lot received a daily ration of one pound
of cottonseed meal for each 100 pounds of steer weight. The steers in
the first lot received all the cottonseed hulls they would consume, while
those in the second lot were full fed corn stover.
The steers receiving the cottonseed hull roughage made an average
daily gain of 2.53 pounds and required 299 pounds of meal and 931
pounds of hulls for 100 pounds of gain.
The steers in the corn stover lot made an average daily gain of 1.68
pounds and required 448 pounds of meal and 1073 pounds of stover to
make 100 pounds of gain.
This test indicates that corn stover is worth about two-thirds as
much as cottonseed hulls for feeding fattening steers that are being fed
a concentrate of cottonseed meal.
A Genetic Study of the Inheritance of the Early Lambing Character

It is of considerable practical importance in the South to have ewes
lamb early. For four years lambing records have been secured from
pui·ebred Hampshire, Southdown, and Tunis flocks of sheep. Hampshire
and Southdown rams have been crossed on Tunis ewes and Tunis rams
have been used on Hampshire and Southdown ewes. Lambing records
were also obtained on the F-1 and F-2 generations of each of these groups.
The data indicate that there is no significant difference in the lambing dates of the breeds studied. A lower percentage of lambs was produced by the crossbred ewes, but the lambing dates of the crossbreds were
about the same as those of the purebreds.
In this test, the Hampshire-Tunis crosses produced larger and more
vigorous lambs than the Southdown-Tunis crosses.
The Eighth Show Herd of Clemson Berkshires

Th~ Animal Husbandry Department has fitted its eighth show herd of
Berkshire hogs. In spite of the fact that the herd has been used continuously for experimental work, excellent show herds have been produced.
More than 75 per cent of the leading breeders of Berkshire hogs in this
country have used some of the Clemson blood to improve their hogs. This
fall the herd is starting with the National Swine Show and will be shown
at several of the leading state fairs in the Corn Belt. For seven years
the herd has never met defeat, and it is predicted that a good showing
will be made this season.
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Kidney Worm Experiments

Parasites of animals is one of the major problems facing the livestock
owner in the South today. It is definitely known that animals that are
free of most of the internal parasites are healthier, grow more rapidly,
and are a source of greater profit than those that are heavily infested.
It has been assumed for some time that kidney worms of swine belong to
that group of parasites that are detrimental to the health of the animals,
and it is the purpose of some recently initiated experiments to determine
the effect of kidney worms upon the animals infested with them. Known
numbers of kidney worm larvae will be administered to swine to determine the degree of infestation that will occur and the effect upon the pigs'
thriftiness and gain in weight. It is also intended to establish at what
age in swine, kidney worm infestation must be prevented in order that
satisfactory gains in weight may be made.

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND PLANT DISEASES
Cotton Wilt

In recent years attention has been called to wilt-resistant varieties of
cotton that wilted considerably when grown on some fields but showed
a high degree of resistance on other fields known to be badly infested with
wilt.
The first specimens of wilting plants were supplied several years ago
by Dr. G. J. Wilds. Isolations of the wilt fungus from these stalks gave
indications on culture media that several possible strains of the fungus
might be involved. Last year 10 varieties of cotton were grown on wiltinfested land at Florence and Clemson and numerous isolations of the fungus were made from these plots. Other isolations from various points in
the state were added until about 200 cultures were collected. From preliminary differentiations on several culture media, 19 cultures have been
selected for further careful differentiation to determine whether or not
actual strains of the fungus do occur. Arrangements have been made
with cooperating farmers and the Pee Dee Experiment Station in which 18
wilt-resistant varieties are being tested at several locations in the state
this year.
Variation in Cotton Fiber Length, Fineness, and Maturity in
Several Varieties

In general the staple length of cotton has been improved in the state
during several seasons, but little is known concerning the relative merits
of different varieties in producing a uniform staple or maintaining this
uniformity under varying seasonal conditions.
The distribution of the different lengths of fibers, fineness, and mat urity have been studied in 19 varieties.
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Bolls from flowers of the same date have been collected from all varieties early and late in the season, though a more complete study of six
collections of bolls from five varieties has been made. There was a gradual decrease in fiber length from each collection of bolls through those
from flowers of July 25 or 29. Bolls from flowers tagged August 2 gave
appreciably longer fibers than those collected from flowers blooming four
days earlier. In the Wilds variety these latest bolls produced the longest
fibers for the entire season. The first collection of bolls gave the longest
fibers for four varieties.
The lint from the variety J. E. Wannamaker's Cleveland was onequarter inch shorter from flowers of July 25 than those of July 13.
Clevewilt Strain 1 showed a variation of only one-eighth inch during the
same period, but all other measures of uniformity show this to be one of
the most variable varieties of the 19 which have been studied.
The variety with the longest fibers also has the finest fibers but the
variety with shortest fibers does not produce the eoarsest fibers.
The Effect of Certain Mineral Nutrients on the Growth and
Fruiting of Cotton

Several years ago when heavy applications of calcium arsenate were
used for boll weevil control, toxic effects were noted where cotton and
other crops were grown in succeeding years. Several of the investigators
of the Experiment Station working both at Florence and Cle~son studied
the antagonism of different salts to the arsenate hoping that some material could be added to the soil to reduce the arsenic toxicity. When magnesium sulphate was used in that work, the shedding of young cotton
squares and small bolls was greater than normal.
To determine the effect of a nutrient high in magnesium on the physiology c,f the plant, especially in connection with square and boll shedding, the present study was begun. Plants were grown in nutrient solutions so that close control of the materials being supplied to the plant
could be obtained. Two solutions were used, which were the same except
that one contained four times as much magnesium (HMg) as the other
(LMg). Under the carefully controlled conditions of the experiment, no
great differences in shedding were noted as in the preliminary work. Differences were noted in the physical and chemical composition of the plants
and in the proportions of the mineral elements removed from the solution.
The plants in the HMg solution produced much heavier leaves but
lighter stems, roots, and bolls than plants in the LMg solution. Th" LMg
plants produced more bolls during both years of the experiment, and these
bolls average about one gram per boll more than those from HMg plants.
The LMg leaves contained a greater percentage of calcium, nitrogen
and potash but less magnesium than did the HMg leaves. All other parts
of the HMg plants contained more potash than similar parts of LMg plants.
In both years the plants took relatively more phosphate from the
solution than of any other ion. The plants took relatively more calcium
from the LMg solution than from the HMg solution.
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Cucurbit Diseases

During the winter months seed treatment tests were conducted in
the greenhouse at Clemson to determine the value of various fungicides
in controlling the "damping-off" seedling diseases of cucurbit crops. Certain dus'.; and liquid treatments of varying dosage were used with watermelon, cucumber, and cantaloupe seed. The plantings were made in different soil types under partly controlled environmental conditions. Some
of the materials employed had been used and recommended elsewhere
while others were hitherto untried upon cucurbit seed. Under all of the
experimental conditions satisfactory control of the pre-emergence phase
of "damping-off" was obtained with mercuric chloride dip, red copper
oxide, and Semesan. Others were slightly less effective. Red copper oxide
appeared more effective than the others in controlling the post-emergence
phase.
Field work upon cucurbit diseases was pursued this year at the Edisto
Experiment Station near Blackville. During March and April experimental seed treatment tests were continued on a large scale. The plots were
located on different soil types. Four planting dates afforded a check upon
the effect of different climatic conditions. The results of the greenhouse
tests, mentioned above, were borne out largely in these field tests but
final resi.;lts await the completion of the computation of data now in progress.
The past field season was characterized by destructive development of
several cucurbit diseases in the new truck area. Losses were very 1Zreat.
Heavy rainfall, beginning about June 1 and totaling nearly 18 inches for
the months of June and July, afforded ideal conditions for the epidemic
development of the downy mildew and anthracnose diseases. The damage
caused by other minor diseases was masked by the overwhelming prevalence of these two. The cucumber crop, being earlier than melons and
cantaloupes, suffered less and, in general, satisfacto17 yields were obtained before serious loss occurred.
Large scale experiments with sprays and dusts hitherto untried
against these vine diseases, gave very promising results in controlling
them. Insoluble copper compounds (Bordeaux substitutes) such as copper oxychloride and red copper oxide used in mixtures with Bentonite clay,
both as dusts and as sprays; gave good control apparently without injury
to the crop. Sprayed and dusted cucumbers remained thrifty and yielded
abundantly nearly two weeks longer than untreated plots. Final results
upon yields and relative value derived from fungicidal treatment await
completion of computations of data.
Cotton Seedling Diseases

The experimental plantings in the field in 1936 showed that several
seed treatments were highly effective in reducing losses from seedling
diseases during the rainy weather which was associated with the early
pJiantings . The data presented last year showed that the treatments were
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most effective in early plantings, when planting was followed by cool rainy
weather, and with seed infested with the anthracnose fungus. The reported increases in seedling emergence and stands were also reflected in
increased yields. The average increase in yield for all plantings for the
several treatments ranged from 20 to 25 per cent, with increases in the
early plantings for individual lots running as high as 200 per cent. To
determine the extent to which these results of last year might be applicable over a period of years, similar plantings of eight lots of seed were
made during this season in Colleton, Florence, Chesterfield, Chester,
Aiken, and Anderson counties. A similar planting was also made possible
both in North Carolina and Georgia through the cooperation of the federal Bureau of Plant Industry and the plant pathologists of the two states.
The results, as a whole, substantiate those secured in 1936, although
the percentage increases for the several treatments were not as high. The
difference is apparently explained by data and observations which indicate
that in 1936 seed infestation by disease-producing fungi was the most
important cause of low germination and seedling loss; whereas, this season soil :nhabiting organisms were relatively more important. The ~erminating seed were predisposed to infection by these latter organisms because of the unusually low temperatures and heavy rainfall during April.
In the Coastal Plains section of the state, this season was the most unfavorable one for cotton seed germination since 1928. Only four other Aprils
since 1900 have had correspondingly heavy rainfall and low temperatures.
In the early plantings, dusting fuzzy seed with Ceresan gave increases in seedling emergence of from 1 to 135 per cent, with increases up to
350 per cent for individual lots, and an average for all plantings of 32
per cent. The beneficial effect was greatest when the average germination was least and in the lots of seed of lowest germin<ition. Regardless
of the general belief that acid-delinted seed will show inferior seedling
em.ergence to fuzzy seed when planting is followed by rainy weather, the
seedling emergence secured with acid-delinted seed was equal to that of
fuzzy seed dusted with Ceresan; and when acid-delinting was combined
with dusting with Ceresan, the emergence was superior to that of fuzzy,
Ceresan-treated seed. Thus the 1·esults of this season again indicatP that
the general treatment of cotton seed with some fungicide, as Ceresan,
will resu It in higher seedling emergence, reduce seedling losses, in ,prove
stands, and significantly increase the yield per acre, especially in early
plantings.
Although seed treatment offers a partial solution of the problem of
successful early plantings, a greater improvement appears possible through
the development of varieties which show an unusual capacity to produce
a stand during cool rainy weather. In the tests this season, several varieties again gave strikingly superior stands to those produced by the average
variety as grown in the state. This seems to indicate that the development of commercially-valuable, cold-tolerant, and anthracnose-resistant
varieties should be feasible.
• r
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CHEMISTRY

The Chemistry Department has analyzed over 1000 samples of various
kinds during the past year. These samples have required more than 3000
determinations.
This department is cooperating with other departments in carrying
on the chemistry work in eight Purnell projects, one Adams, and one
Bankhead-Jones project.

In connection with the Bankhead-Jones project on carotene, 78 samples of grass and 88 samples of milk have been investigated for carotene.
Over 200 samples of pasture grasses from the Coast Experiment Station at Summerville have been received. These require a feed analysis
and a determination of calcium, phosphorus, and iron.
The project with the Poultry Department has involved the analysis of
350 samples of chicken droppings and 55 feeds.
In the annual grazing tests with milk cows at the Sandhill Station, a
project conducted by the Dairy Department, 88 samples of grasses were
analyzed for calcium and phosphorus.
Some work has been done with the Truck Station on the mineral
composition of vegetables.
DAIRYING

The experimental work conducted by the Dairy Department
the past year has been directed toward determining the efficiency
combine milking machine, continued work on permanent pastures,
as the only roughage for milking cows, and a study of methods of
for mastitis infection.

during
of the
silages
testing

The Combine Milking Machine

On April 25, 1937 the herd of 75 milking cows, composed of representatives of the Jersey, Guernsey, and Holstein breeds, in all stages of
lactation, produced a total of 301 gallons of milk for the one day, or an
average of four gallons per cow. This is the largest total amount of milk
ever produced by the Clemson dairy herd.
Since July 1, 1936, 24 bacterial counts have been made on the raw
milk and 25 counts on the pasteurized milk produced by the use of the
combine milking machine. The average of these counts is 3820 bacteria
per cubic centimeter for the raw milk and 409 bacteria per cubic centimeter for the pasteurized milk. These low counts indicate that this
equipment and the methods used are giving practically perfect sanitary
control.
Since starting the use of the combine milking machine 18 production
records under official test conditions have been completed. These records
were made by five Guernseys, six Holsteins, and seven Jerseys. The aver-
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age of these records is 10,971.2 pounds of milk, 498.0 pounds of butterfat,
made in an average of 338 days at an average age of three years and five
months. These records are on the average 1.8 per cent above the respective ave1·ages of all records made to date on official test in the United
States by cows belonging to these breeds. The records of production and
bacterial counts of the milk as cited indicate that the combine milking
machine can be depended upon as efficient equipment, from the standpoint of both production and sanitation.
Sorghum and Soybean Silage

On account of the summer droughts that occur in the upper parts
of the state and the eroded condition of the soils in this territory, very
low yields of corn for silage are usually secured except on river and
creek bottom lands. It has been found by experience that larger yields
of sorghum than pf corn can be produced on the uplands under these
conditions. Previous work by the Dairy Department in which the feed
values of corn silage and sorghum silage were compared indicaterl that
over a period of three years, sorghum silage on the average carried approximately 75 per cent as much nutrients a s corn silage. In order to
take advantage of the larger yields of sorghum silage and at the same
time to improve the feed value, Biloxi soybeans were mixed with sorghum at the cutter in the fall of 1936 at the rate of 25 per cent soybean
to 75 per cent sorghum by weight. This silage (54 tons) was stored in
large silos and was fed to the entire dairy herd during the winter of
1936-37. On account of the small quantity of this silage available it was
not possible to determine the relative feeding value as compared with
corn and soybean silage. However, it was determined that this combination of sorghum and soybeans made a very palatable silage, kept well,
and deserved further investigation. In this trial the soybeans and sorghum were grown in separate fields and mixed at the cutter. This procedure was found entirely too burdensome, so that during the growing
season of 1937 sorghum and soybeans are being grown in alternate rows
to facilitate the filling of the silos, and a separate silo is being constructed in order to provide facilities for determining more accurately the
feeding value of this type of silage.
Permanent Pastures

Experiment Station Bulletin 308, which was published in April,
1937, contains the results of the fertilizer experiments with Bermuda
grass pasture sod and the grazing value of these pastures as determined
by a standard method of procedure. These grazing experiments indicate
that Bermuda grass pastures may be depended upon for rather large
yields of feed nutrients which are evenly distributed throughout the
grazing season from April to November. The feed replacement value of
the yields from these pastures varied from 2.67 tons of alfalfa hay
equivalent for the unfertilized pasture to 4.29 tons of alfalfa hay equivalent for the pastures receiving ground limestone and manure. Since
the possibility of these yields has been established the pastures are being
continued under experimental control for the purpose of determining the
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most economical plan of management for securing these yields. At the
present time the barn feeding is being varied from a supplement of hay
alone to full grain feed for the cows on these pastures. Since this work
is still in progress no final conclusions are available, but indications are
that either hay or grain may be used to supplement pastures for economical production of milk.
Mas ti tis

Mastitis is an infectious disease of the mammary glands which affects adversely the quantity of milk produced, the chemical and biologic
value of the milk, and also changes or destroys the glandular tis ue. The
economic importance of the disease is hard to estimate because reliable
statistical data are not available. It is reported that 57,190 cows with
mastitis are eliminated annually in New York state and that the combined
loss of cows and milk totals approximately $49,000,000 a year. It is
common knowledge that a large percentage of cows eliminated from dairy
herds have damaged udders.
Since vaccination and chemotherapy have not yet proved successful
in overcoming mastitis infection, control at the present time seems to be
limited largely to prevention. The efforts so far to develop clean herds
have centered around the idea that testing followed by isolation of infeced cows in a separate building, together with making all replacements with
first calf heifers, can be relied upon as a satisfactory means of control.
Since December, 1936, a comprehensive testing program for this disease
has been followed each month in the Clemson dairy herd. The te"ts being
used in this experiment are the bromcresol purple, bl'omthymol blue,
chlorine, Hotis, microscopic examinations, strip cup and physical examination. All of these tests, with the exception of the Hotis, are of the
indirect type, depending on changes in the nature of the milk or the udder
tissue for positive reaction. The Hotis test is designed to determine the
presence or absence of the causative organisms.
Thi:, work is being continued in an effort to determine a practical
field test for mastitis which may be recommended to dairymen for use in
their herds.
ENTOMOLOGY

Up to July 31, insect pest activity for 1937 has been greater than
usual, due probably to the very mild winter followed by a normal spring
and early summer without severe drought. To a large degree this is the
opposite of what was stated in this report a year ago.
Boll Weevil Emergence

Boll weevil emergence from hibernation averaged 12 per cent this
season, which is a very high perc~ntage emergence for this insect. The
number of boll weevils entering hibernation last fall was abnormally low,
however.
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Mexican Bean Beetle

The emergence of the Mexican bean beetle from hibernation cages
this season averaged 50.28 per cent. This is the highest emergence that
has been recorded at this station, where records have been kept since
1925. The hibernation cages were observed at regular intervals throughout the winter and at no time were all of the cages free of beetles, this
establishing the fact that the Mexican bean beetle is active during warm
periods of the winter season.
Field observations, in the vicinity of Clemson, indicate that the severity of the bean beetle attack has been variable.
Southern Corn Stalk Borer

During the 1937 season weather conditions again interferred with the
schedule of corn plantings designed to give data relative to the time of
planting and the percentage of infestation by the Southern corn stalk
borer. At Summerville plantings on March 29, April 12, April 26, and
May 10 were infested 72, 68, 28, and 4 per cent respectively. At Florence
four fields planted between March 13 and 29 averaged 28 per cent infestation and one field Apr il 3 showed 37 per cent. Othe1· plantings were
not made. At Clemson plots planted April 2, May 11, and May 21 were
infested 70, 6, and 0 per cent. Clemson plots planted between April 2
and May 11 failed because of weather conditions. The data obtained,
however, agree with previous results and indicate that the borer can be
controlled by late planting of corn.
Rice Weevil in Corn

The season's data accumulated in the rice weevil studies will not be
available until after the corn is harvested. During the present season
emphasis is being JJlaced upon ecological studies in the field. Control by
use of sulfur and other materials is being continued.
Orien tal Fruit Moth

Oriental fruit moth infestation during 1937 was moderately severe
in the sandhills orchards, especially in the vicinity of Ridge Springs, was
light to negligible in piedmont orchards as at Gramling and Spartanburg,
and high in late peaches at Clemson where a crop failure was experienced
because of late spring freezing. Fruit counts showed less than one per
cent injury in the Gramling-Spartanburg-Greenville area, as high as 12
1/2 per cent at Ridge Springs, and slightly over 50 per cent in the very
few Elberta peaches at Clemson.
Insecticide tests were abandoned at Clemson because of the almost
complete crop failure in the experimental orchard.
Infested twigs were collected in commercial orchards and shipped to
the United States laboratory at Moorestown, New Jersey, for parasite rearings. A repor<:; of the parasite studies will not be available before November .
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Cotton Flea Hopper

Flea hoppers were more abundant last year than for a number of
years, but no serious amount of damage was done because heavy infestations came relatively late in the season. Very few have been found on
cotton thus far this summer.
Expe1·imental control plots last summer were treated with (1) 90
per cent sulfur plus 10 per cent Paris green, (2) pure dusting sulfur,
and (3) 25 per cent Paris green plus 75 per cent calcium arsenate. As
stated in the last report, the former was the favorite early in the season
but a final summary of the season's results proved that the Paris greencalcium arsenate dust gave the greatest reduction in flea hopper populations. The sulfur-Paris green is the cheaper but where the flea hopper
and the boll weevil are to be controlled at the same time the calcium
arsenate mixture may be preferable.
Thrips on Cotton

Injury by thrips to seedling cotton was more widespread this year
than usual. The injury seemed to be more pronounced on cotton that was
also weakened by various seedling diseases and cold weather.
As reported last year, thrips-injured cotton was 10 days later than
normal cotton in blooming. The final yields in this same test showP.d that
the injured cotton produced only 59.30 per cent as much seed and lint as
the normal cotton. A similar experiment is being repeated to test the
accuracy of the first.
In the M11trol experiments 72 plots 1 /20 acre each were used to test
the comparative value of six materials. Four other acre plots were used
to test two of the more promising under field conditions. Final results
on these experiments will not be available until the close of the season.
Tomato Fruit Worm

This insect, as the ear-worm of corn, has been generally reported
more destructive than usual to corn. Yet in the tomato planting which
was later-planted than usual the worminess of fruits at this writing (Aug.
2) is averaging very little above that of other years, and this is probably
because corn was in silk when the tomato fruits formed and the adult
moths prefer to Jay their eggs on the corn silks.
Fauna! Survey

In the addition of species to our state insect list, progress has been
Jess than usual during the past year. This report one year ago showed
5,287 species of insects then in the state lists; the number is now 5,427,
an increase of 140 for the yearly period under review.
Several groups of our insects have now been collected with a considerable degree of thoroughness for the state, and the greater number of
species yet to be adderl will be from groups in which members of the staff
are not specialists, so progress is expected to be slower.
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An interesting addition among the mammals during the year was
Southern Red Squirrel, a specimen of which was presented to us by Mr.
L. C. King of northern Oconee county. This animal is of northernly or
high-mountain distribution, and this is the first positive published record
known to us of its presence in this state. It is one of the things we had
been hoping for. It does not add to our wealth of money or property, but
it does add to our wealth of knowledge and information.
THE CLEMSON COLLEGE FARMS

The Farms Department is charged with the responsibility of producing
feeds for the experimental herds of dairy cattle, beef cattle, hogs, sheep,
and poultry; the production of crops used by the Agronomy Department in
its research work with crops and fertilizers; conducting some experiments
with fielc! crops; and the maintenance and improvement of the soil.
This year the plan of research work includes a test to determine the
difference in yield per acre of cotton when grown on land immediately
above and below ridge type terraces that were constructed 1 7 years ago;
a continuation of soil improvement with manure versus a winter cover
crop in the production of cotton; a comparison of the yield of corn when
the fodder is pulled, when the corn is shredded, and when the ear is allowed to mature in the field without the fodder being removed from the
stalk; the comparative cost of harvesting oats with a combine, a horsedrawn and a tractor-drawn binder and stationa1·y separator.
Last year most of the uplands on the college farm were reterraced
with the Nichols type terrace. This year in cooperation with the Soil
Conservation Service of the federal government outlet channels are being
constructed with Bermuda sod and masonry, which controls erosion
through the fields and forests and brings the water to a stabilized level.
The acreages being grown to crops this year by the Farms Department are as follows:
Corn
116
Corn and soybeans ___________ 67
Cotton _______ -------------- 111
Oats ----------------------- 61
Oats and vetch _ __ __________ 52
Wheat _____________________
2
Rye ----------------------Austrian winter peas ____ ____
Soybeans __________________
Cowpeas ___________________
Cowpeas and sorghum cane ____
Bermuda and Johnson grass ___
Sorghun1 cane and soybeans __
Sagrain __________ ___ ______ _

9
13
81
23
15
10
10
5

Total crop acres ______ 575
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Because of frequent overflows of the river and insect injury, the yield
of oats and oat-and-vetch hay was not very good.
From the 67 acres in corn and soybeans it is expected that 600 tons
of silage for dairy and beef cattle will be cut. The remainder of the corn
will be harvested as grain, the soybeans being left on the ground to improve the soil.
Of the corn crop of 116 acres, 15 acres are grown in variety tests
for the Agronomy Department. The remainder is grown as a general crop
to produce feed for the livestock and poultry of the Experiment Station.
Fifty of the 111 acres planted to cotton are in small plots for the
Agronomy Department's research work with cotton varieties and fertilizers. The remainder is in variety tests on a large-plot basis and in soil
improvement w<'rk.
All of the small grain and hay crops are grown to produce feed for
the Experiment Station livestock.
HOME ECONOMICS

Analysis of the data taken in three studies has made good progress
during the year. In addition considerable work has gone toward promoting wider use of the findings of research bearing on home and community
life.
Food Consumption

The second of a series of studies in the economics of foods and nutrition will be completed during the coming year. Weekly records of the
quantities and costs of foods eaten by farm families living in three typical
areas of the Coastal Plains are being analyzed. The report will show the
pattern of low-country farm family diets at different levels of cost and of
nutiitive adequacy and the importance of home-produced foods at the
various levels. The findings will be of help in adapting to South Carolina
conditions and habits the diet plans proposed by authorities in the field of
nutrition and will contribute toward an understanding of the specifie
points that need emphasis in educational work.
Use of Household Textiles

A report will soon be ready of a survey made in 1936 of the purchase
and use of household textiles among farm families in eight counties of the
state. Two per cent of the white and Negro farm households in these
counties gave information as to the kind and quantity of sheets, coverlets,
towels, tablecloths, curtains, and similar articles on hand, and the purchases made during the preceding year. Not many of these article.;; were
of linen or wool; nor had synthetic fibers replaced cotton to any great extent in fabrics for household use. The study gives an idea of the frequency of replacement and the usual cost of the various household textiles and
suggests at what levels education of the household buyer of textiles should
proceed.
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Consumption of Dairy Products

Progress is being made in the analysis of the 591 schedules taken
last year in a study of the production and use of dairy products by farm
families in eight counties of the state. The report will show estimated
yearly production and consumption of milk by families of the different
race and tenure groups and give relatively detailed and exact information
as to use of dairy products the day p1·eceding the interview. The results may suggest where educational effort should be concentrated to encourage increased production and consumption of milk. Such an increase
is recognized as a necessity if the nutritional status of many groups of
rural families is to be improved.
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Apple Pollination and Sterility Studies

Previous work has shown that the Ben Davis is the best pollinator for
the important varieties of apples grown in South Carolina. Gano, Black
Ben, Early Harvest, and Delicious can be used as pollinators for certain
varieties and under ce1tain conditions.
During the past two years investigations have been made to determine
why some varieties of apples are better pollinators than others. These investigations included the gathering of data on viability, longevity, and
variability in size of pollen grains of differ ent varieties. Pollen from
good and poor pollinators has been studied.
Results this year confirm, in general, those obtained last year in that
the pollen from good pollinator varieties retains its viability considerably
longer than does the pollen of medium or poor pollinator varieties. Under
warm, humid conditions pollen of the Ben Davis, Gano, Jonathan, and Delicious retained its viability longer than pollen of Golden Delicious and
Yates, while the pollen of the Stayman, Black Twig, and Winesap (all belonging to the Winesap group) loses its viability much more rapidly than
other varieties and shows exceptionally low vitality when compared with
Ben Davis and other good pollinators.
Some varieties will not pollinate certain other varieties because of
what is known as incompatibility. To illustrate, Yates does "lot produce
a good set of fruit on Stayman, and Early Harvest is a very poor pollinator for Black Twig. Studies are being made in an attempt to determine the degree and cause of this incompatibility.
Fruit Varietal Studies

The testing of varieties of fruits, while not r egarded as scientific
work, is nevertheless an important duty of state exp eriment stations in
those states having a commercial fruit industry. Before the inven t10n of
artificial ice and the development of cold storage plants, commercial varieties of fruits had to have one particular qu ality-that of keeping a
long time at ordinary air temperatures. But today conditions are entirely
different, and the character most desired in our fruits is that of eatinc
quality. As a rule the old varieties of fruits that had exceptional k eeping
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quality, had only fair to poor eating quality. Now, although most of the
commercially grown fruit varieties will not keep well for a long time
except in cold storage, there are many varieties which have much better
eating quality and in addition better color than those formerly grown.
For many years this station has been testing varieties of different
kinds of fruits and at the present time over 100 varieties of peaches and
75 varieties of apples are growing in the station orchards. New varieties,
as soon as they can be obtained, are compared with established standard
varieties.
The Gage peach, large yellow-fleshed freestone, has proven very resistant to bacteriosis in this state. It has good eating quality, riiens a
little later than the Elberta, and has good shipping quality. The Golden
Jubilee, originated at the New Jersey Experiment Station, has proven to
be a good commercial peach in the Piedmont section of the state. It
ripens three to four weeks before Elberta and has better eating quality
than the latter. In warmer sections of the state and in deep, coarse,
sandy soils Golden Jubilee does not produce satisfactory size or shape.
Many varieties of plums, grapes, pecans, raspberries, and dewberries
have been or are now being grown to determine their worth under South
Carolina conditions.
Sweet Potato Investigations

Extensive experiments were started last year to ascertain the possibility of developing strains and vari'eties of sweet potatoes which are productive and free from diseases and which produce roots of desirable shape
and quality. These investigations consist of the following tests:
The Testing of Strains of the Porto Rico Variety.-Seed stock of 15
strains was secured from various sections of the sweet potato belt and
from the United States Department of Agriculture and bedded in a flueheated hotbed. Data were taken on sprout production and yield of the
roots. Sprout production varied from 4,916 plants per 56-pound bushel for
the highest yielding strain to 1,461 plants for the lowest yielding strain.
Combined yield of No. 1 and No. 2 grades varied from 24.6 pounds per 50foot single-row plot for the highest-yielding strain to 11.5 pounds per plot
for the lowest-yielding strain. The combined yield of the five highestyielding strains in descending order of yield was greater than that of the
six lowest-yielding strains. This test will have to be conducted for the
next four years before definite recommendations can be made.
A Study of Variation in Yield of Individual Hills.-The development
of high-yielding strains necessitates the determination of variation in yield
of individual hills in order that the degree of variation may be determined
and the high-yielding hills isolated. Yields include both the production of
sprouts and the production of marketable roots. Sixty-four hills were secured from last year's crop and their progenies are being tested this year.
Data on sprout production show a moderately wide variation in the number of plants per bushel, mean weight of plant and number of plants pro-
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duced per 56-pound bushel. A mass selection of high-producing and low
producing hills was made last year, and the progenies are being g-rown
this year to demonstrate the importance of selecting good hills fo1 seed.
A Study of the Yields of Roots Within Individual Hills.-If 'r oots
within individual hills vary in yield, high-yielding roots may be isolated
and their progenies grown to develop high-yielding strains. This experiment was started this year with 20 hills. The data on sprout production
show a marked variation in the yield of the individual roots. Some roots
produced no plants during the early production period (first three pullings) while others produced 20 to 27 plants. For the entire production
period (seven pullings) some roots produced three to six plants and
others 30 to 39 plants. This marked variation in sprout production indicates that high sprout-producing strains as well as high-yielding strains of
the Porto Rico may be isolated.
Plant Production Tests.-Various factors influence the production of
sprouts in the propagating bed. In general, they may be classified as follows: (1) those which are due to the environment and (2) those which
are due to the seed itself. Examples of environmental factors are temperature, type of bedding medium, depth of bedding, and the water ;,upply.
Example£ of factors due to the seed itself are size and shape of the seed
and its inherent potentialities. Last year tests were conducted to determine the influence of sand and loam and of shallow and deep bedding on
plant production. The results of the sand and loam experiment show that
the roots bedded in loam produced a greater number of plants per root
and per bushel and required lesser weight of root to produce unit weight
of plant than those bedded in sand.

Sweet potato roots, apparently, do absorb nutrients from the loam.
In case growers use a sandy loam as a bedding medium in preference to
sand, this loam should be taken from a field in which sweet potatoes have
not been grown, and which has not received drainage water from other
potato fio:ilds.
Much work is yet to be done in this subject before anything de°finite
can be recommended. Pathologists should determine whether or not sand
is superior to loam from the standpoint of disease infection.
The results of the shallow and deep bedding experiment show that
the roots bedded shallowly produced a greater number of plants per root
and per bushel and required a lesser unit weight of root to pcoduce unit
weight of plant. The differences for the total plant production period
were quite wide and are considered largely due to the depth of bedding.
Accordingly, under the conditions of this experiment shallow bedding
would seem to be more desirable than deep bedding.
Asparagus Investigations

Last year experiments were started to determine the possibility of developing strains and varieties of asparagus adapted to South Carolina conditions. Seed was secured from the Coker Pedigreed Seed Company,
Hartsville, South Carolina, and on February 17, was planted in a raised
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bench in the greenhouse. On April 14, the seedlings (approximately 16,000) were planted in a well drained sandy loam, four inches apart in rows
36 inches apart. Because dry wei:.ther existed in May, June, July, and
September, the plants were furrow-irrigated about once weekly to maintain steady vigorous growth. In September the plants in one row (about
800) were hand-dug to obtain data on weight of crowns, number and
height of the stalks. Weight of the crowns varied from 10 to 293 grams
with a mean weight of 80.8 grams; length of the highest stalk varied from
13 to 47 inches with a mean height of 28.2 inches; and the number of
stalks per plant varied from 2 to 29 with a mean of 9.6. During the latter part of September and first part of October 321 plants flowered. Of
these 243 were staminate and the remaining 78 were pistillate. The future behavior of these plants will be recorded and the promising ones will
be used in the breeding program.
POULTRY

The problem of "range paralysis" continues as one of major concern
to the Poultry Department. Some progress appears to have been made
through breeding· and selection of families of birds showing more resistance to the disease. Preventive measures are under study, but their
value as practical methods of control cannot be estimated at present.
Factors affecting interior egg quality have been studied as regards
supply of green feed and inheritance. It appears from studies of this
phase of poultry production that it may be possible to breed a race of
hens superior in the production of better eggs for the future .
Balance studies with laying hens with reference to the chemical elements, nitrogen, sulphur, calcium, and phosphorus, indicate that the ration
may supply these elements in sufficient quantity to meet the needs of the
hen. High-producing hens apparently have the ability to consume and
convert 1-he extra amount of calcium required for high egg production.
· Intensive studies on the use of cottonseed meal in chick starting and
growing rations show that this product may satisfactorily replace threefourths of the meat scraps or fish meal usually found in these rations.
Cottonseed meal is considerably cheaper than these animal products, thus
making a saving to poultrymen and at the same time utilizing a locally
produced feed stuff.
THE COAST EXPERIMENT STATION

There has been an increased interest in livestock and related subjects
during the year as evidenced by the increase in the number of visiting
farmers. A livestock field day held at this station in July was attended
by 50 persons representing seven nearby counties. Six groups of agricultural high school boys visited the station and were conducted on a tour of
all experimental work as well as general plantings and shown the general
herd of cattle and hogs. Two of these groups were Negro farm boys.
Judging teams from several counties have made use of the cattle in practice work and elimination contests for competing with other counties of
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this state and Georgia at fat cattle shows. As further evidence of the
interest in beef cattle, this station has not been able to supply the demand
for registered Angus bulls during the past two years. During the past
seven years, more than 50 of these bulls have been sold to the farmers
of this state at slightly more than beef prices. These bulls are being- used
on grade and purebred herds and where properly handled are giving good
account of themselves.
Pork Production Studies

Two pork production studies have been conducted during the present
year. The winter project consisted of a comparison of the protein supplem ents, steam-dried fishmeal, sardine meal, digester tankage, meat and bone
scrap, and a mixture of cottonseed meal and steam-dried fishmeal when
fed free-choice to pigs that were grazing on rye and fed white corn freechoice. Data from this project show that the pigs fed steam-dried fishmeal as a protein supplement have made the highest average daily gains
and have consumed less protein supplement per 100 pounds gain. In
average daily gains, the other supplements were in the following order:
mixture of cottonseed meal and steam-dried fishmeal, sardine meal, meat
and bone scrap, and digester tankage.
The summer project now under way consists of a comparison of sanitation methods as related to the control of kidney worms. In this work,
three sanitation plans are being used as follows: (1) check or contl'ol Jot
with which no sanitary measures are practiced; (2) the Georgia method
as developed by the Bureau of Animal Industry, in which the pigs are farrowed on a clean lot of forage with plowed areas around fence lines and
farrowing house, and subsequently the sow and pigs are fed separately; (3)
a modified Georgia plan, in which the plowed areas and separate feeding
of the sow and pigs are omitted. After weaning, Lots 2 and 3 were transferred to cultivated lots of forage to be fattened to a marketable weight,
while the controls were left on unsanitary ground. All pigs in this test
are being canied to a final weight of 200 pounds and a complete record of
gains and feed consumption is being kept. Upon completion of the feeding period, all hogs will be slaughtered at a South Carolina packing house
and the amount of kidney worm infestation determined.
Beef Cattle Investigations

All beef cattle projects conducted at this station are cooperative with
the Bureau of Animal Industry, United States Department of Agriculture.
The investigations now under way are outlined to continue for a period of
five or more years and are now being conducted for the second year.
These projects are as follows:
1. A study of the value of creep-feeding grain free-choice in the production of beef calves for both breeding and slaughter purposes. Two
comparable Jots of purebred Angus calves from the station's herd are
being used in this work. In Lot 1, the calves are fed a grain ration free choice in addition to their dam's milk and pasture, while the calves of Lot
2 are not fed grain. Results of the 1936 test showed an advantage for
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the creep-fed calves of 0.44 pounds average daily gain, $1. 72 per 100
pounds if used for slaughter, and $10.00 per head for breeding purposes,
these values being at weaning time.
2. To determine to what extent temporary pasture of rye may be
substituted for silage in wintering stocker cattle and the comparative value
of same. During the past winter, 48 grade beef type stocker steers were
divided into two comparable lots and used in this test. Because of unusually heavy winter rains, only 49 days of the 133-day wintering period
were suitable for grazing. The grazed lot made 0.097 pounds greater
daily gains than the silage-fed lot and at a saving of nine tons of silage.
3. A comparison of the beef-producing capacities of native woodland or broomsedge pasture and four carpet grass-lespedeza pastures treated as follows:
( 1)

Check-no treatment.

(2)

2000 pounds of dolomitic lime every third year.

(3)

2000 pounds of dolomitic lime every third year and 250 pounds
of 15 per cent superphosphate annually.

( 4)

1500 pounds of low-grade basic slag every third year.

Each of these pastures is stocked with 2-year-old steers accordmg to theil carrying capacity throughout the grazing season. The average daily gains,
the cow-days per pasture, and the total gains for each pasture are recorded. Caged areas are also clipped and samples of the herbage retained for
analysis as to feed value and mineral content. Disregarding any residual
effect of the treatments, the first season's data briefly summarized show
that with beef at $7.00 per 100 pounds, lime is worth $3.00 per ton, superphosphate $25.44 per ton, and basic slag $10.32 per ton. UntTeated carpet grass-lespedeza pasture is worth $0.33 per acre more than broomsedge
pasture.
Forestry Projects

The forestry studies at this station are in cooperation with the United
States Forest Service. These studies are confined to a comparisor. of a
burned and an unburned area of long-leaf pines as to stand and rate of
growth, a project which has been conducted without interruption since
1912; and the adaptation and growth of :several species of pine as they
develop under forest conditions.
Some of these plantings were made in
1917, while others were made in 1930. An efficient system of fire lines
has been developed and complete fire protection is maintained on all of the
station's woodland of approximately 200 acres.
Forage Crops, Hay Crops, Pasture Grasses

Based on results of recently completed experiments, forage crops are
used in all hog-feeding tests except when drylot feeding is used as a check
on other lots. In addition to this use of forage for hogs, 16 varieties of
soybeans are being compared as to yield of green forage and seed production.
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The work with hay crops consists of plantings of lespedeza ~ericea
made in 1932 and 1933 which are being harvested for hay each year.
These plantings are now giving way to carpet grass and Bermuda, thus
indicating that, though a perennial, a permanent sod may not be retained
where competition of this type is present. In addition to lespedeza sericea
plantings, large plots of Biloxi soybeans sown at the rate of eight pecks
per acre, Otootan soybeans at five pecks per acre, and peas sown at five
pecks per acre are being compared as to yields of hay and curing qualities.
Pasture grass studies are confined to plantings of 10 new grasses
made in 1936 in the nursery. Several of these grasses have made good
growth for two seasons and seem to have some merit, her,ce will be transplanted to pasture land where they will be studied under grazing conditions.
Sugar Cane, Corn, and Sorghum

The sugar cane investigations were begun in 1936 and are confined
to a comparison of disease-resistant varieties, the seed stock of which was
furnished by the Bureau of Plant Industry. Surplus seed stock last season was distributed to nearby farmers at a nominal charge.
While considerable acreage of the station's cultivated land is d1Jvoted
to corn for producing feed used in livestock experimental work, the investigations with this crop are limited to a comparison of 26 of the leading white and yellow varieties, the effect of the time of planting upon the
borer infestation, and a comparison of sources of phosphorus used in a
complete fertilizer under the corn at planting time. This last corn project
is also used with sorghum, which is the station's ensilage crop.
Pasture Investigations

Under the heading of pasture investigations, the following projects
a1·e included:
1. Methods of preparing cutover coastal lands for seeding to carpet
grass. This project was initiated in 1931 and repeated in 1932 and 1933,
all plots being retained without further treatment of any type for further
observation and study and for the inspection of farmers interested in developing pastures on similar soil types. This project has proved and still
is proving the value of preparation before seeding to carpet grass and is
saving farmers who are familiar with the project both time and loss of
seed when they follow recommendations based on results of this work.

2. Establishing and maintaining lespedeza in old carpet grass sod.
In this study, two-acre plots were scarified with a spring-tooth harrow,
treated as listed below, and then sown to common lespedeza:
Plot 1-200 pounds of dolomitic lime per acre
Plot 2-500 pounds of 15 per cent superphosphate per acre
Plot 3-Check, no treatment
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Plot 4-1000 pounds of low-grade basic slag per acre. Present indications are that the lime and phosphorus as contained in the basic slag are
more effective.
3. A comparison of the effect of superphosphate and basic slag, on
the yield and on the feed and mineral composition of carpet grass-lespedeza pasture. This project consists of 28 1/20-acre plots on which the
treatments are repeated every three years.
Clippings made for three
years and chemical analyses made for two years show consistent gains for
the treatments over untreated plots, these gains being both significant and
in keeping with the cost of the treatments.
PEE DEE EXPERIMENT STATION
Research activities at the Pee Dee Station are conducted alon~ lines
that will result in the greatest practical value to the agriculture of this
section of the state. A large percentage of the income of farmers in this
area is from the sale of farm crops, principally cotton, tobacco, and corn,
and investigations at this station have centered largely on these crops.
A few of the agronomy projects that have been under way for several
years are as follows: Seed treatment, time and method of applying fertilizer, soil building with winter legumes, value of stable manure in cotton
production, sources of phosphorous, varying amounts of nitrogen and potash as side dresser, sources of nitrogen, rotation studies, and variety
trials.
Cotton Investigations

Cotton is the principal money crop grown in this section of the state,
and since the arrival of the boH weevil in 1922 a large part of the research program at this station has been confined to cotton production
studies. As a result of these investigations practices have been devised
whereby this crop can still be produced economically and profitably.
Seed delinted with machine and with sulphuric acid have been compared for a number of years with normal seed as to the stand obtained,
freedom from disease, and yield of seed cotton. The delinted seed have
given more uniform stands in a shorter period of time than normal seed,
resulting in increased yields.
Similar determinations are made by treating seed with 2 per cent
Ceresan and with New Improved Ceresan. Better stands and increased
yields have been obtained from Ceresan-treated seed over a period of seven years.
Different methods of applying fertilizer to cotton have been continued
for six years. Injury to germination of seed has occurred every year, resulting in poor stands, when fertilizer was applied in a band at various
depths directly beneath the seed. No reduction in germination of seed and
increased yields, occurred when fertilizer was applied two to three inches
to each side of the seed and slightly below the seed level. As a result of
these tests here and at other stations, implement manufacturers have perfected machfnes that will plant the seed and apply the fertilizer to the
side at the same operation, and these are now available to growers.
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Very outstanding results are being obtained by growing winter legumes to precede cotton. Austrian peas, hairy vetch, Monantha vetch,
and Hungarian vetch have been grown on the same areas and followed by
cotton since 1929, and the cumulative benefits from these winter legumes
are now very pronounced. Cotton receiving 425 pounds of 4-9-5 fertilizer
per acre following a winter legume cover crop is making slightly more
cotton than check areas without a cover crop and with the same fertilizer
plus 200 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre as a side application.
Over a seven-year period, the average nitrogen content of the topgrowth just prior to turning under of Monantha vetch, hairy vetch. Hungarian vetch, and Austrian peas, expressed as equivalent of pounds of
nitrate of soda, was 540, 481, 382, and 377 pounds, respectively.
The value of stable manure in cotton production is being determined,
amounts used varying from one to five tons per acre in the drill under
cotton.
Within recent years a large number of synthetic nitrogen carriers has
been placed on the market and tests are being made using these materials
as side dressing and as the sole source of nitrogen, with ~he view of determining their relative value in cotton production.
Potash deficiency has been rather general in most cotton fields of the
Pee Dee section for several years, causing a "rusty" appearance of leaves
and premature shedding. Both staple and seed are inferior when potash
hunger (rust) is severe. Varying amounts of potash are being used on
cotton and corn on different soil types to determine the amount necessary
to overcome the deficiency.
A three-year rotation of cotton, corn, oats, and peas, consisting of
135 tenth-acre plots that receive varying amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus,
and potash, has been continued since the station was established, and results obtained have been of inestimable value in formulating fertilizer
practices and rotations for this section of the state.
New strains and varieties of cotton possessing superior qualities are
constantly being developed by plant breeders, and it has been the policy
of this station to include a large number of these in variety tests every
year. By so doing we are enabled to determine yield of seed cotton,
boll size, percentage of lint, length of staple, and money value per acre
for each of the varieties growing under similar conditions, and this information is made available to g1·owers.
Forty-four varieties and strains are included in tests this year, with
seed directly from the breeders. Several thousand farmers have given
close study to these varieties in visits to the station this year.
Cooperative Research with Cotton

Cooperative relations established in 1935 between the South Carolina
Experiment Station and the Cotton Division of the United States Department of Agriculture are being maintained, and experiments comprising
several phases of cotton research are being conducted.
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Inheritance studies are being conducted with many genetic lines to
determine the mode of inheritance of various characters as a basis for
breedmg and improvement. Some of these studies involve fineness of
fiber and its relation to percentage of lint, character and amount of fuzz
on the seed and their relation to productivity, certain peculiarities in the
structure of the cotton boll, etc.
Wide interest is being shown not only by manufacturers but by
growe1·s m the revival in the Southeast of the Sea lsland cotton industry,
which was destroyed with the advent of the boll weeVJL
Because of the
susceptibility of this cotton to weevils, the chances of satisfactory production are hazardous in bad weevil years. In order to develop a type with
the weevil resistance of upland and the fiber characters of sea island, hybridizmg experiments were started in 1935 and crosses were made between
several upland varieties and several strains of sea island. A system of
crossing and back-crossing and selection is being employed in an effort to
obtain a fixed type. In connection with this work crosses also are being
made between desirable long staple upland varieties.
Another phase of the work comprises one of the 14 regional variety
study experiments which are being conducted at different places in the
Cotton Belt. Sixteen· representative varieties are included in the experiment the object . of which is to obtain information concerning the ecological and varietal effects on cotton fiber quality, on its manufacturing utility,
on yields, and on the economic characteristics of the crop.
Cotton Insect Investigations

The Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, United States Department of Agriculture, has two permanent employees stationed at the
Pee Dee Station to study the biology and control of cotton insects in cooperation with th~ station,
The type of work being done and the insects being studied are as
follows:
Cotton Boll Weevil Control.-Each year numerous control plots are
conducted to study the best means of boll weevil control under South Carolina conditions. The materials used during the crop year of 1937 are as
follows:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Molasses-calcium arsenate-water mixture
Calcium arsenate dust
1-1 dust mixture, calcium arsenate and hydrated lime
1-2 dust mixture, calcium arsenate and hydrated lime
1-1 dust mixture, calcium arsenate and dusting sulphur
Alorco dusting cryolite
Barium fluosilicate
Magnetic cryolite dust
Magnetic cryolite sulphur dust
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Cotton Boll Weevil Hibernation Studies.-Each year 30,000 to 35,000
boll weevils are put in screen wire cages during the late fall, and in the
early summer of the next season a careful check is kept of the number of
weevils that live through the winter.

Natural Enemies of the Boll Weevil.-Studies are being conducted to
determine to what extent the boll weevil is affected by its natural insect
enemies, the most important of which are parasites.
Cotton Root Aphids.-Three species of root aphids are known to attack the roots of cotton in South Carolina, and in some places they cause
considerable loss in the cotton crop. The greatest injury occurs early in
the spring, just after the cotton comes up, and consists in killing the
young plants entirely, or in severely stunting them. Much of the failure
to get a stand of cotton is due to these root aphids. The presence of ant
hills around the base of the cotton plants is an almost positive indication
that aphids are on their roots. Many farmers believe that the ants are
killing the cotton, but this is not true. The ants are attending the aphids
which they place on the cotton roots. The aphids give off a sweetish substance, called honey-dew, of which the ants are extremely fond. Therefore, the ants protect the aphids. They make burrows down beside the
cotton roots so that the aphids can move about and feed, and when the
plant is killed, the ants make underground burrows to the next plant,
carry the aphids there, and place them on the roots. Often every plant
is killed in succession on a given row for a distance of several yards.

Investigations are being conducted at this station on the biology and
control of these cotton root aphids. The biological investigations include
life-history studies, host-plant studies, relationship between different
kinds of ants and the aphids, and seasonal and geographical distribution.
The control investigations include the use of: (1) insecticides, such as
calcium cyanide, naphthaline, nicotine sulfate, ground tobacco stems and
leaves, Derris, and sulphur; (2) repellents to the attending ants, such as
oil of tansy and oil of cloves; and ( 3) cultural methods, such as rotation
of crops, frequency of cultivation, etc.
Cotton Leaf Aphids.-Two species of leaf aphids are known to attack
and at times cause serious injury to cotton leaves in South Carolina. These
aphids scmetime attack young cotton just prior to the fruiting stage and
in extreme cases kill it entirely, but more frequently severely stunt it giving a dwarfed appearance and considerably delaying its fruiting time. In
other cases these aphids do not appear until late in the season when the
cotton is practically through fruiting. They often follow several applications of calcium arsenate to cotton for boll weevil control, and cause
severe shedding of the cotton leaves. They also secrete a honey-dew
which is deposited over the stems, leaves, and bolls, giving the entire plant a
sticky appearance. This honey-dew apparently acts as a culture medium
for the growth of bacteria on the bolls, which causes many of them to
rot, resulting in a decreased yield. Experiments are conducted at the
station to determine the most effective way of controlling these leaf aphids
on cotton.
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Cotton Flea Hopper.-Records are made of the seasonal abundance of
the cotton flea hopper in the vicinity of Florence, and in the event of a
damaging infestation the station is prepared to give advice to farmers on
its control.
•
Red Spider.-Occasionally the red spider causes severe injury to cotton in South Carolina. The infestations are usually spotted about in the
cotton fields, but may cause severe shedding of the leaves and fruit.
Studies are made of the various sources from which these infestations
arise, seasonal factors influencing the infestations, and means of keeping
the infestations under control.
Leaf Hoppers.-Several species of leaf hoppers are often seen in
abundance on the leaves and stems of cotton. Studies are being made to
determine what relation these insects have to the cotton plant, such as
the type of injury they cause, whether they breed on cotton, and the influence of other crops and weeds on their abundance in cotton.
Leaf Miners.-Frequently in the early spring cotton leaves may be
seen in which angular or irregular mines have teen made by the f P.eding
of insect larvae on the inside of the leaf. Studies are being made to determine the kinds of insects that cause these mines, the amount of injury
that they cause, and their seasonal distribution.
Wire Worms.-In many places in South Carolina wire worms cause
considerable injury to a number of crops, including cotton. Studies are
made to determine the specific kinds of wire worms that cause injury to
cotton, corn, and tobacco, and the effect of rotation on the abundance of
these insects.
Cotton Leaf Worms.-By means of a trap light, i·ecords of the first
appearance of the moths of cotton leaf worms are made. Studies are also
made of the amount of injury caused by them, the parasites that attack
them, and methods of controlling them.
Boll Weevil Parasites.-Intensive studies are being conducted on boll
weevil parasites. These studies include the different kinds of insects that
parasitize boll weevil larvae, their seasonal and geographical abundance
and distribution, and the ecological factors which influence their abundance.

Corn and Small Grain

Growers are more and more appreciating the value of purebred seed
of high-yielding varieties of corn as a means of increasing their yields at
practically no additional cost. Twenty varieties of white corn and 13 varieties of yellow corn are being grown under similar conditions this year
for yield determinations. These results are made available to growers
each year.
Biloxi soybeans planted in the drill with corn has made no appreciable difference in yield of corn when normal rainfall occurs. Under ex-
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treme drought conditions, the corn yield has been reduced four to eight
bushels per acre. Over a period of six years corn with beans in the drill
has averaged 41.3 bushels, and without beans, 44.4 bushels per a<'re.
Practically no difference m yield of corn has been obtained over a
four-year period with rows 4, 5, and 6 feet wide, the 4-foot rows having
averaged 43.2 bushels; 5-foot rows, 44.9 bushels; and 6-foot rows, 44.8
bushels. Narrow rows produce more corn when rainfall is above normal,
but when moisture is deficient best yields are obtained from the wide rows.
Plant breeders have made rapid strides within recent years in developing strains and varieties of oats and wheat that are heavy producers of
grain and also resistant to cold and disease. Variety trials this year consist of 13 varieties of wheat and 16 varieties of oats.
Other Projects

Other projects of which mention has not been made include fertilizer
and variety tests with peanuts and sweet potatoes; variety trials of Sesbania, and eight varieties of crotalaria a1:< soil-building summer legumes;
16 varieties and new introductions of soybeans; 14 varieties of cowpeas;
and nine varieties of grain sorghums.
Cooperative Projects

A large part of the research work at th1s station is in cooperation with
the Bureau of Plant Industry and the Bureau of Entomology and Plant
Quarantine, United States Department of Agriculture. Briefly, these activities include the tobacco research program, cotton breeding and variety
studies, life history, and control methods of various insects injurious to
crops generally grown in this section. A brief outline of eaeh of these
phases of research follows.
Tobacco Investigations

Because the soil at the Pee Dee Station is not suitable for growing
tobacco, additional land was purchased in 1936, primarily for tobacco expe1·imental work. The Marlboro fine sandy loam soil 2,t the new farm
represents a type of soil commonly used for the production of tobacco.
Tobacco experiments are now in progress to help the grower overcome, as far as possible, the many tobacco troubles throughout this area.
Briefly, the tobacco work may be summarized as follows:
1. The fertilization of tobacco beds to determine the best forms and
rates of nitrogen and the most suitable application of potash for the production of healthy, vigorous plants in the seed beds.
2. During the past two years spraying experiments have been under
way with the copper-oil spray for the control of blue mold in the seedbeds. This spray has been moderately effective in checking the severity
of this disease. No tobacco plants have been killed by the mold when
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sprayed twice per week with the copper-oil mixture. During the past season unsprayed beds, only a few feet away from the treated beds, were almost completely wiped out from the effects of this fungus.
3. Tobacco fertilizer placement test. This particular test involve"!
the use of the ordinary tobacco fertilizer (1000 pounds per acre of a
3-8-6) applied at various depths to the side (2 1 /2 to 4 1/2 inches) and
directly below the roots of the plants at the time of transplanting. A
combination transplanter and fertilizer distributor is used to apply the
fertilizer and set the plants in one operation. Fertilizers applied to the
side of the plant resulted in much better stands and a more even growth
than when applied directly below the roots of the plants.
4. Effects of two-year and three-year rotation systems involving the
use of weeds and some of the important economic crops on the yields and
quality of tobacco. Limited results indicate that weeds as a crop preceding tobacco reduce the nematode (root knot) population in the soil to a
minimum. A crop of weeds preceding tobacco is worth app1·oximately
$50.00 per acre on the next year's tobacco crop.
5. Effects of some of the minor elements such as sulphur, magnesium, calcium, chlorine, and boron applied at various rates and forms on
the yields and quality of the CUl'ed product.
6. The effects of low, medium, and no topping in combination with
several distances of spacing in the drill on the yields and quality of the
cured leaf. This test is being tried out with 800 to 1200 pounds of 3-8-6
per acre.
7. The use of potash, as such, on the yields and quality of flue-cm·ed
tobacco. In this case all the elements considered necessary for plant
growth have been added at standard rates, the only variable being the
rate of application of potash. This test has clearly demonstrated the importance of a comparatively heavy rate (100 to 200 pounds) of potash
per acre for the production of a high quality leaf. A moderately heavy
dose of potash also helps, to some extent, in holding down early nematode
infestation.
8. Since a natural weed fallow has resulted in a high quality of fluecured tobacco, further tests are now in progress to determine the effects
of some of the more common individual weeds in a two-year rotation system on the yields and quality of tobacco.
9. Transplanting tobacco at different dates. Primarily this test fr
being conducted to determine if nematode infestation is more severe on
early or late-planted tobacco.
10. The growing of a number of foreign and domestic varieties of
tobacco to be used in selecting types resistant to nematodes and other diseases affecting tobacco in this state.
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Tobacco Insect Investigations

The Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine in cooperation with
the Pee Dee Station is engaged in determining the major tobacco insect
problems in South Carolina and in devising effective means for their control.
The tobacco flea beetle, commonly known as the "flea-bug", is one of
the worst insect pests of tobacco in the state. This pest is an ever present
enemy from the time the plants first appear in the seed bed until the crop
is harvested. The adult beetle eats numerous small holes in the leaves
of the plant and the larval or grub stage feeds on the roots and stems of
the plant below the soil surface.
Injury is more or less general over the tobacco belt of the state,
and severe injury has been very noticeable in a number of instances.
During the fall of 1936 injury was so severe on some farms in Horry
county that it was impossible to cure the tobacco satisfactorily, and it was
sold for scrap. Injury to newly transplanted plants in the spring of 1937
resulted in poor stands and many of the reset plants failed to attain normal growth thus resulting in plants of uneven size throughout the season.
Control studies of this pest are in progress and the results of the
1936 seaF.on showed that a powdered insecticide containing one per cent of
rotenone in ordinary china clay was a very effective control measure. The
results of the experiments were published in the 1936 Annual Report of
the South Carolina Experiment Station.
SANDHILL EXPERIMENT STATION

The experimental program at this station has gone forward during
the past year and very satisfactory results have been obtained in all lines
of work. The general physical plant has been improved by repairs to the
buildings and equipment. As heretofore reported the research work covered by projects here includes problems in fertilization, management, and
plant studies of the princinal agricultural and horticultural crops of the
region, and other plants that offer possibilities of being adapted to conditions found here. The dairy unit is intended to include problems in b1·eeding as well as in crop utilization and maintenance of fertility.
Cotton Research

The agronomic work is being continued on projects previously reorted. One major project, that concerning the importance of using noncid fertilizers on acid soils, has created quite an interest at this station .
...·here has been a marked difference in the yields secured from acid forming and non-acid forming fertilizers in combination with various materials.
In a source-of-phosphorus test the plots which did not receive any
phosphorus and those receiving di-ammonium phosphate and mono-ammonium phosphate showed the greatest response from the use of limestone
mixed with the fertilizer. Where calcium sulfate or gypsum was used,
there was not a significant increase in yield from the addition of the lime
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in the fertilizer. These data suggested that available calcium rather than
soil acidity may be one of the limiting factors in the growth of cotton on
this soil. The results of this experiment emphasize the importance of
using a non-acid fertilizer which contains dolomitic limestone filler on soils
which may be deficient in available calcium.
Two experiments which have created an interest were started in 1931
to show the importance of additions of sodium either alone or in combination with potash. Data have shown that the yields of cotton from plots
receiving sodium nitrate were superior to those receiving calcium nitrate.
The plots receiving sodium nitrate but no potash produced 57.83 per cent
more cotton than the corresponding plots which received calcium nitrate,
but where a heavy application of potash was made, there was little or no
difference in yields from the use of sodium nitrate and calcium nitrate.
A comparison of yields from an experiment in which sodium is used in
combination with potash shows that the plots receiving the equivalent of
40 pounds of Na,O from sodium chloride yielded 20 per cent more cotton
than the plots which did not receive either sodium chloride or potassium
chloride. The plots receiving the combination of 25 pounds of Na,O from
sodium chloride and 15 pounds of K,O from muriate of potash produced
66 per cent more cotton than the plots which did not receive either Na,O
or K,O. The sodium in combination with as little as 10 pounds of potash
per acre seems to have a stimulating effect on the yield.
Forage Crops

More than twice as much land is used to produce forage as all other
crops combined. The subject of forage crops is therefore one of enormous
agricultural importance. Forage crops studies include a broad scope of
investigations as follows: Crotalarias, cowpeas, soybeans, velvet beans,
vetches, winter peas, crops rotations, green manure and cover crop studies,
pasture investigations, and tests of newly introduced grasses and legumes.
Crotalaria Species.-Approximately 60 species of crotalaria are in
trial plantings for observation of plant growth, forage trials, seed yields,
and selection of early maturing strains. Several new selections have recently been made which are very prolific in seed production.

The cowpea studies include 13 of the most promising varieties. Victor, Sewanne, Iron, Brabham, Early Buff, and Clay are the most outstanding for hay, while Coker's Williamson, New Era, Groit, and Cotton
Patch make higher seed yields.
Soybeans.-Soybeans are grown extensively for grazing, hay, and
seed, and are interplanted with corn for silage. Thirty-five varieties including the vegetable types and about 50 selections are in trial plantings
this year. Several of the selections are splendid hay types and have
proven their superiority over the varieties in hay and seed production.

Seventeen varieties and selections of winter legumes with various fertilizer treatments were under observation. Winter legumes thrive well on
sandy soil only when stable compost, lime, or heavy applications of fertilizer have been made.
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Green manure crops increase the organic matter and improve the soil
texture, which is very important in preserving soil moisture over a period
of dry weather. A green manure should be a legume, if possible, but
more especially a crop which adds maximum amounts of organic matter
to the soil. Observations made here also indicate that the method of
handling such a crop is of equal importance as ihe crops used.
Winter cover crop studies are under way which seem to substantiate
the belief that where no cover crop is used more plant food leaches out
during the winter than is taken up by a cultivated crop in the summer.
The grass nursery which consists of more than a hundred plots of
various grasses and legumes has attracted a great deal of attention and
represents the major part of the grass work carried on. Pasturage furnishes as much feed as all harvested forages combined.

Soil Fertility

Lysimeter studies are showing that, in the absence of growing crops,
such valuable plant foods as nitrogen, calcium, and magnesium are leached
from the soil in large quantities. Potash losses are less serious. Phosphates do not appear to be subject to leaching from sandhill soils. Use of
a winter cover crop is highly desirable to prevent excessive leaching of
plant foods during the winter particularly when such a crop is grown
after a legume has been mulched as a green manure. The apparent conservation of fertility by reduction in the amount of plant foods leached from
the soil is supported by data from a plot experiment. In this expedment,
a winter cover ·crop follows cowpeas used as green manure once in a
three-year rotation of legumes, corn, and cotton, and is compared with a
continuous winter fallow management involving the same summer crops.
The use of winter cover has increased corn yields approximately 33 per
cent and cotton yields 46 per cent over the winter fallow plots, the same
mineral fertilizer having been used on the corn and cotton in both experiments. The increased productivity is associated with an apparently more
favorable organic n:atter and nitrogen content of the soil.
Fertilizer experiments with soybeans have shown that complete fertilizers give better results than single fertilizer constituents. 1,11xtures having about a 2 :2 :1 ratio of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash have produced largest yields. This investigation included a stuoy of the effects of
dolomitic limestone, copper sulfate, zinc sulfate, and manganese sulfate,
applied as supplements to the ordinary fertilizer mixtures. It was found
that the use of 1000 pounds per acre of dolomitic limestone more than
doubled the soybean yield under the soil conditions of the experimental
area. Zinc sulfate or copper sulfate used at the rate of 7 5 pounds per
acre was rnJurious. Manganese sulfate applied at the rate of 100 pounds
per acre was beneficial on areas when the organic matter in the soil had
been maintained by green manuring, but was injurious on land which had
been depleted by continuous removal of the crop as hay.
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In cooperative fertilizer placement experiments it has been determined that the application of fertilizer to cotton in a band under the seed
is undesirable. Best results have been secured by placing the fertilizer in
a band 2 1/2 inches on each side of the seed and 3 inches below the seed
level.
Horticulture

The horticultural work is being continued on projects previously reported. One major project, that concerning the effect of various fertilizer
and harvesting treatments upon the chemical composition of asparagus
crowns, has been completed. A project on cover crop management in the
peach orchard has been initiated during the past year. This work is being
done on a 10-acre orchard planted last winter at the station.
The peach crop this season was damaged severely by late spring
frosts. The unusual weather conditions of the past winter and spring offered an opportunity to study difference in performance of the different
varieties that are being tested.
The testing of grape varieties both on their own roots and grafted on
resistant root stocks is being continued. Certain varieties are proving
their adaptability to the soil and climatic conditions of this section while
others are worthless because of lack of vigor of the vine or susceptibility
to disease.
Cooperating with the state-wide effort to improve sweet potato seed
stock, various strains of the Porto Rico variety are being tested with particular attention to individual hill selection.
The asparagus fertilizer plots gave a very good yield in 1937. Results of this work will be published in detail in the annual report of the
station.
Minor horticultural projects include the development of strains of
spineless okra, the testing of varieties of dewberries, raspberries, plums,
and Japanese persimmons.
Dairying
Breeding Project.-The dairy herd breeding program has been in
operation for eight years. During this time 118 calves, 63 females, and
55 males, have been bred and born in the herd. This does not include
4 still-born calves and seven abortions. When included with 22 foundation females, 4 proven sires, and 10 calves (5 females and 5 males) 1·esulting from foundation females purchased bred, there has been a total
of 154 animals managed through the herd in eight years.

The plant has accommodations for a herd of 60 to 65 animals. All
females have been kept in the herd and official production records have
been obtained. The males are selected and only the choicest ones kept
for proven-sire project work. There has, therefore, been very close culling
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practiced to keep the herd within present facilities. On June 30, 1937,
the herd consisted of 28 cows of milking age, 27 heifers between six
months to calving, and three heifer calves under six months of age, one
mature proven bull, two six months to two years of age, and one bull calf
under six months. This does not include bulls out on contract in provensire project work.
Official Testing.-All females resulting in the breeding program are
officially tested for production of milk and butterfat yields. These production records are used in measuring the progress being made in the general breeding program, which is to establish a strain of dairy cattle pure
in their inheritance for high average milk and butterfat yields, through
the use of sires thal have proven that they do transmit high producing
capacity to a large percentage of their daughters.

Twelve official records, 11 heifer and one mature, were completed
during the year. The eleven heifer records averaged 9327.9 pounds of
milk. 478.2 pounds of butterfat at two years and six months of age. These
records when included with 32 heifer records previously completed, bring
the total to 42 that average 9327.6 pounds of milk, 474.7 pounds of fat
at two years five months and .26 days of age.
Proven-Sire Project.-This is an investigation to measure the inherited producing abilities of choice selected bulls resulting in the breeding program. Six bulls are now on cooperating loan with farmer breeders. Two
new coperators were added during the year.
Annual Grazing Crops Project.-This investigation is to measure the
total digestible nutrients produced by annual crops. Crops produced are
grazed by either lactating or dry cows. This is a two-crop system; that
is, two crops are produced from the same area each year, winter-spring
crops and summer-fall crops.

The grazing period for the year just past extended over 229 days, 76
days on winter-spring crops and 153 days on summer-fall crops. When
total digestible nutrients secured per acre are converted to alfalfa hay
equivalent, the combined yield of the two crops for the past year was 4013
pounds.
'
Permanent Pasture Project.-This is a project to determine the per
acre yield, measured in total digestible nutrients, of developed permanent
pasture. The grazing season for the past year extended over a period of
113 days from June 16 through October 7. The per acre alfalfa bay
equivalent yield was 1924 pounds.
THE TRUCK EXPERIMENT STATION

The Truck Experiment Station is located seven miles west of Charleston in the heart of the coastal trucking area where a large acreage is devoted annually to cabbage, potatoes, tomatoes, beans, cucumbers, and other vegetable crops. The station carries on experimental work with practically all of the vegetables grown commercially in the state and cooperates with the United States Department of Agriculture in insect studies.
A brief summary of the projects follows.
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Fertilizer and Lime

In addition to the fertilizer experiments which have been carried on
since 1933, work _is being added on cucumbers, peas, and lettuce. As a
further check on the general applicability of the results obtained at the
station, cooperative experiments are being conducted throughout the coastal trucking area. Results of the experiments with beans, tomatoes, cabbage, and potatoes have been published in previous reports.
Experiments are underway to check the effects of different kinds of
lime, applied at varying rates per acre on yields of truck crops. The response of crops to the minor fertilizer elements at various degrees of soil
acidity is also being investigated.
Vegetable Breeding

Work is being continued to develop a round-headed cabbage that will
withstand the unfavorable weather conditions which often prevail during
the growing season. An attempt is being made to breed an early variety
of snap beans that will be better adapted to the coastal trucking area
than the present varieties. A genetic study of the inheritance of various
okra characters is being started on selfed lines furnished by the Horticultural Department of Clemson College. Breeding work is being started
with lettuce, tomatoes, carrots, and potatoes.
Variety Testa

Variety tests are being conducted with all vegetable crops grown
commercially in the trucking area. All new varieties are tested as soon
as they are introduced in order that their adaptability may be determined.
Highest yields in the tomato variety test were obtained with Break O'Day,
Gulf State, Pritchard, and Marglobe. All of the new potato varieties were
on test this spring. Chippewa, Golden Houma, and Cobbler were among
the highest yielding varieties. Some of the U. S. Department of Agriculture seedlings appear to be very promising for the coastal potato region.
In the cucumber variety tests A & C, Colorado, and Longfellow
showed the best color and gave highest percentage of marketable fruit.
Best yields of peas have been obtained with Thomas Laxton, Laxtonian, and Hundredfold.
Diseases

Considerable trouble has been encountered with mildew of cabbage
plants in the seed beds, and root rot of peas appears during wet seasons.
In order to gain some information on these two problems, dusting and
seed treatment projects are being initiated.
Insect Investigations

The research work with truck crop insects is being conducted at this
station in cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture.
Work during the past year consisted chiefly of a continuation of intensive studies or insecticide treatments against some of the insects af-
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fecting cabbage. The purpose of this work is to develop efficient methods
of preventing insect injury to this crop without incurring the hazard of
harmful insecticidal residues on the harvested crop. The following reports of the work were published during the year: United States Department of Agriculture Mimeographed Circular E-376 and Department Circular No. 411. A report of previous work on seed corn maggot injury to
spinach seedlings was published in J 936 by W. J. Reid, Jr. , in Volume 29
of the Journal of Economic Entomology.
EDISTO EXPERIMENT STATION
In 'lrder properly to render service to planters in the so-called "New
Trucking Area" the South Carolina Experiment Station purchased, in
November, 1936, a two-hundred acre site near Blackville for the establishment of a new branch station. This station is now known as the Edisto Experiment Station. The location is three miles west of Blackville on
the south side of U. S. Highway 78.
Development

Immediately after the site was purchased, construction work on a
mule barn was started. This barn, erected at the cost of $2250.00, is
of sufficient size to accommodate as many as 14 mules.
Considerable work has been done toward cleaning up the site, deepening ditches, and terracing the more rolling part of the farm in preparation for a more extensive layout of experimental plots during the coming
year.
Plans have been completed for the installation of telephone and power service and also for an adequate water supply. These things will be
necessary before much additional experimental work can be undertaken.
Experimental Work in 1937

It :c: planned to stress work with truck crops at this station. The
more important truck crops in the area are asparagus, cantaloupes, cucumber;:;, and watermelons. During the first year, plant disease wcrk on
vine crops received more attention at the station than any other phase of
work. Apparently, good control of downy mildew and anthracnose, the
two mos t common diseases affecting vine crops, was secured in plot tests
during this year. This work will be . continued on a larger scale during
the nex;:; few years.
Variety tests of cantaloupes, cucumbers, watermelons, cotton, corn,
and soybeans were put in at the station this year. Of these crops, cantaloupes and cucumbers matured and were harvested prior to June 30. The
cucumber variety tests created considerable interest and were undoubtedly
of great benefit to growers, since the quality of their crops depends so
much on the variety used.
Some fertilizer work with cucumbers, cotton, and corn was begun
during t.his year. Considerable work on the seed treatment of the vine
crops, c':l.ntaloupes, cucumbers, and watermelons. was started and will be
continued for several years.

